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Attract
The thesis deals with the ares of digital communications over the 
high frequency (HF) radio channel. It is divided into three main areas of 
research, the first two dealing with new methods of real time channel 
evaluation (RTCE) and the third with multi-frequency shift keying (MFSK) 
modulator and demodulators for use on HF circuits. The HF channel is 
simulated for use in the investigations.
The first of the RTCE methods employs the technique of counting the 
zerocrossings of the received signal. The method is investigated math­
ematically and by simulation. A hybrid error correction/repeat request 
system is simulated which employs the RTCE method. This is tested over 
the simulated radio channel and is shown to give a gain in throughput 
compared to conventional systems.
The second RTCE technique is an extension of the first, whereby 
higher order crossings (HOX) are counted. These HOX are the zerocrossings 
of a new series generated by differentiating or integrating the original 
signal. They are also investigated by mathematical analysis and by 
simulation.
The third area of work is concerned with MFSK signalling. The method 
is investigated with respect to the various parameters of the basic for­
mat and conclusions are reached as to the best parameters to be used in a 
number of situation. A demodulation scheme is devised whereby demodula­
tion, synchronisation and channel evaluation are combined into one set of 
operations. The method is simulated by computer and implemented on a dig­
ital signal processor (DSP). Results are presented from the method work­
ing over both a simulated HF channel and in the practical situation.
Chapter 1. Introduction.
1.0 Introduction,
In this thesis, methods of reliable transmission of digital data 
over the high frequency (HF) radio channel are investigated. This is the 
frequency band from 2 to 30 MHz. Since the HF radio channel is a par­
ticularly variable transmission medium, the approach adopted has been to 
attempt to find a transmission system that is inherently reliable over 
HF, is easily adapted to changing conditions and lends itself to the si­
multaneous analysis of the channel. The channel analysis provided by the 
system can then be used to adapt the transmission system itself, in order 
that the fullest possible use may be made of the available resources.
The work has been approached in light of, and to a certain extent 
inspired by, the availability of cheap and plentiful signal processing 
power [Pearce, Baker & Carter 1988). This has been made possible by, and 
will be increased by, advancing microchip technology which is enabling 
systems of previously unheard-of complexity to be developed at reasonable 
cost.
1.1 Organisation of the thesis.
The organisation of the thesis is as follows. In the remainder of 
this chapter we first attempt to identify the milestones in the advance­
ment of HF communications in terms of error correction and detection, 
modulation techniques and so on. Secondly we develop a model of the chan­
nel in terms of the basic mechanisms that may cause errors, indicating 
previous methods and techniques to overcome these. In this way, an over­
view of the problems involved in HF communications will be built up.
Thirdly, we briefly review different digital modulation methods, in­
dicating their suitability or otherwise for reliable communications over
the Hr channel. We also review previous methods of real-time channel 
evaluation (RTCE).
The second chapter deals with a channel evaluation system developed 
to estimate the channel signal to noise ratio (SNR) and provide some de­
gree of error detection which is independent from any coding or signal 
embedded into the basic modulation. This works by counting the number of 
zerocrossings, in a fixed period, of the voice-band (roughly 0-3kHz) sig­
nal coming out of the receiver. It is found that this count is related to 
the modulation format and to the SNR.
The third chapter deals with an extension of the zerocrossing count­
ing technique developed in chapter 2. The method essentially counts the 
number of zerocrossings of the signal, as before, along with the number 
of maxima and minima, turning points and so on. This is done by first 
differencing or summing the sampled signal a number of times before 
counting the number of zerocrossings. These counts are termed higher or­
der crossings (HOX) and contain more information than the simple zero­
crossing counts.
Chapter four is concerned with the optimisation of a particular 
transmission and reception system in light of the knowledge gained above, 
along with considerations of the HF channel characteristics. The par­
ticular system chosen is multi-frequency shift keying (MFSK).
In the fifth chapter we present results of the use of the systems 
devised in previous chapters. These results are derived from both com­
puter simulations and from practical on-air tests using an HF link on a 
relatively short UK link, under both day and night-time winter condi­
tions.
Chapter six reviews and summarises the main results and conclusions 
drawn from the body of the work. It also outlines some ideas for further 
work, developing some of the ideas put forward in the thesis and some 
ideas that were thought of as a result of background research.
2 A Brief History of Hr Radio Communications and So«« Related Fact«,
In the following section we present a brief historical view of the 
advancements of HF radio communications since its inception. Included in 
this are a few of the more important results in information theory and 
coding since these have had a considerable impact on the development of 
HF systems.
There is a sayir.g "there is nothing new under the sun" and in the 
field of reliable communication, this is as true as everywhere else. For 
instance, we note below the use of repetition codes for error protection. 
This is really not very different from repeating yourself when giving in­
struction to somebody so that they will not misunderstand you. We also 
note that automatic repeat request (ARQ) systems have a direct analogy in 
speech. In conversation, we say 'yes' when we have understood something 
and 'pardon' if we are not clear. This is almost identical to the proto­
col used by an ARQ system. Many of the other concepts discussed here have 
parallels in everyday life also and these often help in understanding the 
basis of what is happening. Speech and writing particularly can be seen 
to have a lot of redundancy inherent in them, which is why we can under­
stand somebody even on a noise telephone line or read a letter written by 
somebody with bad handwriting.
The following is a rather incomplete list of events and discoveries 
in the history of HF communications which will perhaps help the reader to 
gain some historical overview of the subject area discussed in this the­
sis. The information has been gleaned from Betts [1967, 1970], Berlekamp 
[1974], Stremler [1982], Thompson [1983], Ralphs [1985], Ratcliffe [1974]
and other sources.
Date Event
1894 Lodge demonstrates propagation of short-wave signals.
1896 Marconi supports Lodges' work with his own experiments.
1901 Marconi receives signals in Newfoundland from Cornwall.
1902 MacDonald 'proves' that transatlantic radio waves travel by 
bending around the earths surface, 'stuck' to the surface of 
the sea.
Heaviside suggests that the upper atmosphere reflects radio 
waves since it should be conductive due to rarefication.
1903 Solar radiation suggested as the source of the ionosphere.
1916 Marconi develops a spark-gap transmitter on the 3m wave­
length, using a parabolic directional antenna.
1919 Valve transmitters introduced on 15m band.
early 1920s Marconi transmits from a station in Cornwall to his yacht at 
sea in order to test directional antennae.
Good reception established from England to Australia.
1925 Appleton establishes the existence of the ionosphere. 
First ionospheric sounding measurements are made. 
Nyquists theorem published.
1927 The Empire Radio Link is set up throughout the commonwealth.
1931 The International Telegraph Union (ITU) arranges frequency 
allocations for fixed, mobile and broadcast transmissions. 
Weekly measurements of the noon E-layer critical frequency 
were started. These have been continued to the present time.
1932 Telex system was started by cable.
Frequency multiplexing of AM signals on voice-band cables 
first started.
mid 1930s Radio teleprinter links established.
1940 Detailed records of F-layer started.
early 1940s Error detection codes using single parity checks «rare used
for electromechanical computers by Bell Syst«
World war 2 Frequency multiplexing of frequency-shift keyed (FSK) 
signals on radio circuits started.
post war FSK and multi-tone modem systems developed.
1947 Hamming describes the first perfect sinqle error correcting, 
4 data bit code.
New frequency allocations made and a governing body set up. 
Multi-frequency-shift keying (MFSK) first proposed and 
analysed by Kotel'nikov.
1948 Shannons capacity theorem first published.
1953 First automatic repeat request (ARQ) system set up. 
MFSK systems first proved to be useful practically.
1955 Elias constructs first binary convolutional code.
1957 Frequency diversity introduced to combat fading.
Sputnik launched as the first communications satellite.
1960 Reed Solomon (RS) codes first described.
1962 Telstar communications satellite launched.
'Topside' ionospheric sounding from satellites started.
1963 MFSK first used as a long distance point-to-point communica­
tions system from London to Delhi.
Comité Consultatif de International Radio (CCIR) recommended 
frequency stability for radio equipment was 30 parts in 10*.
mid 1960s Satellites first used for long distance communications.
1966 CCIR recommended frequency stability for radio equipment was 
15 parts in 10*.
1967 Viterbi algorithm first published.
1969 MFSK first used to transmit newspapers to the QEII.
1970 Automatic frequency selection using sounding of available 
channels proposed.
1978 The term real-time channel evaluation (RTCE) was coined to 
describe the measurement and use of channel parameters in
real tim.
1.4 Physical proptrtiw of the Hr channel and their effects on a signal
In order to understand the effects of the ionosphere, it is useful 
to have a model of the way in which HF signals are propagated in the me­
dium. Different effects can be explained by models of greater or lesser 
complexity and so here we start with a very simple model to explain 
simple effects and build up more complexity as and when required. The ba­
sic effects described here are
i) Additive noise.
ii) Time delay.
iii) Skywave propagation.
iv) Doppler shifts.
v) Differential time delay (multipath propagation).
vi) Rayleigh fading of a single channel, time dispersal.
vii) Gross long-term effects of ionospheric variations.
iix) Critical frequency, maximum working frequency, optimum working fre­
quency
ix) Ionospheric sounding.
1.4.1 Additive noise.
Additive noise is, as its name implies, the random or unknown signal 
that is added to the required (transmitted) signal before we receive it. 
The way in which we can specify the characteristics of any particular 
type of noise are by its probability density function (pdf) and its spec­
tral characteristics. The most common form of noise that is considered in 
communications systems is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This has 
a flat power spectral density (PSD), at least in the section of the spec­
trum under consideration, and a Gaussian pdf, known elsewhere as a Normal 
pdf [Massey 1971 pp75-80]. This form of pdf occurs naturally in
6
mathematics as a limit of the binomial distribution, under certain condi­
tions [Spencer at al 1980 pp478]. Zt is easily described mathematically 
and is representative of the noise found in at least some communications 
links. The Gaussian pdf has the form
p(x) ■ 1 .exp(-x,/2.o*) (1.1)
oV(2n)
where the mean has been set to zero since it is generally of little con­
cern to us.
Additive noise may cause random errors by disturbing the received 
signal in some unknown way, possibly causing a wrong decision to be taken 
as to what signal was transmitted. The pattern of errors produced by AWGN 
is such that the probability of one symbol being received in error is in­
dependent of all of the other symbols and each symbol has an identical 
probability of error.
Other types of noise may not have a flat PSD and may have some pdf 
other than Gaussian. We may include interference in this description, 
whether deliberate or not, since it may be considered as noise of a par­
ticular type. An example of this would be an interfering tone where the 
PSD would be almost a spectral line and the pdf would be that of a 
sinusoid. Another example of non-Gaussian noise would be impulsive noise 
caused, perhaps, by lightning or by ignition coils. This would have a 
flat PSD but a non-Gaussian pdf. Much work has been done monitoring in­
terference levels [Gott, Wong & Dutta 1982] and attempts made to model 
and predict them [Laycock et al 1988]. Generally it is better to avoid 
interference than correct for it in the received signal [Maslin 1987 
pp92-102]. This may be done by many methods including selecting interfer­
ence free channels [Tesla 1986] and using directional antennae to 'null 
out' interfering signals [Cvetkovic et al 1988].
The ratio of signal power to noise power (SNR) is normally expressed
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in decibels (dB) and this is given by
SNR dB » 10*log10(signal power / noise power) (1.2)
1.4.2 Tiee delay
Time delay is due to the fact that the radio signals travel at a fi­
nite velocity approximately equal to the speed of light (3.0x10* ms-’). 
This of course means that the signal arrives at the receiver slightly af­
ter it left the transmitter. This alone causes few, if any, problems and 
indeed can be used to find out how far apart the transmitter and receiver 
are if suitably accurate clocks are available. We shall see later however 
that when there are two or more paths by which the signal is travelling 
to the receiver, the difference in the time that it takes for the two 
signals is quite significant with regard to errors. The difference in 
propagation time we term differential time delay (DTD).
1.4.3 __ Skywave propagation.
Skywave propagation is the phenomena whereby Hr radio signals can 
travel around the globe. They do this by refraction from an ionised layer 
in the upper atmosphere. This ionised layer is generally reckoned to be 
at a height above ground of between 50 and 500 km [Rishbeth & Garriott 
1969 pp2] and is caused by radiation emanating from the sun. It is very 
variable but for now we will model it as a single, perfectly reflecting 
layer. This model is sufficient to explain how HF signals may be received 
’over the horizon' and indeed, all around the globe. If we consider Fig­
ure 1.1, we can see that the signal leaving the transmitter at A will not 
be able to travel directly to the receiver at B, due to the curvature of 
the earth. However, signals leaving the antenna at A will go up to the 
reflecting layer at C and be reflected back to the receiver at B. This is
8
figure 1.1 The Ionosphere • Radiowave Reflector
Ionosphere
nals may be reflected from the earth at B and travel back to the reflect­
ing layer and down for a second time to D. This is termed two-hop 
propagation. In practice it is possible for many hops to occur between, 
say, England and Australia. Note that in Figure 1.1, the reflecting layer 
and the radius of the earth have not been drawn to scale, since the vir­
tual reflection height is only 0.8 to 8% of the earths mean radius.
1-4,4_____ Doppler shifts.
Doppler shifts are explained here since only a minor modification of 
the propagation model described above is sufficient to explain them. They 
are generally not a major source of error on HF links since they are nor­
mally associated with other phenomena which have far greater effects on 
distorting a signal [Ralphs 1985 pp56].
The way in which we can explain Doppler shifts is to consider the
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reflecting layer previously described to be moving up (down). This means 
that as time goes on, the time that it takes one part of a signal to 
travel from A to B (Fig 1.1) will be longer (shorter) than the time taken 
by a signal leaving the source earlier. This scaling of time is may be 
interpreted as a shift in frequency but we note that there is an ap­
proximation involved when signals of non-zero bandwidth are being consid­
ered. The effect may be illustrated by considering two signals, separated 
in radian frequency by 0 rad/s around a center radian frequency of w0 , 
undergoing a scaling in time. We write the two signals as
xi - sin<(wo n/2) .t) 
x2 - sin((w0 - 0/2) .t)
and then consider them scaled in time
x1 - sin( (w0 ♦ 0/2). t. (UK)) (1.5)
x2 - sin((w0 - 0/2). t. (UK)) (1.6)
where K is related to the speed of motion of the layer. Rewriting these 
equations we get
x1 . sin (w0 «• w0 .K ♦ 0/2. (UK)).t) (1.7)
x2 - sin ( Wo ♦ W o .K  - 0/2. (UK)), t) (1.8)
and the Doppler shift of ws .K can be clearly seen. The difference between 
the two frequencies is now O.(UK), an increase by a factor of UK.
If we try and estimate the value of K in the above equations, we 
find that for a typical Doppler shift of 2Hz and a center frequency of, 
say, 10MHz, K - 3.2x10"*. Hence the tones are moved apart by a factor of 
(1 ♦ 3.2x10" •) which we may consider to be undetectable and of theoreti­
cal interest only.
( 1 . 3 )
( 1 . 4 )
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Typical values of Doppler shift are in the range of a few cycles to 
tens of cycles per second which equates to a change in path length in the 
order of a few metres per second. Since the signal is reflecting off the 
layer at an oblique angle, this means that the layer is moving somewhat 
slower than this. This effect means that any system employed over a sky- 
wave link must be insensitive to frequency translations of the order of 
the expected Doppler shifts. This is not normally a problem in most non­
coherent systems and the whole effect may well be masked in the instabil­
ity of transmitter and receiver oscillators anyway.
In the case of mobile communications, and in particular aircraft 
communications, Doppler shift is also caused by the actual motion of the 
transmitter or receiver [Ralphs 1985 sec. 12.8]. A suggested value for 
the Doppler shift that could be present under these conditions is 70Hz or 
so and if these conditions are present, more attention must be paid to 
compensating for the effects.
1 -<-5_____ Differential time delay (Multipath propagation).
As mentioned above, DTD can be a cause of errors in an Hr communica­
tions system and it can do this in several ways. The first problem which 
we discuss is 'frequency-selective fading' [Maslin 1987 pp78]. This can 
be illustrated by examining what happens when we transmit a sinusoid of 
angular frequency w and receive two versions of it, perhaps by a single 
hop and a double hop path. We assume that the signals are of identical 
amplitude and have a DTD of fit s. We write the signal received as
sin(w.t) ♦ sin(w.(t ♦ 6t)) (1.9)
or
2.sin(w.t ♦ w.6t/2)cos(w.6t/2) (1.10)
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whereby it can be seen that if
w.dt/2 ■ n.n/2, n an odd integer (1.11)
then we receive nothing at all. If, on the other hand, n ia an even inte­
ger, we receive a much stronger signal than either of the two originals.
From (1.10) it is clear why the effect is known as 
'frequency-selective fading' since, for a given DTD, certain frequencies 
are affected more than others. This is in contrast to flat fading which 
will be discussed below. The effect on the signal transmitted is to 
change its PSD and it is obvious that the error rate of a given system in 
noise will be modified by this, particularly if data is being conveyed in 
the frequency components of the signal, such as in FSK systems. Since 
equation (1.10) is in the form of a linear filter, it is theoretically 
possible to recover the original signal from that which has been re­
ceived, assuming that the DTD, and hence inverse filter, can be found or 
estimated. This technique is sometimes used in practice but obviously in 
the example given above, the frequency which is completely lost cannot be 
recovered. Also it is clear that if the signal was being received with 
AWGN, the PSD of the noise would be modified by the inverse channel fil­
ter, even though it had not been affected by the forward path filter.
Typical values of DTD range from 0 to 2 or 3 ms although they may be 
as long as 25ms. The possible values of w, when transposed to baseband, 
must be in the basic signalling bandwidth of 0-3kHz and so, using (1.11), 
we can take an example of a 2ms delay, n* 1 for the lowest null in the 
spectrum, and we find
w * n/6t rad/s (1.12)
■ n/2*10_* rad/s 
- 2.K.250 rad/s
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and bo we get nulls at 250 Hz, 750 Hz, 1250 Hz and so on. These may obvi­
ously be a problem, particularly in an MFSK system where the null could 
easily fall on one particular tone frequency.
The problems of frequency selective fading are not as simple as the 
above analysis would indicate since the layers that are reflecting the 
signals are normally moving, as described in section 1.4.4. This means 
that the DTD may well be changing and so we get the effect whereby the 
frequency that is faded out will scan across the signalling bandwidth in 
some unknown fashion. This may be observed directly in the error patterns 
of some particularly types of systems where the signals are frequency di­
vision multiplexed into the same channel bandwidth.
The second problem involved with DTD on a communications link is 
that of intersymbol interference (ISI) [Stremler 1982 pp367-370). This is 
where the later arriving of two signals is carrying information from one 
symbol while the earlier arriving signal has gone on to the next symbol. 
This starts to be a problem when the DTD is equivalent to a few percent 
of the basic symbol period being used and is often a limiting factor for 
HF communications. This is particularly true of binary signalling where 
we can see that if the DTD is 2ms and we require this to be less than 2% 
of the bit time, we can have a maximum bit rate of 1/(2ms*50) = 10 bits 
per second (bps).
1.4.6_____ Rayleigh fading.
Rayleigh fading is perhaps one of the biggest problems of HF com­
munications and is caused by the reflecting surface considered above not 
being a reflecting surface at all but rather a refracting layer. The re­
fractive index of the layer changes with height causing the signal to be 
gradually bent around and back towards earth [Maslin 1987 pp60-62]. The 
way in which the refractive index changes is not smooth but subject to 
random variations and this may be modelled as a large number of scatter­
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ing particles (Wozencraft & Jacobs 1965 pp529-530). These scatterers can 
all be thought of as individual, noving, reflectors whose cumulative ef­
fect is to 'bend' an incident signal back towards the earth. Since each 
scatterer is at a slightly different position in space, each part of the 
transmitted signal travels a slightly different path to the receiver. 
This results in the signal being spread, or dispersed, in time by a small 
amount. Also, each of the received signals will interfere constructively 
or destructively with the others, resulting in amplitude and phase 
modulation of the signal as the scatterers move. It turns out [Wozencraft 
& Jacobs 1965 pp530-532] that the envelope amplitude pdf of the received 
signal will be Rayleigh, that is of the form
p(x) ■ 2.x.exp(-x*/o) (1.13)
o
where x is the relative amplitude
o is the standard deviation of the distribution
and the phase will be uniformly distributed on 0 to 2.n [Wozencraft & 
Jacobs 1965 pp529-32]. The amplitude modulation results in a frequency 
spreading of the signal such that if we transmitted a single tone, the 
received signal would have a Gaussian PSD. The standard deviation of the 
Gaussian PSD is termed the rms fade rate (fra.) and is equal to o in 
equation 1.13. It and can also be directly related to the average number 
of times that the envelope of the signal crosses through its median value 
in one second [Ralphs 1985 pp49].
Values of f,„. quoted by CCIR for testing HF communications systems 
are between 0.1 and 10 Hz but higher and lower values may be experienced 
in practice.
When a signal exhibits slow (with respect to the symbol rate) 
Rayleigh fading in a constant noise, the effective SNR will be changing.
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This means that ths probability of srror will be changing and in csrtain 
periods, will bs higher than at others. This produces bursts of errors in 
the received data stream which are normally combated by coding schemes 
specifically designed for this type of effect (Honary 1981, Honary & 
Farrell 1982].
1.4.7_____ Effects of gross ionospheric variations.
The 'scattering particles' refracting HF signals discussed in the 
previous section are in fact electrons and ions of various gasses such as 
hydrogen and oxygen which have been produced by the action of the sun on 
the neutral molecules of the upper atmosphere [Rishbeth 1969 chapter 3]. 
As the radiation from the sun arriving at a particular part of the iono­
sphere changes, so does the ion density and it is this which is critical 
in reflecting a signal. If the ion density is not high enough, a signal 
arriving at the ionised layer will pass through it, without a significant 
portion being reflected. Higher frequencies require a higher ion density 
to be reflected.
Short-term changes in the ion density result in fading of the signal 
being refracted. These fades are either known as fast or slow fades, de­
pending on their mean period with respect to the basic symbol period of 
the system under consideration. They are also known as 'flat' fades be­
cause they are not, at least in the signalling bandwidth, frequency de­
pendent. This is in contrast to the frequency selective fades mentioned 
above.
Variations in the amount of solar radiation being received are due 
firstly to whether it is day or night-time at the point in question 
[Rishbeth 1969 pp106). As the sun sets on the ionosphere, the ionosphere 
cools and contracts and some of the ions recombine to form neutral, 
non-reflecting molecules again. The cooling and contracting effect is 
greater however and so the ion density goes up, enabling more signals to
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bm refractad. Thia creates the situation whereby medium-wave signals from 
the continent interfere strongly with local signals in Britain, making it 
almost unusable in the evening. At dawn the opposite happens; the iono­
sphere expands faster than ions are produced and the ion density plunges, 
inhibiting signal propagation. This is known as the 'dawn dip', since the 
maximum frequency which can be propagated drops significantly.
As well as these daily variations of the ionosphere, longer term ef­
fects have been noted, particularly those associated with sun spots. Ac­
tivity on the surface of the sun becomes more and less energetic on a 
cycle lasting roughly 11 years [Maslin 1987 pp149] and it is this activ­
ity that sends out the ultraviolet and X-ray radiation that ionises the 
earths atmosphere [Rishbeth 1969 pp106]. This means that there is a sig­
nificant 11 year cycle in the ion density of the ionosphere.
Prediction of the maximum frequency that will propagate is something 
that has been done for many years, with varying degrees of reliability 
[Maslin 1987 pp149-155]. The long-term levels can be predicted but short 
term effects cannot, resulting in the need for ionospheric measurements.
1.4.8_____ Critical frequency. Maximum working Frequency and Optimum work­
ing frequency.
The critical frequency, f«■■».*, was alluded to in the above section 
and is the minimum frequency for which a signal will penetrate the iono­
sphere when it is travelling vertically from the source [Rishbeth & 
Garriott 1969 pp51-54]. Alternatively, it may be defined as the maximum 
signal frequency which will be reflected when travelling vertically. Ei­
ther way, it gives a measure of the ion density overhead. It is a useful 
measurement, particularly if the figure is available for the midpoint of 
the path over which propagation is required. Signals of a frequency 
higher than f „ t >  will be refracted if they meet the ionosphere at an 
angle since they travel further through the refracting layer and hence
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have more tin* to be bent.
The maximum usable frequency (MUF) [Maslin 1987 pp64] ia the maximum 
frequency that will be refracted on a particular path and hence is re­
lated to f o n t  at the midpoint of the path (single hop propagation) as 
described above. At this frequency, the absorption of the signal is least 
and so the received signal is strongest, a good reason for using 
frequencies close to it.
The median MUF is the MUF that is predicted for a given month and, 
by definition of 'median', this means that for 50% of the time the actual 
MUF will be below this level. In order that the predicted values can be 
used with 90% availability, the optimum working frequency (OWF) is de­
fined 15% lower than the median MUF [Betts 1967 ppIO]. When scheduling 
fixed-frequency communications, attention is paid to the OWF with the re­
sult that that part of the spectrum will become crowded. As noted below, 
if an adaptive system is implemented it can locate and use propagating 
frequencies close to the MUF that will not be allocated for fixed serv­
ices.
1.4.9_____ Ionospheric sounding
In the model of the ionosphere given so far, we have not mentioned 
that the ionosphere is in fact split into several layers. The most impor­
tant of these for HF communications are the E and F layers which extend 
from roughly 50-140km and 150-500km respectively [Betts 1967 pp9J. The 
effects of these layers can be found in real time by sounding the iono­
sphere, using either vertical or, perhaps more commonly now, oblique 
sounders. Oblique sounders work by transmitting a tone, swept up in fre­
quency at a known rate and starting at a known time. The signals can then 
be picked up by a suitable receiver, sweeping up in frequency at the same 
rate. The received signal strength and relative time delay, or virtual 
reflection height, can be plotted so that reflections from the various
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Figure 1.2 An idealised ionogram showing E and F layer propagation.
Virtual height (Km)
Frequency (MHz)
layers can be observed. A typical trace from one of these pieces of 
equipment is rather complex and difficult to interpret but some 
typical types of reflections can be seen in a somewhat idealised form in 
Figure 1.2 [Rishbeth & Garriott 1969). The reflections from E and F lay­
ers have been shown. More complicated effects which will not be described 
here can also be seen on real ionograms, such as the ordinary and ex­
traordinary rays of particular signals. Readers are referred to Rishbeth 
A Garriott [1969] and Betts [1967] for further details.
In m o d e m  HF communications systems, sounding of allocated frequen­
cies is becoming more and more common as a method of finding 'good' fre­
quencies to use from a pool of available (licensed) frequencies [Hague 
1988]. There is concern however that in a few years time there will be so 
much sounding, ionospheric probing and frequency selection going on that 
the actual bandwidth left for data will be unacceptably reduced. This 
will only be overcome by responsible use of the HF channel.
1.5 Current modem types and attempts to overcome the problems.
There are several basic methods of modulating a radio frequency (RF) 
carrier, that is, changing it in some recognisable way according to some
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data that it ia required to transmit. Each aathod has it's own peculiar 
advantages and disadvantages for use in HF coeauni cat ions and it is the 
purpose of this section is to review the various schemes with particular 
reference to the particular problems noted in section 1.4 above. For ba­
sic reference to each of the schemes the reader is referred to Stremler, 
[1982 chapter 10] where each is described and the error rates under AWGN 
are given.
The particular effects of the HF channel that we wish to concentrate 
on are
a) AWGN.
b) Other noise forms, impulsive, spectral lines, etc.
c) Doppler shifts.
d) ISX.
e) Frequency selective fading.
f) Rayleigh fading.
g) Flat fading.
The basic modulation methods that we identify are
i) Amplitude modulation
ii) Phase modulation
iii) Frequency modulation
iv) Improved and combined systems
v) Broad-band (spread spectrum) systems
and these will be considered one at a time. It has been assumed through­
out that the rate at which symbols are transmitted is constant and each 
has a fixed period.
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1.5.1 Amplitude modulation (AM)
Zn amplitude modulation, wm change the amplitude of a fixed fre­
quency Rr carrier according to the data that we wieh to transmit. The bi­
nary form of this is simply to turn the carrier on and off for Is and Os 
respectively. If we wish to transmit more bits per symbol, we must use 
more levels, normally using a power of two so that there will be a whole 
number of bits per symbol. This naturally means that the constellation 
points become closer together and so immunity to noise is reduced.
One particular problem associated with AM is that of fading, since 
it is the amplitude of the signal that is being used to convey informa­
tion. Zn the binary case, this means that the decision boundary, which 
should be half way between the '1' and 'O' level, will be changing and if 
this cannot be tracked, a worse error performance will result. Zn the 
multi-level case the problem is worsened since, for a given transmitter 
power, the signal constellation points have to be quite close together 
and so the decision boundaries need to be tracked with even greater ac­
curacy.
A further practical problem with AM is that the transmitter is being 
operated with a low peak-to-mean power ratio, resulting in a higher cost 
transmitter for the same transmitted signal power.
1.5.2______Phase Modulation.
The principle of phase modulation is to take a carrier and change 
its phase according to the data that we wish to transmit during a given 
period of time. The most simple example of phase modulation is that of 
phase reversal keying (PRK) [Stremler 1987 pp582] whereby we simply 
transmit the carrier or the inverse of the carrier, depending on the 
data. More complex systems switch the phase to one of a larger number of 
possible values, usually evenly spaced between 0 and 2.n, although not
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exclusively so [Divealar 1984, Honary, Shayan-Arani & Darnell 1989]. As 
the number of bits per symbol is increased, the distance between the con­
stellation points decreases and so the immunity to noise is reduced.
A particular problem with using phase modulation on HF channels is 
that the HF channel is not stable in phase. This means that you cannot 
use a fixed phase reference in the demodulator but must alter the refer­
ence according to previously demodulated symbols. This is fairly complex 
and becomes more so if coding is also employed. Another problem is that 
the symbols tend to be quite short and it can be shown that ISI can be a 
limiting factor on the signalling speed.
1.5.3_____ Frequency modulation.
The principle of frequency modulation is that we take a carrier and 
change its frequency according to the data that we wish to transmit. The 
most simple example of frequency modulation is that of binary frequency 
shift keying (FSK) whereby we simply transmit one tone or another, de­
pending on the data. More complex systems switch the frequency to one of 
a larger number of possible values, usually evenly spaced through the 
signalling bandwidth. As the number of bits per symbol, and hence the 
number of tones, is increased, the distance between the constellation 
points can be kept constant by making the frequencies orthogonal. This 
may be achieved by making the symbols longer, since the frequency spacing 
for orthogonality is equal to the reciprocal of the symbol period.
Frequency modulated systems in the HF environment generally suffer 
from less problems than phase modulated systems because there are less 
frequency disturbing effects to distort the waveform. Doppler shifts are 
normally sufficiently small that they will not cause one tone to be mis­
taken for another and the frequency dispersing effects of fading do not 
spread the energy to a very large extent. A more major problem is that of 
frequency selective fading, although this can be counteracted by use of
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in-band frequency diversity techniques [Prokis 1983 pp470). Due to the 
long (compared to the other systems mentioned) symbol periods, effects of 
ISI are reduced. The rapid changing of phase of signals that occurs under 
Rayleigh fading do however cause errors in multi-tone frequency modulated 
schemes due to the long integration times required by the longer symbols. 
These errors are not related to any additive noise (Ralphs 1985 pp59].
Frequency modulated schemes are easier to synchronize than frequency 
shift systems because there is no ambiguity in the digits.
1 _____ Improved and combined systems.
In recent years there has been some work done on improving various 
aspects of AM, PM and FM signalling [see for example de Buda 1972, Chase 
1976, Amoroso 1976 & 1979, Eaves & Wheatley 1979, Aulin & Sundberg 1981a 
and b, Hambley & Tanaka 1984, Sundberg 1986, Padovani 1986, Stremler 
1987], These have concentrated to a large part on altering the modulating 
waveforms in order to improve the PSD of the modulated signal, that is to 
say, to reduce the power in the sidelobes [Amoroso 1980]. This is gener­
ally done by making sure there are no sudden changes in phase of the 
transmitted waveform [Sundberg 1986], a technique which can result in a 
better behaved spectrum. This can be achieved without loss of error im­
munity but at the expense of complexity.
A second area of improvement has been to combine together coding 
with modulation in order to increase the effective distance between con­
stellation points without increasing the bandwidth. This technique was 
pioneered by Ungerboeck [1982] and has generally been advanced for the 
AWGN channel. Great care must be exercised when attempting to apply 
schemes advanced for the AWGN channel to the HF environment.
One way in which the basic methods can be varied to provide some 
specific advantage in the HF environment is to frequency multiplex sev­
eral signals together and use them to transmit the same information
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[Chase 1973], This provides in-band frsqusncy diversity and can help to 
combat frequency selective fading and narrowband interference. Another 
way is to use coding systems specifically designed or modified to combat 
the burst error patterns that are typical of the fading channel [Honary 
1981]. These will not be discussed here.
1.5.5 Broad-band (spread spectrum) systems.
In order to overcome the varying nature of the HF propagation me­
dium, several different broad-band techniques have been proposed and 
used. The basic idea behind all of these systems is that if the transmit­
ted signal has a very wide PSD, that is to say the symbol energy spread 
over a large bandwidth, then any frequency selective effects such as fad­
ing or narrow band noise will only affect a small part of the total sig­
nal [Ince & Schemel 1906]. The statistics of the broad-band channel are 
nearer to being stationary than those of a narrowband channel by conse­
quence of the central limit theorem.
We can find several examples of broad-band modulation methods. The 
first is chirp modulation (Gott & Newsome 1971, El-Khamy & Shaaban 1988] 
where a signal is swept up or down a broad-band, depending on the data. A 
derivative of chirp modulation is differential phase-shift keying of a 
swept signal [Gott A Karia 1974), whereby the signal is always swept in 
one direction through the broad band and information is conveyed in its 
phase.
A second method of spreading the spectrum of a signal employs trans­
mitting a pseudorandom sequence or its inverse for each data bit, using a 
conventional binary modulation format [Dixon 1976 pp13). The spectrum is 
broadened due to the faster rate of switching the carrier, by a factor 
related to the length of the sequence. A further method of spectral wid­
ening is to use a conventional FSK modulation but to allow a much larger 
choice of possible frequencies to transmit [Dixon 1973 pp26]. This is
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known as frequency hopping.
The practical problem for potential users of spread spectrum or 
broad-band systems, is that of transmitter and receiver procurement and 
design. Since a radio user is generally licensed for a limited number of 
narrowband frequencies, hardware is generally designed for that purpose. 
Due to these reasons, these systems are not considered further here.
1.6 A review of previous RTCE work.
Since the inception of HF communications, there has been the neces­
sity to provide some form of channel evaluation due to the basic time- 
varying nature of the channel. Xn previous years this was achieved both 
by human operators listening to the received signals and estimating their 
suitability in real time and by the use of ionospheric prediction algo­
rithms for long-term frequency allocation. However, as the supply of 
trained radio operators from the war years has dried up and the ability 
of prediction algorithms to predict short-term changes of the HF channel 
has not increased sufficiently, the need for automated systems has come 
to the fore.
Much work has been done in recent years on automated channel analy­
sis for both channel selection and for estimating in-band parameters of 
specific channels. The reader is referred to a paper by Darnell 11983] 
for a clear review of work up to that time and to a later paper by the 
same author [1986] for more up-to-date work. In the next few sections we 
attempt to outline some of the various methods that have been used or 
proposed for channel analysis, including sounding, limited channel 
monitoring and in-band channel evaluation.
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Sounding.
Sounding has alraady been mentioned in section 1.4.9 above as a 
method of measuring the ionosphere in general. We note here that sound­
ing, either on a number of fixed frequencies or across a wide range of 
frequencies, can be used as a source of channel analysis data [Maslin 
1987 ppl 55]. Its uses are mainly in assessing which channels have a low 
time dispersal, ie have only a single propagating mode [Maslin 1987 
pp158]. This is useful in frequency selection since a channel that is ac­
tually propagating must obviously be used and one with reasonably low 
distortion is preferred. The method does not, however, tell us much about 
the interference or noise on a particular channel and this may well be 
the limiting factor in reliable communications [Maslin 1987 pp164].
1.6.2_____ Limited channel monitoring.
Monitoring of the available (allocated) channels is a useful tech­
nique in assessing which channel should be used at any one time since it 
can give an estimate of the likely error rates due to noise and interfer­
ence. The monitoring can be either passive [Laycock, Morrell, Gott & Ray 
1988], where the average signal strength can be measured, its spectrum 
analysed and so on, or it can be active, where the channel is tried out 
or 'probed' periodically and the error rate assessed from the received 
signal [for example Hague, Jowett & Darnell 1988]. The later of these 
methods will give an indication of the condition of the channel in terms 
of both unwanted signals and propagation conditions whilst the former 
will not tell whether the channel will actually propagate. Both can, how­
ever, provide useful information.
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L * : ì In-band channel monitoring,
In-band channel monitoring ia a term for the analysis of a channel 
while it is use. This is necessary since we wish to know how the current 
channel is performing in order that we may decide whether or not to 
change to another frequency that may have been found by one of the above 
techniques. It could also be useful to know if there are narrow band in­
terfere« that we could adapt our signal to avoid, removing the necessity 
to change channels. This is perhaps one of the techniques' most 
potentially useful attributes since it may obviate the need for much of 
the sounding and probing that is currently polluting the spectrum.
In-band channel monitoring has been attempted by several different 
methods including spectral analysis, pilot-tone phase perturbation 
analysis [Betts 1970], pseudo-error counting, soft-decision analysis 
[Zolghadr, Honary & Darnell 1988] and ARQ repeat request counting. Three 
further methods developed by the author are presented in chapters 2, 3 
and 4 with simulated and practical results from them in chapter 5. The 
first of these methods employs zerocrossing analysis [Darnell, Honary & 
Shaw 1987, Honary, Shaw A Darnell 1988, Shaw, Honary & Darnell 1988], the 
second higher order zerocrossing analysis [Shaw, Honary & Darnell 1989] 
and the third, a modulation derived technique for MFSK signals [Shaw, 
Honary & Darnell 1989]. All of these methods are based on the 'Parallel 
RTCE' approach, that is to say there is an extra module at the receiver 
side of the communications link that does the RTCE procedure at the same 
time as the demodulator is working. This concept is illustrated in Fig­
ure 1.3.
26
Figure 1.3 The parallel RTCE concept.
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2.1 Introduction,
In the following chapter, the general techniques for RTCE based on 
zerocrossings is described. In section 2.2 the basic RTCE method will be 
discussed and the basis of the theoretical approach will be laid down. 
Details of various approaches to solution of the equations derived in the 
theory are presented in appendices A to D. Section 2.3 will describe the 
application of the method to several different modulation techniques and 
present some simulation results of these systems in additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN). Section 2.4 will describe the simulation of the HF 
radio channel and section 2.5 will present some results obtained regard­
ing the RTCE method over the simulated channel.
The method investigated here for channel evaluation is to look at 
the zero crossings of the input to the demodulator. The block diagram of 
the general arrangement of this type of RTCE system is shown in 
Figure 1.3. Since, for a given modulation method, the bit error prob­
ability (Pto) can be calculated from Eto/N0 [Edwards 1973], a relationship 
is sought between the average number of zero crossings per second (AZCPS) 
and Eb/No. The distribution of times between zero crossings is also in­
vestigated.
In order to show the effect that we are looking at in a very 
straightforward way, some typical PSK waveforms at various SNRs have been 
plotted. These are shown in Figure 2.1a-d. Only a few cycles are shown 
and the noise is of the same form in each case, just scaled up or down to 
suit. The zero crossings can be seen and it is simple to see how their 
number increases as the SNR goes down. The signal shown is modulated by 
alternate 1's and 0's although most of the simulations have been done 
with a continuous stream of 0's to make programming a little easier and 
faster.
29
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2.2 Theoretical Treatment of Zerocrossinos
We conaider sampled values of a signal which comprises of a single 
frequency of unit amplitude sinewave with AWGN. This can be written in 
the form
f(n.DT) - sin(w.n.DT+0) ♦ N(n.DT) (2.1)
where n is an integer
DT is the sampling period 
9 is an arbitrary phase
N(n.DT) is a sample of Gaussianly distributed noise of zero 
mean, variance o', each sample independent
The signal has a bandwidth (B), limited by the Nyquist rate, of
1/(2.DT).
We wish to predict the probability of a zero crossing from this de­
scription of the signal. That is to say, the probability that two con­
secutive samples will differ in sign, averaged over a period of time much 
greater than one period of the sinusoid. In order to do this we first de­
fine P» to be the probability of a zerocrossing in the time interval 
(n-l).DT < t < n.DT
Due to the (probabilistic) symmetry of the waveform f(t) about zero, 
the probability of a positive going zero crossing, P_„, is the same as 
the probability of a negative going zerocrossing P«.. Therefore
P.(n.DT) - P..(n.DT) ♦ P._(n.DT)
- 2 . P«.(n.DT) (2.2)
and, writing the waveform in terms of some arbitrary time t, it is easy 
to see that
P--(t) ■ P( f(t) > 0 && f(t-DT) < 0 ) (2.3)
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and since the noiae samples are independent (Spencer 1977 pp486)
P_.(t> - P< f(t) > 0 ).P< f(t-DT) < 0 )
and we know
P< f(t) > 0 ) - P( sin(w.t) > -N(t) ) (2.5)
- P< -sin(w.t) < N(t> )
and this is given by [Stremler 1982 pp675-7]
- Erfc(sin(w.t)/o) (2.6)
where
Er£c(x) = exp(-z‘/2) dz (2.7)
Jx V(2.n)
so from (2.3) and (2.6) we get
P..(n.DT) ■ Erfc(sin(t.w)/o) .Erfc(-sin( (t-DT).w)/o)
* Erfc(sin(t.w)/o).Erf (sin( (t-DT).w)/o) (2.8)
and from (2.2)
P.(t) - 2.Erfc(sin(n.DT.w)/o) .Erf (sin( (n-1 ) .DT.w)/o) (2.9)
This expression (2.9) now needs to be averaged over a whole period 
of the sinusoid to give the result
32
rta2.fl/w
P.a w/n. Erfc(8in(w.t)/o).Erf(sin(w. (t-DT))/o).dt (2.10)
J O
This gives the probability of a positive or negative going zero­
crossing in the time interval between two samples. We also define a 'sys­
tem dependent' variation of this called 'average zerocrossings per 
second' (AZCPS), which is equal to P./DT. This has been used in some 
stages of the study.
Unfortunately, equation (2.10) is not very tractable mathematically 
but has been attacked by several different methods. These attempts at 
finding an easily calculated solution to (2.10) are given in appendices A 
to D. Previous work on the continuous version of this signal done by Rice 
[1946], which is given in appendix E.
In order to compare the results of (2.10) with the case considered 
by Rice, the noise spectrum is assumed to be flat in the range 
0 to 1/(2. DT) and to have a value of Ns watts/Hz. We can now calculate 
the expected number of zerocrossings per second with respect to Eb/N0 by 
use of equations (E.1) and (2.10), using the relationship
Eb/N0 dB - 10.1og(Eb/N0)
- 10.log((S/bit rate). (B/N)) (2.11)
■ 10.log((S.B)/(bit rate.o 1))
■ 10.1og(S/oa) ♦ 10.log(B/bit rate) 
where S signal power
N noise power
o 1 variance of the noise samples
and the bit rate is in bits per second (bps)
The calculations of (2.10) and (E.1) have been made and the results 
plotted in Figure 2.2, extended over a larger range of Eb/N0 than would 
normally be encountered so that the extremities of the curves can be 
seen. Here 10.log(B/bit rate) - 11.5dB. It is clear that at the low
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signal end, i.e. the waveform is nearly all noise, the curves, whilst be­
ing the same shape, are of different magnitudes. From consideration of 
Rices earlier work [Rice 1945], we find that there is a factor of •/(4/3) 
difference.
In the case of the all noise waveform, sampled at the Nyguist rate, 
we would expect the number of zerocrossings per second to be equal to the 
highest frequency. The reason being that each sample is independent and 
so has equal probability of being above or below the zero line. Therefore 
the probability of two successive samples being on opposite sides of the 
zero line is a half and, since we have two samples per cycle of the high­
est frequency present, the average number of zerocrossings per second is 
equal to the highest frequency. This is indeed what cur analysis pre­
dicts. Rice's formula (E.1) predicts a higher figure and a demonstration 
of this difference is given below.
We have considered the waveform to be bandlimited to the Nyquist 
bandwidth and hence the original signal to be reconstructible by use of 
the formula [Cappellini 1979]
wf (t) - E x(n.DT) .sinc( (t-n.DT) .n/DT) (2.12) 
no­
where
sinc(x) * sin( x ) 
x
t = time in seconds
x(n.DT) * value of sample t ■ n.DT
which nas solutions at t • n.DT of x(n.DT) and is bandlimited to 1/(2.DT) 
as required. A waveform reconstructed in this manner using 21 random 
samples is shown in Figure 2.3. An example of the 'extra' zerocrossings
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predicted by Rice can be seen in the 3rd interval and it is simple to see 
how they will be missed in a sampled system.
2,3 Applications to Channel Evaluation in AWGN.
In order to investigate the use of zero crossing counting as a valid 
method of channel evaluation, several different modulation methods have 
been simulated in software. White noise has been added and the signals 
then demodulated. In parallel, the zerocrossings have been counted and 
various measurements and conclusions have been made.
The general method used for all of these modulation schemes has been 
to generate signals over many bits at different SNR's. Equal steps of 
Ek>/N0 in dB's have been taken and the standard deviation, o, of the noise 
samples has been calculated by use of (2.11). The noise itself is gener­
ated by a subroutine which gives a Gaussian distribution, generated from 
two uncorrelated random numbers with flat distribution. Appendix F has 
the details of how this is done.
Zero crossings are detected by a change in sign of the demodulator 
input. The 'actual' time is then calculated by linear interpolation thus
From similar triangles
pd/(tz-(t-DT)) - d/(t-tz) (2.13)
in a few lines we get
tz « t-DT.d/(d*pd). (2.14)
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The time of the previous zero crossing is stored and so the differ­
ence can be calculated and a density function of differential times be­
tween crossings built up.
The simulated demodulator is a correlation (matched filter) receiver 
which in this case is easy to implement as the timing and phase of the 
received signal are known exactly. The integrator is replaced by a sum 
and scaling is ignored as the decision level is set to zero.
2.3.1_____ Phase Shift Keying (PSK).
Binary PSK, or phase reversal keying (PRK) [Stremler 1982 pp303], is 
perhaps one of the best known form of data modulation and so we have 
taken it as the first example.
In Figure 2.4, the zerocrossings of a large number of bits have been 
taken and averaged out. The results are shown in terms of AZCPS for the 
system that we used. The signal shown previously (Figure 2.1a-e) is 
similar to the system simulated here but is modulated by alternate I's 
and 0's. The experiments were done with a continuous stream of 0's to 
make the simulation a little easier and faster. This obviously has some 
effect on the number of zerocrossings since the signal will generally 
miss a zerocrossing if the data changes from one bit to the next. Random 
data should be assumed in the practical case.
The density function generated by the zero crossing detector has 
been plotted and is shown in Figure 2.5. The data has been taken over 
10,000 bits with a sampling period of 0.07 seconds, bit rate of 1 bit per 
second and a carrier frequency of 1Hz. The bandwidth is limited only by 
the Nyquist bandwidth due to the sampling; the maximum frequency at the 
input to the demodulator being given by 1/(2.sample time).
In the limit when SNR -> « and the number of samples -> •», we would 
expect the zero crossings to be distributed around 1/(2.carrier fre­
quency) as there are 2 zero crossings per cycle of the input signal. In
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AZCPS ve Eb/No
BPSK simulated case.
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the other limit as SNR -> 0, we would expect the aero crossings to be 
distributed around the sampling rate or, in other words, around 
1/(2.maximum frequency) for the reasons discussed above. This can indeed 
be seen to be happening in Figure 2.5.
When we plot the AZCPS against Eb/N0 dB (see rigure 2.4) we can see 
that it is monotonically decreasing with increasing Eb/N0 dB. This im­
plies that the number of zero crossings per second can be directly re­
lated to the BER and this can be seen in Figure 2.6. This curve is de­
rived from the probability of error P«-Erfo</(2Eb/N0 ) (Stremler 1982 
pp583] for PSK signalling and from the simulation results. The curve can 
be seen to converge towards 2 crossings per second as Eb/N„ -> ■ and to­
wards 7 crossings per second as Eb/N0 -> 0. This is due to the reasons 
discussed above.
It is clear from these results that in a sampled system such as this 
we can, as expected, estimate the SNR of a waveform by simply counting 
the number of zero crossings.
2.3.2______Frequency Shift Keying (TSK) .
FSK modulation involves transmitting one of two frequencies in each 
bit time, depending on the input signal (Stremler 1982 pp574). The data 
presented here was derived in a similar way to that for the PSK case. We 
have used a centre frequency of 1.5Hz with a deviation ratio of 1. The 
simulation was done over 10,000 bits as before and the results are very 
similar. This time the average number of zerocrossings per second. Figure 
2.7, has it's lower limit at 3 due to the fact that we are transmitting 
alternate I's and 0's. For the PSK case the limit was 2. In the probabil­
ity density plot. Figure 2.8, there are obviously 2 peaks at low noise 
levels and these are due to the 2 different frequencies being transmit­
ted. The zero crossings per second against log BER graph, Figure 2.9, can 
be seen to be very similar to the PSK case, as we would expect.
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2.3.3 Minlaua Shift Keying (MSK)
Miniaua shift keying is siailsr to FSK except that the two frequen­
cies are not orthogonal and are spaced closer together on the frequency 
axis. Each bit has an effect over two symbol intervals [Strealer 1982 
pp596). The data presented here was derived in a siailar way to that for 
the previous cases. The centre frequency used was 0.75Hz with a deviation 
ratio of 0.5. The data for Eb/N<, up to 8dB was taken over 10,000 bits and 
thereafter using one Billion bits. This aethod takes a long tine to 
simulate as each channel (in phase and quadrature components) must be 
considered separately (Strealer 1982 pp599, de Buda 1972]. The data 
transmitted was alternating I's and 0's on each channel. The theoretical 
BER is related to Eb/Na by exactly the same equations as for the PSK case 
(Strealer 1982 pp601].
Zt can be seen from Figure 2.10 that the simulated results for AZCPS 
is aonotonic with Eto/N0 and it is clear froa Figure 2.11 that, once 
again, the BER is easily predicted froa the average number of zerocross- 
ings per second. These results further validate this work as being useful 
for real time channel evaluation.
2.3.4 Generalisation to other modulation schemes.
It is clear that for any constant-amplitude, continuous-phase type 
modulation waveform (Sundberg 1986], the AZCPS is not dependant on the 
modulation aethod but rather upon the carrier frequency, assuming that an 
equal number of I's and 0's are transmitted. This makes the curve in Fig­
ure 2.2 valid for any of this class of modulation schemes with little 
further work. The relationship between Eto/N„ and bit-error-rate (BER) can 
be found by standard methods [Edwards 1973] for the modem being consid­
ered, and hence a relationship between AZCPS and BER can be found. This 
is the relationship that is required for RTCE systems and several ex-
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Figur« 2.9 AZCPS va loglO(BER)
FSK simulated cas«
A Z C P S
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amples have been presented above.
Zn the case of amplitude shift keying (ASK or 00K), we can see that 
when the signal is a 1, i.e. keyed on, the average number of zerocross- 
ings can be found from (2.10) with 3dB added to Eb/N„ due to the 
peak-to-mean ratio of the signal, when the signal is keyed off, the AZCPS 
is simply fa/2 due to the noise. Hence the result
A Z C P S .. -  A Z C P S .s . ./ 2 ♦ f . / 4  (2 .1 5 )
where AZCPS«. = average zerocrossings per second for amplitude
modulation plus noise
AZCPS.3«. ■ average zerocrossings per second for a
sinusoid plus noise at 3dB above Eb/N0 of AM waveform.
2.4 Simulation of the Rayleigh Fading HP Channel.
The problem of simulating a Rayleigh fading channel has been tackled 
in many different ways in the past [Porter 1968, Watterson 1969a, 1969b,
1969c, 1970, Chase 1973, CCZR 1974, Ralphs 1976, Matley 1977, Ream 1978, 
Dawson 1984 etc.] but since we are interested in simulating modems and 
channels on a mainframe computer, it was decided to simulate the modula­
tor and channel at the same time. Hence the signal which would emerge 
from a digitiser on the output of an idealized HF receiver has been 
simulated directly.
Our program can simulate a groundwave component and up to 4 skywave 
components. Each resolvable component of the received signal is generated 
independently and can have the following parameters
46
differential time delay 
Doppler shift 
Rayleigh fading rate 
relative amplitude.
He can also have an additive Gaussian noise component of any 
specified level. The sampling rate can be fixed to any appropriate figure 
but it also fixes the bandwidth due to the Nyquist criterion. No other 
filtering has been applied as this is very system dependent and so this 
'ideal' case only is considered. Filters could be added at a later date 
if and when this proves necessary.
The model used is based on CCZR recommendations [Watterson 1970, 
CC1R 1974] which is the generally accepted multipurpose model for multi- 
path propagation simulators [Dawson 1984], The computer implementation 
has a few marked differences to the normal method, but has the same over­
all effect. The differences, implementation and verification are outlined 
below. The actual computer program, written in 'C', can be found in ap­
pendix I where the modulator section is an 8-tone MFSK system.
Using the parameters mentioned above, the value of the signal from 
each path at the sampling instant is calculated. The signals from each 
path are then summed, along with the specified-amplitude Gaussian white 
noise. This signal is then sent to the demodulator. Differential tine de­
lays greater than 2 symbol times cannot be handled by the program. This 
is not a problem, however, as real channels with more than about 1 symbol 
period differential delay would be virtually unworkable due to intersym­
bol interference.
The Rayleigh fading is generated using two independent Gaussian 
white noise sources, digitally filtered to have a Gaussian power spectral 
density [CCIR 1974 sec.3]. The two noise sources are then used to gener­
ate the Rayleigh amplitude and phase information [Wozencraft & Jacobs 
1965]. In the case of there being two magnetoionic components of a par-
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tlcular ray which ara not rasolvabla in time, we conaidar each component 
to ba resolvable in frequency. This gets over the problea of having to 
generate a complicated spectrum and reduces all of the spectra to 
Gaussian shape. This in turn enables one set of filter constants to be 
used for all the components. Since it is a digital filter, the rms fre­
quency response, or Rayleigh fading rate, can be fixed by the rate at 
which we re-calculate the gain of each pair of filters (in-phase and 
quadrature components). Each pair of filters for each resolvable compo­
nent has the same bandwidth and updating times. The filters are normal­
ized to give unity power gain.
The modulation method simulated can be selected by simply changing a 
few lines of the program, as can the bit rate, sampling rate, data struc­
ture and so on. In the initial tests of the simulator, PSK modulation was 
used at a bit rata of 200 bps and a center frequency of 200Hz. The sample 
period was set to 1ms giving a bandwidth of 500Hz. The fractional 
out-of-band power was therefore 20dB down (Amoroso 1980]. This was used 
as a 'typical' system for some initial tests. The bit rate ia around the 
maximum useable on an HF link due to intersymbol interference
In order to verify the error characteristics of the program, it has 
been run using the CCZR recommended parameters for a moderate channel 
[CCXR 1974 sec 4.1]. The parameters used are two equal amplitude skywave 
components with a 0.5ms delay between them and a fading rate of 0.1 Hz. 
Gaussian white noise is added at 3dB below the individual signal levels.
The output of a demodulator following the channel simulator, in the 
form of hard decisions, has been analysed for burst error lengths using 
another program. A burst is defined as a sequence of demodulated data 
with more than 40% of the bits in error [Honary 1981]. The results are 
given in table 2.1 and are typical of an HF link.
In order to provide some verification of the Rayleigh fading simula­
tion, a run has been done over 2.5 seconds (500 bits) at an rms fade rate 
of 4Hz. The output is shown in Figure 2.12. The upper half of the enve-
48

lop« ha« had superimposed upon it the Rayleigh attenuation and the median 
value of the envelope . The steps that can be seen in the envelope are 
due to the finite period (ie a period greater than the system sampling 
period) between the Rayleigh fading filters being updated.
The rms fading frequency is defined as the rms of the Gaussian power 
spectrum of the fading signal. Zt can be shown [Ralphs 1985 pp49] that 
the fading rate, defined as the number of positive going crossings of the 
signal envelope through its median value per unit time, is related to the 
rms fading rate by
fading rate ■ 1.47*(rms fading frequency) (2.16)
It can be seen in Figure 2.12 that there are 15 positive going crossings 
of the signal envelope through the median value. The theory says there 
should be 4Hz*2.5s*1.47 - 14.7, and so the simulation is assumed to be 
verified.
The Rayleigh amplitude and phase for a much longer run have been 
plotted on a polar plot (Figure 2.13). This is a representation of the 2 
dimensional random walk that can be thought of as producing the Rayleigh 
fading [Ralphs 1976, Excell 1985]. The actual ’walk' from the simulation 
in Figure 2.12 is shown in Figure 2.14 [Ralphs 1985 pp51]. The number of 
cycles of fading can be seen by the number of positive going crossings of 
the circle representing the median value of the envelope.
Interference has not been simulated here, although it would be pos­
sible to add this to the program using similar methods to Dawson [1984], 
The problem with this is that there are no standard interference models 
available although some work has been done on this [Dawson 1984, Perry & 
Abraham 1988 ] .
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3
2.5 Treatment of Zerocrossinqs in • Rayleigh fading Channel
Zn the case of a Rayleigh fading channel, we can still use the zero­
crossing counting technique to evaluate the channel but now we must con­
sider the amplitude of the signal as remaining constant over the length 
of time that we take to make our assessment. This means that the assess­
ment must be made in a short length of time with respect to the fading 
period. This has to be traded off against the period needed for an ac­
curate assessment and so a compromise must be made.
Zt is not clear from the theory what the 'best' time interval will 
be and so a simulation has been done to try some different intervals. The 
simulation has been done using the simulator described in section 2.4 
above. We have simulated one skywave path with an rms fading frequency of 
0.1Hz and a bit rate of 200 bps for a 5 minute period. Noise was intro­
duced at a level of -3dB relative to the mean signal level. The magni­
tude variation over this period is shown in Figure 2.15.
The error rates and zerocrossing rates have been averaged over 100 
bits (0.5s), 200 bits (1s) and 2000 bits (10s) and the results shown in 
Figures 2.16a-b, 2.17a-b and 2.18a-b. For the 0.5s and Is averages, only 
half of the data is shown for clarity. Zn order to see how well the zero­
crossing data is estimating the bit-error-rate (BER), AZCPS against 
log,0BER for the 3 cases have been plotted and the results are shown in 
Figure 2.19a-c. The theoretical result for fixed E*/Na 's is also shown 
for reference. Zt can be seen that the difference between the 0.5 and 1 
second averages is not that great but when we go up to 10 seconds, the 
similarity to the theoretical curve gets worse. Zt is believed that this 
is due to the averaging process used and the non-linear relationship be­
tween the AZCPS and the BER. Clearly the 10 second average case would be 
of little use to us in the RTCE environment anyway because it cannot give 
us an approximation to the real signal quality since it's estimation time 
is too long with respect to the rms fading frequency.
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Chapter 3. Higher Order Crossings.
3.1 Introduction to higher-order croaeinqs.
In chapter 2, a method of channel analysis was presented which re­
lied on the zerocrossings of a sampled waveform. In this chapter, the 
work will be extended to cover the zerocrossings of new series which are 
generated by taking the differences or sums of the elements in the origi­
nal series. The differencing or summing may be done many times in order 
to produce many series. This work has been developed as a result of some 
papers by Kedem [1984, 1986a-c] in which he discusses 'higher order 
zerocrossings' (HOX). The extra information that can be gained from look­
ing at these different order zerocrossings will be used to provide a 
higher degree of accuracy to the RTCE method previously described. An 
MFSK demodulator is also described which relies on the HOX as a method of 
signal detection. Its performance is compared to the noncoherent matched 
filter detection scheme described in chapter 4.
The difference between the method described by Kedem [1984, 1986a-c] 
and the one that we consider is that in his theoretical work, he works 
with a time series with a Gaussian probability density function (pdf) and 
(possibly) sinusoidal components [Kedem 1986a]. In our method, we con­
sider a sinusoid with additive Gaussian noise. The pdf of our waveform is 
therefore not Gaussian but rather the convolution of a Gaussian pdf with 
that of a sinusoid [Rice 1946 Fig 1]. Hence the analysis of Kedem is of 
no use to us.
Kedem does however use a useful normalization, that of scaling the 
time series such that the sampling interval becomes 1s. Under this trans­
formation, AZCPS becomes the probability of a zerocrossing per sample 
which has previously been denoted P.. This gives a maximum normalized 
frequency (by the Nyquist sampling theorem) of n rad/s or 0.5Hz. This 
normalization is quite useful in that it makes the calculations independ-
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•nt of the system under consideration and simplifies notation and so has 
been adopted throughout.
3.2 Theoretical treatment of higher order zerocroaainqa.
Further to the theoretical analysis presented in chapter 2 on the 
zerocrossing probability of a time series, the work can now be extended 
to higher order crossings. The probability of a zerocrossing, Pz, of a 
sampled waveform has been defined as the probability of two successive 
samples having opposite sign. HOX are defined in a similar way except 
that the original series is first differenced or summed, possibly many 
times, before the crossings are counted. We designate the zerocrossing 
probability of the original series as 0** order zerocrossings. Differenc­
ing gives a positive order and summing gives a negative order. The set of 
HOX for the orders being considered will be known as a HOX vector. This 
is a different notation to Kedem [1986a] but serves our purpose better. 
Here we consider the theoretical expression of P_ for the once differ­
enced series as the other orders are given by an analogous procedure.
The effect that the differencing or summing procedure has on the se­
ries is that the noise samples can no longer be considered independent, 
ie they have some correlation. Also the sinusoidal component changes in 
magnitude and phase. This can most easily be seen by an example.
Suppose that we have a sinusoid of unity amplitude in AWGN and de­
scribe each sample thus
f(n.6t) > sin(w.n.6t+8) ♦ N(n.6t) (3.1)
where the N(n.6t) are independent noise samples of standard deviation o 
and 6 is an arbitrary phase which, without loss of generality, can be 
ignored.
The series is normalised by setting 6t to Is and then the differ-
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ences between successive samples are taken. We get the series
f'(n.ôt) - (sin(w.n) ♦ N(n)) - {sin(w. (n-1 ) ) ♦ N((n-1))} 
■ A.sin(w.n>8) ^N'(n)
(3.2)
(3.2a)
where
A - 2.sin(w/2)
•  - (w-n)/2
N'(n) - N(n) - N(n-1)
• is constant and (as will be seen later) can be dispensed with.
If we consider a sample of f ' ( ) we can see that the variance of the 
new noise samples, N'(n), is o'**2.o', since the noise samples are in­
dependent. In addition, we can calculate the correlation coefficient, fl, 
of the noise by use of the formula [Spencer et. al. 1980, page 486)
8 * p,,/(o'.o*)
- pii/(2.o*) (3.3)
where p, i is the covariance of the 2 samples under consideration and is 
given by
p,, - B{N'(a).N,(n-1)) - E(N'(n)).E(N'(n-1)) (3.4)
and E(x) denotes the expected value of x. The mean value of the noise 
samples is zero and so the second term of (3.4) is zero and we have
p,, ■ E([N(n)-N(n-1)].[N(n-1)-N(n-2)]) (3.5)
but since E(x*y) ■ E{x) ♦ E(y) and the expected value of the product of 
two independent random variables of zero mean is zero,
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Ml, • E{ -N((n-1))* )
and therefore, froa (3.3)
0 - -1/2 (3.6)
The values oi o " ,  A and 6 have been derived for the once differ­
enced case but in general can be derived for any of the suaaing and dif­
ferencing cases. The values for all of the cases are given in table 3.1.
A general foraula for the number of zerocrossings of any order n can 
now be found in terms of the parameters a, w and 6. The general notation 
D(n,o,w) has been used here for this value, noting that a now refers to 
the standard deviation of the noise in the series under consideration. 
The probability of a zerocrossing in g(n), the general series, is found 
in a similar way to (2.S). That is, we find the probability of one of a
Table 3.1. Time series variance, amplitude and correlation parameters 
for different orders of differencing and summing.
Series Order
n
Variance 
o' *
Correlation
coefficient
Amplitude 
B A
original 0 o* 0 1
once differenced 1 2.o* -1/2 2.sin(w/2)
twice differenced 2 6.0* -2/3 4 .sin*(w/2)
n times differenced n ; i L -  ]o* -n/(n*1) (2.sin(w/2))"r»0(Lr! (n-r) !J
once summed -1 2.o* 1/2 2.cos(w/2)
twice summed -2 6.o* 2/3 4.cos*(w/2)
n times summed -n ; i [ (-n)l lo* n/(n-1) (2.cos(w/2))'r-01Lrl (-n-r) I
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pair of successive samples being positive and the other negative. This 
expression is then averaged over all possible phases of the sinusoid to 
give the result. The distribution of the pair of noise samples is bi­
variate normal with correlation coefficient (B) given in table 3.1. Hence 
we have the two samples
and the probability distribution of the noise [Johnson & Kotz 1972]
using x and y as dummy variables.
From this we can obtain the probability of a positive going zerocrossing, 
Pz+, ie when g(n-1) < 0 and g(n) >0, as
Pz* m p( N'(n-1) < -A.sin(w(n-1)♦•), N'(n) > -Asin(wn*e) )
2.n.oV(1-8’)
y=-Asin(wn+e) x»-"
Now, setting n«1, integrating over all phases of *, making a change of 
variable and changing the limits slightly we get
and we note that, due to symmetry, the probability of positive and 
negative going zerocrossings are the same, giving us
g(n-1) ■ A.sinfw. (n-1 )♦•) ♦ N'(n-1) (3.7a)
g(n) ■ A.sin(w.n*e) ♦ N'(n) (3.7b)
P(N'(n-1)«x, N'(n).y) ■ exp( - (x*-2Bxv*y*)/(2.(1-B*).o*) ) (3.8)
2 ( 1- B * ).n.o*V
-A.sin(w(n-1)♦•)
exp( -(s*-2Bxy*y* )/(2.(1-0,).o*) ) dx.dy (3.9)
n - A.sin(O-w)
-n A.sin(e)
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D(n,o,w) -
A .sin(Q-w)
2(n.o) •/( 1-a*)
-it A.sin(S) -«
.dx.dy.de (3.11)
where A and B are given in table 3.1.
Equation (3.11) is of a similar form to equation (2.5) and reduces 
to it in the case when n-0 (and so 8-0). It is also mathematically in­
tractable and so the values of D(n,o,w) have been sought by several dif­
ferent methods.
The first method has been to simulate a signal of the required fre­
quency, add random noise and count the crossings and higher order cross­
ings. The problem with this is that it takes a large number of samples to 
get an accurate result.
The second method, detailed in appendix G, has been an analysis em­
ploying a Fourier transform technique similar to that of appendix D. This 
method works well for moderate values of SNR but it has proved difficult 
to decide when to terminate the resulting nested summations. This is a 
particular problem at higher SNRs as the waveform which is being analysed 
becomes almost square and so has large high frequency components.
The third method is detailed in appendix F and employs 2 dimensional 
modified Gaussian integration of a function derived from (3.11). The in­
tegrals converge to an accuracy of 1 in 10* for SNRs up to 5dB. The re­
sults have been checked against results from a simulation done over 10s 
samples and are reliable. A further modification is required for conver­
gence at higher SNRs.
Some plots of HOX versus SNR and frequency have been prepared from 
the simulation results and can be seen in Figure 3.1a-h. There is one 
graph for each frequency in an 8-tone MFSK system and each graph covers 
HOX orders from -4 to 4. They show the probability of a zerocrossing be­
tween a pair of samples at a particular SNR. The upper line on each graph 
represents the highest HOX order due to the fact that the differencing
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procedure is essentially differentiating or high-pass filtering, causing 
the number of crossings to increase. Summing is like integrating or 
low-pass filtering and so causes the number of crossings to decrease. The 
difference in the plots at high SNRs is due to the different frequencies 
present is each case and the similarity at low SNRs is due to the fact 
that the noise is swamping the signal in each case.
From the plots it is clear that the HOX behave in a similar way to 
the zero order crossings with respect to frequency and SNR.
3.3 Application of HOX
3.3.1______ MFSK Demodulation using HOX
In order to use the counts of HOX over each symbol for demodulation 
purposes, the hardware system to be used must first be characterised. 
This is due to the fact that the analysis presented above is valid only 
when the noise being added to the system is Gaussian and there is no cor­
relation between consecutive noise samples. In practice, systems can only 
be approximated to this due to the fact that the noise will not generally 
be either white or Gaussian. Systems may be characterised by finding the 
HOX vector values for each of the symbols in an MFSK system under various 
noise conditions and storing the results in a look up table. In order 
that the mean and standard deviations may be found to a reasonable degree 
of accuracy, the data must be taken over a sufficiently large number of 
symbols. Typically, orders from 4 to -4 may be considered for perhaps 10 
different SNRs.
To demodulate a signal, the HOX vector must be found for each sym­
bol. This vector, which hopefully characterises the received symbol, may 
then be compared with each of the stored reference vectors in turn and a 
measure of the 'distance' between them calculated. The distance is taken 
by finding the differences between the vector elements. Each difference 
is then divided by the standard deviation appropriate to that element, in
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order to weight thee according to the relative anount of information in 
each. The sue of the squares of the weighted differences is then taken as 
the distance measure from the received HOX vector to the reference vec­
tor. The reference vector with the smallest distance from the received 
HOX vector is then selected to be the one demodulated. Both symbol and 
SNR information are thus available and can be used for later analysis of 
reliability. The smallest distance found could also be used as soft deci­
sion information for an appropriate type of decoder. Symbol timing has 
been assumed to be known throughout this procedure.
Some results employing the above procedure for an 8-tone MFSK modem 
are presented in section 5.4 and they show that the demodulation tech­
nique using HOX is not as good as results from more conventional tech­
niques. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 3.2a-c where we plot 
the pdf of zerocrossings occurring in a symbol of a typical system. The 
system chosen for this example is a 4-tone MFSK modulator (see Table 4.4, 
chapter 4) operating over an AWGN channel at various SNRs. Tone 0 has 3 
cycles per symbol whilst tone 3 has 6. The numbers of zerocrossings are 
twice these figures. Figure 3.2a shows the pdfs due to different orders 
of zerocrossings, taken at one particular SNR and tone. It shows how the 
shape of the pdf is affected by the order of HOX taken and the particular 
tone present. It also gives some idea of how large the deviation of 
counts over individual symbols is. Figure 3.2b shows the 0*H order zero- 
crossings pdf for different tones. It can be seen that even at 5dB SNR, 
there is a large amount of overlap between the curves, resulting in the 
poor error rate performance found for the HOX MFSK demodulator. Fig­
ure 3.2c shows how the pdf of the zerocrossings changes with SNR for a 
particular tone. It can be seen that below about -5 dB the curves are 
very similar.
In order use HOX for reliable demodulation, we need to either in­
crease the difference between the means of the pdfs for different tones, 
or reduce their standard deviations in order to increase their distin-
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guishability. The first of these ideas implies using a wide-shift FSK 
system where the tones are not at their minimal spacing for ortho­
gonality. This has not been investigated further since these types of 
system are not very bandwidth efficient [Schwartz 1980 pp217]. The second 
suggestion implies that we need a larger numbers of samples of the wave­
forms over which to count the zerocrossings. This also cannot be done 
without slowing down the signalling rate, unless it can be done over sev­
eral symbols. The system is then of no use for demodulation and only its 
channel evaluation properties are preserved. This is investigated further 
in the following section.
3.3.2 RTCE using HOX
In order to use HOX for channel evaluation we must first use some 
conventional demodulator and synchronisation system to find which symbol 
was transmitted and the relative timing. We can then use the HOX vector 
derived from the signal to estimate the SNR in a similar way to that de­
scribed in the previous section. The difference is that we now already 
know the frequency of the received signal and the symbol timing informa­
tion, except in the case when an error is made by the conventional de­
modulator. This means that the search through the look up table of refer­
ence vectors is reduced to only searching the vectors corresponding to 
the already demodulated symbol. Also, since the SNR is assumed to be 
changing relatively slowly compared to the symbol rate of the system (a 
definition of the 'slow fading channel' [Ralphs 1985 pp52)), it is pos­
sible to make the channel assessment from several successive symbols. As 
mentioned in the previous section, this increases the time over which HOX 
are being counted and hence helps to reduce the standard deviation of the 
results. Thus more reliable results can be expected than those for the 
demodulator previously described.
Results from the above procedure, using the same parameters as in
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the previous section, are given in section 5.5. The tests have shown that 
the method does estimate the channel SNR quite well. The period over 
which the SNR assessment can be made is a function of the fade period, 
whilst the use of the assessment is a function of the coding system em­
ployed. This means that the assessment period needs to be adjusted with 
reference to the overall communications system and the channel over which 
it is to be used.
Overall, the HOX RTCE method has a high complexity compared to the 
system to be described in chapter 4, since a conventional demodulator is 
required as well as the HOX counting circuitry/software. However, it may 
prove to be useful as an auxiliary RTCE method in some circumstances.
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Chapter 4. Multi-frequency shift keying (MFSK)
4.1 Introduction
The history and development of multi-frequency shift keying (MFSK) 
has been exposed by Ralphs 11985] and we shall be referring to this text 
on many occasions. The basic assumption that we shall make here is that 
MFSK can be a 'good' method of modulation for the HF channel (compared to 
more conventional binary FSK and PSK systems) due to its long element pe­
riod. This long element period has two advantages. The first of these can 
be seen from consideration of some basic information theory which is nor­
mally derived for the AWGN channel. This work [Shannon & Weaver 1949] 
states that for a given bandwidth and SNR there is a maximum rate of in­
formation at which one can transmit information with negligible errors. 
This can be illustrated by consideration of a system transmitting one of 
M possible orthogonal signals in AWGN at a fixed data rate and using 
'matched filter' [Stremler 1982 pp406-412] detection. We can see that as 
M increases and the data rate is held constant, each symbol carries more 
information and hence the symbols must be longer. Therefore we will be 
integrating the noise over a longer period and so its standard deviation 
will be reduced [Bozic 1979 pp88]. Hence the amount of noise at the out­
put of the matched filter will be reduced, enabling a more reliable esti­
mate of the transmitted symbol to be made. This argument is similar to 
the 'sphere hardening' argument which can be used to prove Shannons' re­
sult [Wozencraft & Jacobs 1965 pp323-341]. In this case the 'dimensions' 
are represented by the orthogonal matched filters. This is reasonable 
since the concept of Cartesian co-ordinates is that they are at right 
angles to each other or, put another way, they are orthogonal. Therefore 
the concepts of 'orthogonal signals' and 'dimensions' are equivalent. The 
relationship between the symbol period and M will be investigated further 
in section 4.2 with specific reference to MFSK systems.
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The second and perhaps main advantage of the long MFSK element peri­
ods is the increased immunity from multipath effects. This immunity is 
due to the fact that a signalling element can be long compared to the 
multipath delay of the channel. Hence any time 'overlap' between succes­
sive received symbols, as a percentage of the element period, is reduced 
as M increases. As a result, intersymbol interference (ISI) problems are 
reduced. A similar thing can be said of symbol timing recovery errors.
In contrast to the advantages of a long symbol period, there are 
reasons why the element period cannot be extended indefinitely. The most 
obvious of these is that the decoding delay will be very long with a very 
long symbol. Secondly, and more importantly in most cases, a long symbol 
requires very good stability of the transmitter and receiver clocks and, 
more particularly, of the channel. The HF channel in general exhibits 
phase and frequency perturbations and so limits the accuracy to which the 
timing may be held.
Another ionospheric effect which is not overcome simply by making 
the symbols longer is the of frequency selective fading due to multipath 
effects. This is the effect, described in section 1.4.5, whereby if we 
have two equal amplitude skywave components with differential time delay 
6t, the two signals will cancel if their frequency is an odd integer mul­
tiple of 1/2.6t since they will arrive in exactly opposite phases.
From that which has been mentioned above, it is clear that the sym­
bol period used has to be a compromise between many different factors. In 
section 4.2 we shall investigate how many tones should be used with re­
spect to the noise level of the channel and whether there is slow 
Rayleigh fading or not. It is assumed that a fixed bandwidth is available 
and that 99% of the power of the signal should fit into this bandwidth.
In section 4.3, the PSD of MFSK signals is investigated so that the 
optimisation procedure of section 4.2 can be applied. Results from the 
optimisation procedure are described in section 4.4 and methods of im­
plementing the resulting signal format are described in section 4.5. Sec­
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tion 4.6 discusses the means of demodulating the signals designed and in 
section 4.7, the implementation algorithm is described.
4.2 Optimisation of the number of tones.
Here we shall try and consider the parameters of an MFSK system in 
the environment of HF radio communications [Shaw, Honary & Darnell 
1988b]. It is assumed throughout that the bandwidth of the system is 
fixed and cannot be changed. This is a reasonably practical assumption 
since many transmitters and receivers will not have variable intermediate 
frequency (IF) filters. Also, frequency allocations in the crowded HF 
bands do not normally allow for a very wide-band signal, even if inter­
ference levels made such things practical. Since the actual bandwidth is 
not of concern to us here, we will work in terms of bits per second per 
hertz of bandwidth (bps/Hz).
In order to consider the practical parameters which we can use, we 
shall consider the AWGN channel case and see if we can gain any insight 
into the way in which the various parameters of the MFSK system interact. 
We shall try and maximize the information throughput [Abdel-Ghaffar & 
McEliece 1986], or system data rate, with respect to several parameters. 
These are
M, the number of tones. M integer t 2
R, the code rate 0 < R s 1
Te, the element period (symbol period)
DF » 1/Te, the tone spacing for orthogonality 
etc..
As stated above, we shall assume that the bandwidth, B, is fixed. In 
the case of the HF channel which we are considering, this is typically 
3kHz and is limited by transmitter licence. An approximate expression for
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the bandwidth ia given by (Ralphs 1985 p36]
B - (M-1*G)/Te Hz (4.1 )
where
G ia the total number of tone element spaces (on the frequency axis) 
beyond the highest and lowest tones giving a 99% power containment band­
width.
This formula is clear if realise that DF = 1/Te is the minimum tone 
spacing required for orthogonality and there are M-1 spaces between the 
tones.
Zt is suggested (Ralphs 1985 p36] that a typical value of G is 4 
throughout a large range of values of M. This will be investigated fur­
ther in section 4.3.
Obviously, if we have M tones, then each symbol carries loga (M) bits 
of channel information. The symbols last for Te seconds and so the chan­
nel bit rate is given by
loga(H)/Te channel bps (4.2a)
or in terms of normalised bit rate as
He ■ loga(M)/(Te.B) channel bps/Hz (4.2b)
which from (4.1) is given by
He ■ loga(M)/(M-1+G) channel bps/Hz (4.2c)
Taking coding into account, the system data throughput H, ie the rate at 
which data is delivered to the user, is therefore given by
H ■ R.He user bps/Hz (4.3)
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and from (4.2c) and (4.3) we gat
H ■ R .log*(M )/(M-1+G) user bps/Hz (4.4)
This is our expression for the system data throughput.
The maximum amount of arror-fraa data that can be transmitted over 
the channel is presumably going to be a function of M and SNR. We call 
this quantity the system capacity. It can be obtained by calculation or 
approximation for the channel under investigation. Tor now we can write
From the coding theorem, we know that we must transmit at a rate less 
than this to get reliable communication. Hence we can say
Hence in order to maximize the system data rate, H, we need to maximize 
(4.6), at equality, over the possible values of M. In order to do this we 
need to know C(M). This can be found by use of [Gallager 1968 p74]
capacity - C(M) user bits per channel symbol.
R.loga(M) s C(M) user bits per channel symbol (4.5)
and substituting this in (4.4) gives
H s C(M)/(M-1♦G) user bps/Hz (4.6)
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where
Q(k) are tha input symbol probabilities
P(j|k) are the transition probabilities
EQ(i).P(j|i) is tha probability of receiving symbol j.
EQ(k) - 1
Q(k) t 0
the 'max' is taken over all possible input probability assignments. 
In our case the k and j variables run from 1 to M and obviously the 
P(j|k)s are dependant on M. This means that, in order to maximize H, we 
need to solve (4.7) for the Q(k) over all values of N and then insert 
these values in (4.6) to find Hmax. This procedure will need to be re­
peated for all values of SNR so that when the SNR is known, an appropri­
ate value of M can be selected, along with an appropriate value of R.
In order to make some approximation of (4.6) we can make some as­
sumptions on the parameters in (4.7). Since we are assuming a Gaussian 
channel with equal input probability assignments we can see that
where
Hence
Q(k) - 1/M for all k 
EQ(i).p (j|i) - 1/M for all j 
P(j|k) - Ps/(M-1) j + k 
- 1-Ps j ■ k
Ps » symbol error probability.
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
(4.8c)
(4.8d)
C(M) - Ps.loga(Ps.M/(M-1)) ♦ (1-Ps).log*((1-Ps).M ) bits/symbol (4.8e)
An expression for Ps can be found in many sources [Ralphs 198S p31,
Prokis 1985 p212, Lindsey 1964) for the AWGN case and it is given by
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(4.9)Pa -
M-1 f
Z ( - D ' - ’MW-III .exp -r -la 
r-1 (r♦1)I(M-r-1)I L(r*1)No
where
No ia the noi8e density in watts/Hz and so Es/No is the signal to 
noise energy ratio in the signal filter at the end of a symbol.
Since Es is given by S.Te, Te*(M-1*G)/B and No is given by N/B, Es/No be­
comes (N-UGI.S/N.
Using (4.6), (4.8e) and (4.9) we can now find an upper bound on the
error-free data throughput of an MFSK system in AWGN for various values 
of M.
In order to find the upper bound on error free data throughput in 
the case of slow (with respect to the symbol rate) Rayleigh fading, we 
need to replace (4.9) with an expression for Ps for this case. This is 
given by [Lindsey 1964]
M-1
Pa - Z (-1) <*r-< * (M-1) 1. 1 (4.10)
r-1 rl(M-r-1)I 1*r*r.Es/No
(We must note here that this expression is also given in Ralphs, pp52, 
but is typographically incorrect in several respects.)
In order to make use of the equations given above to investigate the 
possible advantages of using different numbers of tones, we must now look 
at the power spectral density of the various systems. This is so that we 
can set the parameter 'G' to an appropriate figure.
4.3 Power Spectral Density Calculations.
In this section, the power spectral density (PSD) of MFSK signals 
for various values of M is investigated. This will enable us to find the
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value of 'G' to use in the analysis of the previous section.
The PSD of MFSK signals can be found by use of foramlae given by 
Anderson and Salz [1965] as
G(g) ■ 1  . Z [ 1 sine1(Sn) ♦ 1 . E J.sinc(*m).sinc(*n) ] (4.11a)
A*T N B-1 L 2 N m= 1 J
where
a is the frequency, normalised to the tone spacing
*n ■ (a - an/2).n
an - 2.n - M ♦ 1 n > 1,2...M
J * cos( 4n ♦ em ) ♦ cos( *n * Sm - 2,n.a )
2 . ( 1 *  cos( 2.n .a ) )
sinc(x) - sin(x)/x
It can be seen from 4.11d that J tends to « when a ■ 1/2, 3/2 etc.
and this means that there are spectral lines in the spectrum at the tone 
frequencies. Each of these contain 1/M* of the total energy in the spec­
trum (Anderson & Salz 1965].
The PSDs have been plotted for several different values of M and are 
given in Figure 4.1a-e . The frequency axis is in terms of a, that is 
normalised so that the units are the number of tone intervals away from 
the center frequency. Only the upper half is shown for clarity since the 
spectra are symmetrical.
It is now possible to find the 99% power containment bandwidth of 
MFSK signals with respect to M. This enables evaluation of the value of G 
to use in the equations of section 4.2. In order to do this, we have 
plotted the signal power rejected by an ideal bandpass filter with cutoff 
at tn/Te Hz from the center frequency. This has been done for those val­
ues of M that we have been considering and has been found by numerical
(4.11b) 
(4.11c) 
(4.11d)
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integration of the PSD formulae (4.11a-d). Special care was needed around 
the apectral linea at each tone frequency. These plots are shown in Fig­
ure 4.2a-e and have been re-plotted in Figure 4.3 with the frequency axis 
scaled so that the rate (in bps) is the same for each case. This shows 
the bandwidth expansion of approximately M/log(M) discussed in the fol­
lowing section. A selection of relevant points from these plots are given 
in table 4.1. Note that 99% power containment occurs when -20 dB is re­
jected.
Zt can be seen from table 4.1 that since the B is given by M-1*G, G 
works out to be around 1.2 for the cases that we have taken. This is 
within the main lobe of the PSD and is considerably narrower than the es­
timate given by Ralphs (1985 pp34-36]. The value G»4 specified by Ralphs 
always gives the bandwidth containing the main lobe and the first side- 
lobe each side of the center frequency. The difference in our calcula­
tions and Ralphs' is due to the fact that he uses a somewhat inaccurate 
approximation for the PSD calculations.
These results lead us to the conclusion that setting G at 2 is a 
reasonable thing to do for all cases of interest. This means taking in 
the main lobe of the PSD only and gives a normalised bandwidth of Mel.
In the case of fast fading signal conditions, the received signal 
spectrum is broadened (Ralphs 1985 pp57]. An example of the PSD of a
Table 4.1. Power spectral characteristics of various MFSK syst<
M 99% power 
B, a 1st node 2nd
Rejected power, dB 
node 3rd node 4th U! 5 node
2 2.13 -25..97 -32..68 -37..08 -40..36 -42..84
4 4.23 -23..57 -29.,07 -32.,74 -35..59 -37..85
8 8.21 -22..96 -27..35 -30..33 -32..61 -34.,53
16 16.08 -23..32 -26..79 -29.,12 -30..95 -32. 49
32 31.8 -24..30 -27,.05 -28..89 -30..31 -31..56
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4-ton* MFSK signal under thas* conditions has bean calculated to illus­
trate this. This has been done by convolving the spectrum given by (4.11) 
with the Gaussian power spectrum which would result from the fading proc­
ess 'modulating' a constant carrier [Ralphs 1985 pp57]. The result is 
shown in Figure 4.4 and it can be seen that although the spectral lines 
have been 'smeared' in frequency, the overall spectrum has not been 
broadened much at all. The case that has been plotted is a quite extreme 
example where the rms fade rate, fr, is 10% of the tone spacing. In the 
systems that we have considered the tone spacing is typically around 
250Hz and so this amount of fade would be around 25Hz, which is higher 
than that normally encountered [Ralphs 1985 pp60]. In some cases however 
where the number of tones is very high, ie they are closely spaced, this 
could be a significant quantity. The 99% power containment bandwidth for 
this example has been found to be 4.26 times the tone spacing, which is 
still within the main lobe of the PSD and so does not alter the conclu­
sion that the normalised bandwidth may be taken as H*1 for all cases of 
interest.
4.4 Results of optimisation procedures.
From equations (4.6), (4.8e), (4.9) and (4.10) given above, we can 
now find the optimum value of M required for an MFSK system operating 
over either a flat channel or a Rayleigh fading channel, with additive 
Gaussian noise.
Some results of these calculations can be seen in Figures 4.5a-c to 
4.8a-c and table 4.2 and are explained below. Results are presented for 
G«2 and G>4 for non-fading signals and G-2 for slow Rayleigh fading sig­
nals.
It can be seen from Figures 4.5a-c that for a fixed value of SNR, 
the number of tones used affects the maximum error-free data throughput 
considerably. The curves rise with M to a maximum throughput and then
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drop off again. This basic shaps is due to the fact that, for a constant 
bandwidth, the symbol rate is roughly proportional to 1/M and the amount 
of data per symbol is proportional to log*(M). Hence the data rate is 
roughly proportional to loga(M)/M. This has a maximum at M-3 and decays 
away as M increases. The actual shape seen is modified from this due to 
the required coding and the fact that the symbol rate is proportional to 
1/(M-HG) rather than 1/M. Zt can be seen that there is an increase in 
throughput when we use G-2 compared to G-4 due to the fact that more of 
the bandwidth is available to put the tones in. Hence they can be further 
apart for a fixed value of M and have a shorter period.
In Figs 4.6a-c, the coding rate required to achieve error free com­
munications is shown and in Figs 4.7a-c we show the optimum values of M 
for a range of SNR dB. The throughput at these optimum values is shown in 
Figures 4.8a-c in terms of bps/Hz of bandwidth available. In 
Figures 4.8a-b the theoretical maximum value for error-free throughput 
[Shannon & Weaver 1949] is also shown for comparison.
With these results we can see that with the normal MFSK format, op­
erating over the channels considered, one cannot get a very high through­
put compared to that theoretically possible. This is particularly true at 
SNRs above about OdB. It is to be expected however since we are only 
using one signal level in each of the dimensions available to us and so 
even when there is no noise, the throughput is quite limited. In order to 
approach Shannons limit, we would have to allocated more data bits to
Table 4.2. Optimum values of M, data throughput and coding rate re­
quired for various MrSK systems at different SNRs.
mean SNR dB Moot
G-2
Hmax R Mopt
G-4
Hmax R
Rayl<
Mopt
»igh fadinc 
Hmax R
-10 60 0.056 0.58 58 0.056 0.58 51 0.035 0.
0 7 0.31 0.82 7 0.26 0.88 8 0.18 0.
10 4 0.4 0.86 5 0.29 0.9 4 0.35 0.
20 4 0.4 0.86 5 0.29 0.9 4 0.39 O.i
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•ach dimension, implying possibly that we should amplitude modulate as 
well aa frequency modulate the carrier. For HF communications, the 
limitations may have to be accepted since the information throughput of a 
practical system is determined both by the theoretical throughput of the 
channel and by other, more practical, constraints. These include the de­
sire to have a constant amplitude signal format in order that the trans­
mitter may be operated most efficiently ie at a high peak-to-mean ratio.
Further considerations affecting the choice of modulation for HF 
conmuni cat ions include the frequency dispersion of the channel, oscilla­
tor stability, characteristics of the practical coding scheme employed, 
and so on [Betts 1967, Strealer 1982, Ralphs 1985, Maslin 1987 etc.). 
These problems and means of combating them are discussed further in chap­
ter 6.
4.5 Modulator Design.
In this section, we discuss the practical design and implementation 
of the MFSK signalling format. The environment which we are considering 
is, as stated previously, that of an HF transceiver feeding directly into 
an analogue to digital (A-to-D) convertor and a digital signal processor 
(DSP). This is seen as a modern alternative to conventional hardware 
since it is possible to change and adapt the modem very rapidly with any 
detected change in the operating conditions. The basic block diagram of 
this system is shown in Figure 4.9.
A good point to start our design considerations is with the spectral 
characteristics of our transceiver system. In the practical case this 
means that we need to know the power spectral density at the output of 
the receiver, assuming that the transmitter is being fed with white noise 
and the channel is clear. In general the frequency response can be ap­
proximated to a shape having very little output froe 0Hz to some value 
and then rise to a central 'flat' portion of the band at, say, LB. Then
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Figur« 4.9 Block dlagraa of a mod»rn HF comminication» terminal
Figure 4.10 Idealised spectral characteristics of an HF communications 
link.
Amplitude dB
LB UB Fmax
Frequency
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it will be 'flat' to some frequency, say UB. It will then die away again 
to the system noise floor at, say, Fmax. This idealised PSD is illus­
trated in Figure 4.10.
If we say that we are interested in putting 99% of the power of our 
signal in the flat part of our band, and we also require M tones, then we 
can say
B - UB - LB (4.12a)
and since
and
(M-WG)/Te (4.1)
DF - 1.0/Te (4.12b)
where
DF is the frequency spacing for signal orthogonality
we find
DF - (UB-LB) / (H-UG) (4.12c)
and the required tones are
Fn ■ LB ♦ n*DF (4.12d)
where 0 s n < M
Fn are the tone frequencies
This is fine in theory or in the analogue case but, since we are im­
plementing a sampled system, we must expect that the sampling frequency, 
fs, will have some effect also. The value of fs should be set at the 
minimum value possible in order to have the minimum amount of processing 
to do (avoiding redundancy). Also, this gives the maximum amount of time 
between samples to do the processing operations in. These considerations 
imply setting fs ■ 2*Fmax and hence the sampling period, DT, to 
1/(2*Fmax).
Since we have already calculated the symbol or element period, Te, 
above, we now see that, due to signal processing considerations, we wish 
Te to be an integer multiple of DT. Also we require that each symbol con­
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tains an integer number of cycles of the chosen frequency. This avoids 
phase discontinuity, a condition that has been assumed in the spectral 
analysis above and which helps to keep spectral sidelobes low.
As a result of the above considerations, the value of Te that we at­
tempt to use is set at the next multiple of DT up from that calculated. 
This results in a slight narrowing of the spectrum and so a small amount 
of the available bandwidth not being used. The actual amount will depend 
on the parameters being used and an example will be given below.
From the above considerations we now form an algorithm to calculate 
the frequencies, the number of samples per symbol and the number of 
cycles per symbol for each tone. This algorithm is shown in table 4.3. It 
has been used for designing the signal formats for all of the HFSK modems 
used in this thesis and, as an example, table 4.4 shows the calculations 
for the M*4, G*2 modem used in chapter 5. The required practical spectral 
characteristics of the back to back transmitter/receiver system are shown 
in Figure 4.11.
It can be seen in table 4.4 that the symbol period has gone up from 
2.63ms to 2.72ms and the bandwidth has been reduced to 
100 * (2573.53-735.29)/(2600-700) % - 97.75% of its original when we com­
pare the values allowable by the original specification to the implement- 
able solution. This is due to the implementation practicalities.
4.5.1_____ Modulator implementation I
The way in which the modulator has been implemented on a DSP is to 
first read data from a data source in a suitable binary or M-ary form 
corresponding to the symbol to be transmitted. This number is then used 
by the DSP as a reference to look up the address of a stored sine table 
for that tone. N waveform samples are then read sequentially out of 
memory and passed to a D-to-A convertor. The resulting analogue signal is 
lightly filtered before being fed to the audio input of the transmitter
96
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Tabi» 4.3 An algorithm for tone arrangement in DSP MfSK modem
Given LB, the lower 3dB point of the passband
UB, the upper 3dB point of the passband 
fs, the sampling rate 
DT = 1/fs the sample period 
M, the required number of tones 
G, the frequency guard space
Perform the following calculations, using lb and ub as variables
1. B - UB - LB, the usable bandwidth.
2. DF = B/IM-HG) the maximum tone spacing.
3. Te = 1/DF the minimum symbol period.
4. Since the symbol period must be a multiple of DT and be * Te, the 
minimum number of samples is given by
N ■ (Te/DT)
where {x} denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.
5. The new symbol period is given by Te » N*DT
6. The new frequency spacing is given by DF = 1/Te
7. The new lower 99% power containment frequency is given by
lb ■ DF * {LB/DF ♦ G/2) - DF*G/2
since the lowest tone frequency is an integer multiple of DF in order 
that there are an integer number of cycles of each tone in a symbol pe­
riod.
8. The new upper 99% power containment frequency is given by
ub - lb ♦ (M-1+G) * DF 
and has changed due to steps 4 to 7.
9. Check that bandwidth constraints are not exceeded.
If ub > UB
Increase the symbol period by the minimum amount by increment-
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ing N. Return to step 5.
10. The frequencies are now given by
F(n) > lb ♦ (n*G/2)*DF 0 s n < M
The number of samples per tone is N
The number of cycles per tone is lb/DF ♦ G/2 ♦ n
Table 4.4______ Application of to the design of a M-4, G-2 MFSK modem
From Figure 4.11 we find
UB - 2600 Hz LB - 700 Hz Fmax - 3125 Hz
and we specify
M - 4 G - 2
Therefore fs ■ 2*Fmax = 2*3125 » 6250 Hz 
and DT - 1/6250 s - 160 ps
Following the algorithm in table 4.3
1. B - UB - LB - 2600 - 700 - 1900 Hz
2. DF - B/IM-UG) - 1900/(4-1+2) - 380.0 Hz
3. Te = 1/DF - 1/380.0 - 2.63ms
4. N « (Te/DT) - {2.63*10-*/160*10-*J - (16.45) - 17
5. Te = N*DT - 17*160ps - 2.72 ms
6. DF - 1/Te - 1/2.72ms - 367.65 Hz
7. lb - DF * (LB/DF) - 367.65 * (700/367.65) - 735.29 Hz
8. ub - lb ♦ (N-UG) * DF - 735.29 ♦ (4-1*2) * 367.65 - 2573.53 Hz
9. ub > UB ? No so terminate procedure.
10. F(n) - lb ♦ (n+G/2) * DF 0 s n < H
» 735.29 ♦ (n*1) * 367.65Hz 
The number of samples per tone is N - 17 
The number of cycles of tone n is lb/DF ♦ G/2 ♦ n - n*3
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or recorded on standard audio tape for later trials. An example of the 
ideal and un-filtered waveform a rm shown in Figure 4.12.
Two systems have been implemented and the power spectral densities 
measured whilst transmitting random data. The results are shown in Figure 
4.13a-b. The systems used are M-8, G«4 (Fig 4.13a) and M-4, G«2 (Fig
4.13b) and the modulator is transmitting random data.
4.5.2_____ Modulator implementation II
The above method of nodulation is very effective but does not uti­
lise a DSP very efficiently. It has been chosen for some stages of the 
work however due to the nature of equipeent available at the time and for 
the ease of modifying parameters.
An alternative, and more memory efficient, method of generating the 
modulator output waveforms is to look at the mathematical function which 
we are trying to generate. The waveform samples are given by
where
sin( 2*n*(s*Q)*i/N ) (4.13a)
0 s s s M is the symbol to be transmitted 
0 s i s N is the sample number within the symbol 
Q ■ lb/DF ♦ G/2 is the integer number of tone intervals between 
OHz and the lowest tone.
Since the sin function takes its argument mod(2*n), this is equiva­
lent to
where
sin( ((s*Q)*i)mod(N)*2*n/N ) 
y mod(x) means the remainder after dividing y by x.
(4.13b)
This may be implemented by us e  of a sine wave look-up table, ie a
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Figure 4.13. Spectral characteristics 
of MFSK signals. Random data.
Figure 4.13a. M—8, G—4.
* SPEC 1
Figure 4.13b. M -4, G~2.OX: 1.8385 K y:-16.01
table of N samples of a sinusoid, from sin(O) to •in(2*n*(N-1)/N). The 
element of the table that is taken is
{(■♦Q)*i)mod(N) (4.13c)
The values given by (4.13c) for the example given above are shown in 
table 4.5. It can be seen that this method of finding the samples to be 
output is more efficient in terms of memory requirements since only N 
sine elements need to be stored.
4.6 Demodulator Design Considerations.
In order to find which of the many methods of demodulation are par­
ticularly suited to dsp implementation, it is informative to consider a 
vector representation of an MFSK signal. When dealing with an MFSK de­
modulator, we are concerned with deciding which of M orthogonal signals 
was generated at the modulator, and when. As we have seen, the way in 
which the signals are realised in practice is to use M tones that are or-
Table 4.5._____ Elements to be found in sinewave lookup table.
Symbol
Sample number 0 1 2 3
0 0 0 0 0
1 3 4 5 6
2 6 8 10 12
3 9 12 15 1
4 12 16 3 7
5 15 3 8 13
6 1 7 13 2
7 4 11 1 8
8 7 15 6 14
9 10 2 11 3
10 13 6 16 9
11 16 10 4 15
12 2 14 9 4
13 5 1 14 10
14 0 5 2 16
15 11 9 7 5
16 14 13 12 11
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thogonal over a symbol period Ts ie spaced in frequency at some integer 
multiple of 1/Te [Wozencraft A Jacobs 1965 pp223-227]. Since each fre­
quency is orthogonal to each other and each frequency has an in-phase and 
quadrature component, we are actually dealing with a vector in 2.M dimen­
sions.
In practice, we have to regenerate all the possible transmitted sig­
nals at the receiver in order to compare them with the received one. This 
poses problems with stability of both the source reference oscillators, 
receiver local oscillators and, particularly in the case of the HF chan­
nel, the transmission medium itself. The result is that it is normally 
possible recreate the frequencies sufficiently well but not the phase. 
Therefore the phase of the tones is presumed to carry no information and 
the magnitude of the signal at each frequency only is considered. This 
has been implicitly assumed in the generation of the signals at the 
modulator since only the 'sine' component of each frequency is modulated 
by the data. The demodulator will be noncoherent [Prokis 1985 pp141] and 
our received vector need only be considered in the positive sector of M 
dimensional space.
It is well known [Wozencraft & Jacobs 1965 pp239] that using a bank 
of filters matched to the set of possible transmitted signals is the op­
timum method of signal recovery. The outputs of the filters are sampled 
at the end of a symbol period and the largest selected as being the best 
estimate of the transmitted signal. This method has been used extensively 
in the past for orthogonal signals as it is theoretically optimum 
[Wozencraft & Jacobs 1965 pp240] and is reasonably easily implemented. 
An exactly equivalent method, in terms of performance, is to cross cor­
relate the received signal with all of the possible transmitted signals 
and then compare these values at the end of a symbol in a similar way 
[Wozencraft & Jacobs 1965 pp234]. This method has not been so popular in 
the past due, it is suspected, to the necessity for a multiplying element 
[Wozencraft & Jacobs 1965 pp235], not readily available in analogue cir­
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cuitry. In the DSP environment however, this is available to us and it 
will be seen in section 4.7 that a vary efficient algorithm can be built 
up around this method.
A further problem in the design of a demodulator, and probably the 
biggest one, is synchronisation of the demodulator symbol timing clock to 
the symbol transitions. Imperfect synchronisation is one of the major 
causes of error in digital communication systems and this is par­
ticularly true of HF channels due to the fading nature of the multipath 
propagation. This can be seen quite easily if we consider receiving a 
signal from two paths with a differential path delay of, say, 1ms. We 
wish to be synchronised on the strongest of them but their relative 
strengths will be changing, resulting in a 1ms change in the timing as 
they fade up and down. It can be seen from the example in table 4.4 that 
this represents a large portion of a symbol interval in a typical system.
Traditionally, most radio communications synchronisation require­
ments have been met by a process of 'initial' synchronisation, via say a 
preamble code, followed by some sort of 'flywheel' synchronisation proce­
dure [Darnell & Honary 1988]. This normally involves either the use of 
timing information inserted into the data stream, timing information 
being superimposed onto the signal or simply relying on the accuracy of 
the clocks at either end [Ralphs 1985 chapter 8]. The technique for syn­
chronisation developed here has the advantages of not requiring these 
'overheads' but functions entirely on the unmodified, information-bearing 
signal. This type of synchronisation is termed 'modulation derived 
synchronisation' (MDS) [Shaw, Honary & Darnell 1989, Shaw & Honary 1989] 
and is particularly suited to DSP implementations of demodulators. If re­
ception is interrupted for any reason, the procedure will recover syn­
chronisation automatically after the discontinuity. This type of 
'intrinsic' synchronisation has been attempted before for MFSK signals, 
but has not been successful [Ralphs 1985 pp122].
Going back to thinking of MFSK as a vector moving in the positive
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sector of M dimensional space, we see that at a symbol transition the 
vector is lying exactly on one of the axes. Away from the transition the 
vector has components in more than one of the directions, although its 
overall length will resain fairly constant. Zt is this characteristic 
which we can use to derive the synchronisation information. If we take 
the ratio of the largest component of the vector to its magnitude then 
this function has a strong component at the symbol period and maxima at 
the symbol transitions.
4.7 Implementation of Correlation Demodulator and Synchronisation sys­
tem.
We now consider how a demodulator can be efficiently implemented on 
a  DSP. We shall assume the signal format is the same as that designed in 
section 4.5. At sample time n we correlate the signal over the last N 
samples with both the in-phase and quadrature versions of the possible 
transmitted signals. We then square the two components and add them to 
give a value proportional to the square of the amount of energy at each 
frequency (in each dimension). This gives the M dimensional vector which 
we denote l'(n). with elements
I* (n,■) « (i).sin(w„. i .DT)1 ♦ [ E f (i) .cos(w».i.DT) ] | (4.14a)
where 0 s m < M is the tone number
n is the sample time
f(i) are the tine samples
DT is the sample period
w. is the frequency in question.
These si ttions can be calculated efficiently on a DSP by realising
that the value of tha Xa(n,a) is independent of the absolute phase of the
reference vector. Hence we can write
"■[ [
n
£ f(i).sin(w„.i.DT ♦ 0(n,m)) 
i-n-N
£ f(i).cos(wm .i.DT ♦ 8(n,m)) 
i-n-H
n
(4.14b)
where the 8(n,m) are arbitrary. If we fix 0(n*1,m) ■ 0(n,m) ♦ w„, we 
realise that in the expression for X*(n*1,m) and X*(n,m) the two summa­
tions differ only in the addition of a new point at one end and the de­
letion of the oldest point at the other. This is the method of calcula­
tion employed and, coupled with the fact that only two new terms need be 
calculated for each sample point, it leads to an efficient computational 
method, independent of N. The units of the Ia(n,m) elements are energy', 
that is they are proportional to the square of the symbol energy.
The vector describes a stepped course through the signal space as n 
varies, the course being determined by the data being transmitted, along 
with any coding present. Xn practice it will also be modified by the 
transmitter and the channel due to the finite bandwidth, noise, Doppler 
shift, pure time delay and so on. The amount by which it is disturbed 
will determine the symbol error rate in the demodulation process.
For each value of n then, we have the vector I*(n) from which we 
wish to recover the original signal. First we must recover the clock and 
in order to do this we find the ratio of the largest vector element to 
the sum of all the vector elements thus
Da(n) ■ Ia(n.r) 
E Ia in.i£ *( , ) 
1
(4.15)
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where D*(n) is the confidence level et time slot n.
X*(n,r) is the largest of the X*(n,m)
C I*(n,i) gives the squared magnitude of the vector.
i
and the i variable goes from 0 to M-1.
Now, if n falls on a symbol transition and there is no noise and 
symbol p was transmitted we have
X*(n,p) = Es* 0 <■ p < M (4.16)
l'(n,q) - 0 q <> p
D*(n) « 1
Es is proportional to the symbol energy.
Xf, on the other hand, n is not coincident with a symbol transition 
then the vector will represent some other point in M dimensional space 
and D a(n) s 1. The D*() series will therefore have a strong component at 
the clock rate and can be used for clock recovery.
In order to recover the phase of the data clock from the D*() se­
ries, we must assume that we know, within certain limits, the symbol pe­
riod. The D* () series can then be filtered by a bandpass filter and the 
phase recovered. The form of the filter required will be considered 
further in section 4.7.1 below but it is worthwhile noting here that when 
a series of the same symbol occurs, the value of D*(n) will remain con­
stant. The filtering applied to the series must therefore have sufficient 
'flywheel' effect so as not to allow these events to inhibit the mainte­
nance of correct synchronisation.
Formulae (4.14a) to (4.16) have been discussed with respect to the 
perfect, noise-free communication channel. For practical channels with 
noise, the D*(n) values will still contain the synchronisation informa­
tion but will also be determined by channel and noise characteristics. Xt
and
where
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can be seen that, at a symbol transition, the value of D*(n) is in fact a 
measure of the ratio of signal-plus-noise in the selected sub-channel to 
total noise. As such it can be used as a 'detection confidence', or 
source of RTCE data and has been arrived at at little or no extra effort. 
Such RTCE data can be used to improve the performance of both demodula­
tion and decoding procedures and this has been investigated further in 
section 5.1. It could also be used to assist in modifying the transmis­
sion format if required, for instance by optimising of the number of MFSK 
tones, M, in response to channel state [Shaw, Honary & Darnell 1988].
Figure 4.14 shows the Da() series and Z*(n,m) values for a sequence 
of symbols, using a 4 tone system.
4,7.1 Filter design for synchronisation recovery from the D*() series.
We shall now consider what sort of filtering should be applied to 
the D*() series in order to most accurately track the clock phase.
Since we are considering the implementation of this system on a DSP, 
we are confronted with the problems of both what the filters' response 
should be and how to implement it. As far as implementation is concerned, 
we have the basic choices of finite impulse response (FIR) and infinite 
impulse response (HR) filters [Ahmed & Natarajan 1983]. We are not re­
stricted to simple linear operations for the filter, although it may well 
be easier to use a well known filter type and introduce any non-linear 
functions afterwards.
The choice between IIR and FIR filters seems to be quite straight 
forward if we consider a signal being received over an HF link. The sig­
nal may be good quality for some period of time and then fade out or be 
swamped by interference. It may then return to being good quality. In 
this instance, if we had synchronised on the original signal and been 
able to hold the timing over the period of bad SNR, we should be able to 
resume demodulation again immediately. If we try and do this using an FIR
109
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filter, the output could have died away completely during the fade and we 
would have no timing information. If, however, we had been using an H R  
filter, there may still be enough energy in the filter for us to regain 
synchronisation again immediately, or at least provide some initial guid­
ance since an IIR filters response carries on for a long time, as its 
name implies. It is difficult to envisage a scenario where we would be 
better off using an FIR filter than an IIR one and so this decision has 
been made.
The question of the amplitude and phase response of the filter is a 
more difficult one to make. We may start by listing some of the more ob­
vious characteristics which we wish to have.
i) The center frequency should be at the reciprocal of the symbol pe­
riod.
ii) The bandwidth characteristic should be wide enough to cope with any 
effects which may be interpreted as time offsets in the system. This in­
cludes offsets in the transmit and receive oscillators and sampling 
clocks, as well as time-distorting effects of the propagation medium such 
as that brought about by the mechanism producing Doppler shift (section 
1.4.4). It should only be a few percent of the centre frequency which im­
plies a high Q filter.
iii) The phase response should be well defined and known over at least 
the frequency region considered in (ii) above. This is because the 
information that we are trying to recover is in the phase of the signal 
and when we detect a peak (or zerocrossing) in the output of the filter, 
we wish this to be at a fixed time offset from the symbol transition that 
we are looking for. If the phase is not linear then this time will be 
frequency dependant.
iv) In the case of the multipath signals which are likely to be en­
countered on the HF channel, and in the absence of any equalisation, we 
wish to synchronise on the strongest of the multipath components. The 
problem here is that if one path gets stronger while the one being syn-
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chromsed on fad«* out, th«r« nay be a rapid change of synchronisation 
required. The filter needs to track this change and this would require a 
larger bandwidth than the above conditions would suggest, but only for a 
short period. If the strongest can always be found, we have a type of 
space diversity [Ralphs 1985 chapter 5] working in our favour. That is to 
say, we pick the signal which has travelled by the path with least at­
tenuation.
v) The amplitude response in the passband of the filter need not be 
particularly flat, since it is the phase of the signal which we are in­
terested in. The amplitude of the D*() series is independent of the sig­
nal amplitude, but may well be disturbed by non-Gaussian noise.
Since no theoretical relationship is known between the channel con­
ditions and the PSD of the D(() series, the series has been derived by 
simulation on a mainframe computer and measured. This has been done for 
the CCIR [1974] recommended good, moderate and poor channels. The modem 
used was a 4-tone MFSK modem with LB-700HZ, UB-2600HZ and G-2 (see table 
4.5). The sampling rate was 6.25kHz and the resulting symbol rate was 
367.65 symbols per second, with 17 samples per symbol. The D*() series 
for 4000 randomly selected symbols was output via an D-to-A convertor and 
the spectrum measured on a spectrum analyser.
It can be seen in Figures 4.15a-c that there is a spectral peak with 
its centre at the symbol repetition rate, as expected. There are also 
spectral peaks at half that frequency, probably due to the fact that the 
series remains at a constant level when there is a repetition of a sym­
bol, an event that occurs roughly 25% of the time. This second peak can 
be seen to be between 4.5 and 6.5 dB down from the main peak, depending 
on the channel parameters chosen.
If Figure 4.16a-c, we show the section of the spectrum that we are 
particularly interested in. It can be seen from the cursors on the plots 
that the 6dB points are at a spacing of 51.6Hz for the good, 52.0Hz for 
the moderate and 53.6Hz for the poor channel conditions. This gives us
112
Figure 4.15. Spectral characteristics of 
synchronisation signal.
Figure 4.15a. CCIR good conditions.
Figure 4.15b. CCIR moderate conditions.
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the cutoff frequencies of the required second-order filter that we need 
to filter the series and recover the clock phase. From consideration of 
these results, it was decided to implement a second-order Butterworth 
bandpass filter with a normalised center frequency of 1/17 and a normal­
ised upper 3dB point at 1/18. These values equate to frequencies of 
367.65Hz and 390.625Hz respectively and set the lower 3dB point at 
346.02Hz.
4.7.2_____ filter implementation.
There are several problems involved in implementing H R  digital fil­
ters on a DSP. The first of these is that of stability and arises par­
ticularly when we require feedback constants close to unity. In some 
situations the round-off errors in the iterative calculations may cause 
the effective feedback to become, or exceed one and hence cause instabil­
ity. This is a particular problem with fixed-point processors such as the 
one which the authors are using (a Texas instruments TMS32010). The sec­
ond problem is that of overflow and its associated non-linearities and 
again this is a particular problem on fixed-point processors.
In order to circumvent these problems and also check the design of 
the filters, the authors have used a spreadsheet package on a personal 
computer (PC) to calculate the filter constants from standard formulae 
and then to simulate the filter with its maximum possible input signal. 
This makes it very easy to check for overflow problems and also to check 
the impulse and step responses. The step response and maximum input re­
sponse of the filter designed for the D'() series detailed in the last 
section can be seen in Figure 4.17a-b as an example of the usefulness of 
this technique.
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4.7.3 Synchronisation verification,
Zn order to verify how well the demodulation and synchronisation 
procedure detailed above works in practice, the algorithm has been im­
plemented on both a DSP and a mainframe computer. The demodulated data 
and D* () series have been stored on disk for off-line analysis. Ths data 
has then been analysed for both symbol and synchronisation errors. A syn­
chronisation 'slip' is defined as when an extra symbol is inserted into 
the data stream (a slip up) or a symbol is missing from the data stream 
(a slip down).
In order to detect errors, we must compare a copy of the transmitted 
data with the received one and count an error for every difference that 
we find. Therefore we must know when the copy is synchronised with the 
received sequence. The way in which this has been done is to arrange that 
the transmitted data is a short sequence, of length P, with good 
autocorrelation properties, repeated over and over again. There are now 
only P unique possible offsets of the transmitted symbol sequence where 
synchronisation can occur. In order to find the errors and synchronisa­
tion slips, we therefore implement P simple 1st order H R  filters, one 
for each of the offsets. The input to the p*** filter is taken as * 1 ' or 
'O' depending on whether or not the received symbol corresponds to the 
equivalent symbol in the p*** offset original sequence. After several sym­
bols have been processed in this manner, the filter with the largest out­
put corresponds to the correct offset. Any variation of the received se­
quence from the one detected to be in synchronism with the original 
sequence, must be a symbol error. This enables us to detect both random 
errors and bursts of errors where the received error symbols may or may 
not be independent from the transmitted ones.
In the case of a synchronisation slip, the filter output correspond­
ing to the previously correct offset will start to fall, whilst ths fil­
ter output corresponding to the new correct offset will rise. Ths time
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constants of the filters ars arranged such that the two outputs will 
cross over after Q symbols. In the interval when one filter output takes 
over from another as having the largest amplitude, a synchronisation slip 
must have occurred Q** previous interval. In order to not count Q errors 
in this instance, we must arrange the synchronisation finding filters to 
be acausal with respect to the error checking procedure, that is, we must 
'look forward' Q symbols for the outputs of the filters with respect to 
where we are currently checking for errors.
The procedure is illustrated in table 4.6 where P>4 and Q*3. In this 
table, we show the received symbol sequence in the first coluaui, along 
with its errors and synchronisation errors. In the next four columns, we 
show the four possible transmitted sequences which are the time-shifted 
variants of the original signal. The following four columns show the 
logical (true-1, false-O) results of the comparison of the possible 
transmitted sequences with the received one. It can be seen that for the 
first 10 symbols, the 4tH offset sequence is the correct one. These bi­
nary sequences are the inputs for the synchronisation tracking filters. 
The filter outputs can be seen in the following four columns, followed by 
the recovered synchronisation offset. This is derived by finding which 
filter has the largest output Q symbols further on. Errors are detected 
by comparing the received data with the offset transmitted data version 
indicated by the synchronisation tracking system. If they correspond then 
there is no error and this is indicated by a 0 in the final coluaui.
This system works well for checking the performance of modems and, 
if required, can be made to produce tables relating which symbol was 
transmitted and which was received, in order to see if the error symbols 
are random or related to the transmitted symbol. This function has been 
used in the testing, described in section 5.4, of the HOX demodulator de­
scribed in section 3.3.1. It has been found that the error symbols are 
close, in the frequency domain, to the transmitted ones.
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Tabi« 4.6 Synchronisation verification and error checking routine,
Possible Result Filter outputs
Rx original of
data Notes data coepare 1 2  3 «
Recovered
sync
___errors
1 3 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 4 0
4 1 3 2 4 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.29 4 0
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 4 0
3 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 4 0
1 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.58 4 0
4 3 2 4 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 4 0
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 4 0
3 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 4 0
1 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.79 4 0
4 3 2 4 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.82 4 0
3 slip up 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.69 3 0
1 2 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.58 3 0
4 2 4 1 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.49 3 0
2 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.41 3 0
3 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.35 3 0
3 error 2 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.45 3 1
4 2 4 1 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.38 3 0
2 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.32 3 0
3 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.27 3 0
4 error 4 1 3 0 1 0 0 0.00 0.16 0.58 0.23 3 1
2 error 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 0.00 0.29 0.49 0.19 3 1
2 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.25 0.57 0.16 3 0
3 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.21 0.64 0.13 3 0
1 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.17 0.70 0.11 3 0
4 2 4 1 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.15 0.75 0.09 3 0
2 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.12 0.79 0.08 3 0
3 1 3 2 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.10 0.82 0.07 3 0
1 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.09 0.85 0.06 3 0
4 2 4 1 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.07 0.87 0.05 3 0
2 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0.00 0.06 0.89 0.04 3 0
4 error 1 3 2 1 0 0 0 0.16 0.05 0.75 0.03 3 1
1 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.13 0.04 0.79 0.03 3 0
2 error 2 4 1 0 1 0 0 0.11 0.20 0.66 0.02 3 1
2 3 2 4 0 0 1 0 0.C9 0.16 0.72 0.02 3 0
1 error 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 0.08 0.30 0.60 0.02 3 1
1 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.07 0.25 0.67 0.01 3 0
1 slip down 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.06 0.21 0.56 0.17 3 1
3 error 3 2 4 0 1 0 0 0.05 0.34 0.47 0.14 4 1
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 1 0.04 0.28 0.40 0.28 4 0
2 error 2 4 1 3 1 0 0 0 0.19 0.24 0.33 0.24 2 1
1 not error 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.16 0.20 0.28 0.36 3 1
1 error 3 2 4 1 0 0 0 0.30 0.17 0.24 0.30 4 1
1 error 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 0.25 0.30 0.20 0.25 1 1
1 error 2 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.21 0.25 0.33 0.21 2 1
1 not error 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.18 0.21 0.27 0.34 3 1
1 error 3 2 4 1 0 0 0 0.31 0.18 0.23 0.28 4 1
1 error 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 0.26 0.31 0.19 0.24 4 1
1 error 2 4 1 3 0 0 1 0 0.22 0.26 0.32 0.20 4 1
1 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.18 0.22 0.27 0.33 4 0
4 3 2 4 0 0 0 1 0.15 0.18 0.23 0.43 4 0
2 1 3 2 0 0 0 1 0.13 0.15 0.19 0.52 4 0
3 2 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 0.11 0.13 0.16 0.60 4 0
1 2 4 1 0 0 0 1 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.66 4 0
4 3 2 4 0 0 0 1 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.72 4 0
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Clupt.r i. Practical Iv«lu.tlon of T«chnlmi«.
5.1 An Example of an ARQ System Employing Zerocrossinq RTCE.
In this section, we describe the use of the RTCE system explained in 
chapter 2 in a simulated system. This system is an adaptive data trans­
mission scheme employing error correcting Reed-Solomon (RS) codes com­
bined with automatic repeat request (ARQ) [Sklar 1988] for retransmission 
and code rate adaption, based on the zerocrossing RTCE [Darnell, Honary, 
Shaw 1987]. There is a demonstrable improvement in performance and reli­
ability over a simulated HF channel using the new technique, in com­
parison with conventional constant rate codes and ARQ systems.
Error detection incorporated with ARQ is widely used for error con­
trol in data communications systems [Schwartz 1980 pp546-550] since as a 
method of error control it is simple and provides high system reliabil­
ity. In most ARQ error control systems, a high rate error detecting code, 
say an (n,k) linear block code, incorporated with a certain protocol, is 
used. At the receiver, the decoder computes the syndrome [Peterson 1961] 
from the received codeword. If the syndrome is zero, the received code­
word is assumed to be error-free and is delivered to the user. If the 
syndrome of the received word is not zero, the presence of errors is de­
tected, and the receiver requests a retransmission, via a feedback chan­
nel, of the same codeword. Retransmission continues until the codeword is 
successfully received. With this error control system, erroneous data is 
delivered to the user only if the receiver fails to detect the presence 
of errors. Thus the reliability of an ARQ system normally depends on the 
choice of the code used for error detection and is generally very high.
The main feature of ARQ techniques is that the throughput of the 
system is not constant and falls rapidly with increasing error rates 
[Honary & Farrell 1986]. This is due to the system adapting to the chang­
ing noise level of the channel. Normally the system will have a maximum
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throughput determined by the rate of the error detection code being used. 
The advantage of the method described here is that the error detection 
algorithm is based upon the use of the zerocrossing RTCE technique. This 
enables the system to be matched to the channel capacity without the use 
of an error detecting code. Hence any code used is used only for forward 
error correction (FEC) [MacWilliams & Sloane 1978] and this opens up the 
possibility of using no coding when the channel error rate is very low. 
This results in an increased throughput and/or a lower system BER than 
has previously been possible.
Four coding levels have been used for the system
a) no coding;
b) Reed-Solomon (RS) (15,9) error correction code;
c) shortened by 3 RS error correction code (RS-3);
d) shortened by 6 RS error correction code (RS-6).
Where the shortened codes are obtained from the Reed-Solomon (15,9) 
[MacWilliams & Sloane 1978] code by setting the first 3 or 6 symbols to 
zero and not transmitting them [Honary 1981].
The system operates as follows. Initially the data is transmitted 
without coding. At the receiver, before demodulation, the RTCE provides 
an estimation of the BER. A decision is now made as to whether
i) the information block can be accepted. If so, an acknowledgement 
(ACK) is sent to the transmitter along with the next required code rate. 
This allows the code rate to be adapted to the current channel capacity, 
or, ii) the information block cannot be accepted. In this case, a re­
transmission must be requested and the system adapted to another, more 
powerful, coding level. Thus a non-acknowledgment (NAK) is sent to the 
transmitter along with the next coding rate to be used.
The process is repeated for the subsequent blocks. Thus the code 
rate for a block is determined from the zerocrossing density of the pre-
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vious time interval.
In the case under consideration, the zerocrossing counting technique 
is used to evaluate the channel. In order to do this the SNR of the sig­
nal is considered to be constant over the period of time taken to make 
the assessment and then the assessment is assumed to be valid for the 
following data block. This means that the assessment interval must be 
short with respect to the fading rate. This consideration must be set 
against the relatively long period ideally required for an accurate as­
sessment of the channel and thus a compromise has to be made. It is not 
clear from theoretical considerations what the optimum period for chan­
nel evaluation is; it is presumably dependant on the actual channel con­
ditions. Since the maximum block length of the code used here is 60 bits, 
this is the period that was chosen.
The data presented here was derived from a software simulation of 
the proposed system. In the simulation, the values of the parameters in 
the HF simulator which have been used are 1 skywave with an rms fading 
frequency of 0.1Hz. Various noise levels have been used to give the re­
quired range of average channel error rates. The bit rate is 200 bps.
Results have been obtained for sets of data with different overall 
error rates. These sets of data have been used with
a) RS (15,9) error correction code
b) RS-6 error correction code
c) RS (15,9) normal error detection ARQ system
d) RS-6 normal error detection ARQ system
e) RS-6 as a 1 symbol error correcting and 4 symbol error detecting 
ARQ system
f) the adaptive system described above.
The throughput and reliability (Lin & Costello 1983] results are 
given in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The term 'throughput' is taken to mean (the
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number of bits delivered to the user)/(the number of bits transmitted 
over the channel) and the term 'reliability' is taken to mean the user 
bit error rate compared to the channel bit error rate ie the effective­
ness of the system in isolating the user from channel errors. For cases 
a) and b), the gain of the codes is not as great as would be expected for 
a random error distribution. This is because the codes have a fixed power 
and so can correct only a fixed number of errors in each block. The er­
rors are, however, distributed in bursts of high density, separated by 
periods of very low density. Therefore the codes fail in the high error 
density periods and successfully correct errors only in the periods of 
low error density. This gives a smaller overall gain than the random er­
ror case with similar average BER.
In cases c) to e) where the codes are being used for error detec­
tion, the error rates obtained were very small as nearly all the errors 
are detected. However, the power of the code is not matched to the chan­
nel most of the time and so its efficiency is low. This is apparent from 
the throughput curves.
In the case of the new adaptive system, the transmission rate is be­
ing matched to the channel capacity by altering the code rate according 
to the RTCE. This results in the throughput being very much better than 
for all of the other systems considered due to the fact that the 
no-coding condition is being used during the frequent periods of low 
noise. The only conditions where some of the other systems have higher 
throughputs is in exceptionally high noise conditions where most of the 
systems would be unusable anyway due to output BER considerations. The 
output BER of the adaptive system is also very much lower than that of 
the other systems employing FEC. This is due to the fact that a much 
larger number of bits are being received with only a comparable number of 
errors being made. The error rate of the new system seems to have a re­
sidual lower limit, as can be seen in Figure 5.2. This is thought to be 
due to i) to the occasional very short bursts of noise, not detected by
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the RTCE method due to its necessarily finite evaluation period, 
and ii) to the fact that the zerocrossing counting technique detects the 
probability of error and not symbols in error. This means that a detected 
low probability of error does not mean that any particular block will 
have no errors. These effects may be compensated for in a more complex 
system by combining the RTCE method with some form of very high rate 
(close to 1) error detection method to ensure that these residual errors 
are picked up.
5.1.1_____ Problems with the zerocrossinq counting method of RTCE
In the case of the simulations described in section 5.1 above, the 
sampling rate of the system was set to 4kHz, giving a bandwidth of 2kHz. 
The signal was centred on 200Hz and the bit rate was 200bps. This results 
in the signals' PSD being centered on 200Hz. The assumption is then made 
that the relationship between zerocrossings and SNR will follow a similar 
relationship to that shown in Figure 2.2, ie the curve going asymp­
totically to 400 crossings per second at high SNRs due to the sinusoidal 
signal, and to 2000 crossings per second in the case of all noise, due to 
the reasons discussed in section 2.2.
In practice, we find that in order to use the available spectrum ef­
ficiently, we should arrange that the signals' PSD be approximately cen­
trally distributed in the available 'flat' section of the spectrum. This 
is at 1kHz in this case and results in the signal giving 2000 zerocross­
ings per second at high SNRs, exactly the same as that for the noise. 
This means that no information is available from simply counting the 
zerocrossings in a fixed period of time.
The problem just described does not present itself in the same way 
for the case of MFSK signals, due to the fact that at different times 
there are different frequencies being transmitted. The centre frequency 
of the PSD is still arranged in the same manner of course and so the
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problem still exists with the long-term average number of zerocrossings 
per second. However, the number of zerocrossings per symbol changes ac­
cording to the frequency present ie the symbol being transmitted. This 
can be seen in Figures 3.1a-h and means that the technique can still be 
used for these types of signals. This is described in section 3.3 with 
results being given in section 5.5 below.
5.2 Radio Test for Zerocrossinq Verification.
In order to evaluate the HF channel by the zerocrossing method, we 
need to know the zerocrossing characteristics of the receiver that we 
wish to use. In the theoretical analysis of chapter 2, we have considered 
the PSD of our baseoand noise to be flat and the sampling to be at the 
Nyquist rate. These assumptions will only be approximately true in the 
practical case due to the fact that the PSD at the audio output of the 
receiver will be shaped by the receiver filters and will not, in general, 
be flat. Also, as the bandwidth will extend beyond the nominal 3kHz, we 
need to sample at a higher rate than may be thought necessary by the 
Nyquist rate for the channel. This situation is also described in sec­
tion 4.5.
In order to measure the zerocrossing characteristics of a typical 
arrangement, a system was set up to sample the output of a typical re­
ceiver at 10kHz, digitize it, read the samples into a DSP and then count 
the zerocrossings. The DSP was a Texas instruments TMS32010 on a SKY-320 
board, interfaced to the receiver via A-to-D and D-to-A convertors of lo­
cal construction. This board is plugged into a bus slot on an IBM PC. The 
receiver used is an ICOM-735.
Signal and noise were fed into the receiver aerial tuning unit (ATU) 
via a resistive adder. The noise level was fixed at a convenient level of 
7 on the receiver 'S' meter and then removed. The signal was then applied 
and adjusted to give the same reading. The noise was then re-connected to
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rigure 5.3 Receiver test setup.
give a reference level. This level has been taken as OdB in the following 
discussion although it must be noted that the automatic gain control 
(AGC), which provides the signal for the 'S' meter, senses the average 
signal level rather than rms or power level. This will lead to an offset 
of around +1dB in the measurements due to the different mean to rms ra­
tios of the sinusoid and the noise. The RF signal generators' level was 
switched in IdB steps to give the different relative SNR levels required. 
The system setup is shown in Figure 5.3.
Results were obtained of zerocrossings in a fixed block length. The 
block size was chosen to be the same as that used in the simulated system 
of section 5.1 above, that is the equivalent of 60 bits at 200bps. This 
means that each sample block is 0.3s long and consists of 3000 samples. 
Samples were read into the DSP board and zerocrossings counted in one 
block whilst the next block was being read. The data was stored and when 
the information from sufficient blocks had been accumulated, the arithme­
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tic mean and standard deviation of the zerocrossing counts was calcu­
lated. In order to determine how many blocks of data were required to 
give a reliable estimate of the mean number of zerocrossings in a block 
at the particular SNR, data was first taken over 100 blocks (30s) and 
then the standard deviations obtained were used to determine how many 
blocks would be required to give accurate averages at the various SNRs. 
This is calculated by use of the central limit theorem [Hodge & Seed 
1972] and the formula
d ■ x.o/Vn (5.1)
where d * required tolerance
o * standard deviation of samples 
n * number of samples required
x « number of standard deviations on the normal distribution 
needed for the required accuracy.
Since the number of zerocrossings is integer, we set d-0.5 and for 
98% certainty of being correct, we set x-2. Hence we obtain
n - 4.oa/0.25
- 16.0* (5.2)
The following values of n were taken for ranges of SNR
SNR______________ sd, o______________ n_
—  to -4 12 to 18 5000
-3 to 0 7 to 12 2500
1 to - 0 to 6 800
The results are shown in Figure 5.4 and table 5.1. They can be seen 
to be similar in form to theoretical results obtained earlier and shown 
in Figure 2.2. There were a few problems in obtaining these results due 
to the long-term stability of the amplitude of the noise generator not 
being what it should. Also the frequency stability of the receiver and
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Tab le  5.1 R « e « i v « r  u r o c r o u ln q  f t  data.
SNR dB zcs sd zcs*sd zcs-sd number of 
blocks
16*sd*
807 16.25 823.25 790.75 5 000 4 223
-20 802 16.32 818.32 785.68 5 000 4 261
-19 801 16.43 817.43 784.57 5 000 4 319
-18 799 16.29 815.29 782.71 5 000 4 246
-17 797 16.04 813.04 780.96 5 000 4 117
-16 795 15.81 810.81 779.19 5 000 3 999
-15 792 16.02 808.02 775.98 5 000 4 107
-14 789 15.70 804.70 773.30 5 000 3 943
-13 785 16.33 801.33 768.67 5 000 4 266
-12 780 15.81 795.81 764.19 5 000 4 000
-11 773 15.75 788.75 757.25 5 000 3 970
-10 760 15.50 775.50 744.50 5 000 3 846
-9 751 15.44 766.44 735.56 5 000 3 814
-8 740 14.75 754.75 725.25 5 000 3 483
-7 727 14.38 741.38 712.62 5 000 3 309
-6 716 13.77 729.77 702.23 5 000 3 035
-5 702 13.07 715.07 688.93 5 000 2 734
-4 681 12.03 693.03 668.97 5 000 2 315
-3 667 11.08 678.08 655.92 2 500 1 964
-2 649 9.86 658.86 639.15 2 500 1 554
-1 634 8.19 642.19 625.81 2 500 1 073
0 621 7.14 628.14 613.86 2 500 815
1 615 5.82 620.82 609.18 800 542
2 608 4.59 612.59 603.41 800 337
3 605 3.66 608.66 601.34 800 214
4 603 3.19 606.19 599.81 800 163
5 600 3.15 603.15 596.85 800 158
6 600 2.97 602.97 597.04 800 141
signal generator cannot always be relied on, except after very long 
periods at a constant temperature. The signal generator was used to 
generate a 1 MHz signal which was then demodulated using USB to give a 
1kHz tone. This tone was found to change over a period of 25 minutes, the 
test period at lower SNRs. Therefore, both the amplitude and frequency 
had to be re-calibrated at the start of each measurement.
5.3 Practical Test of Channel Analysis System.
In order to test the channel analysis system, analogue signals are 
derived by using the receiver on single sideband (SSB) mode, tuned 1kHz 
off a known carrier to give a 1kHz beat frequency. A system was set up to
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read the number of zerocrossings in a block of 3000 samples. A look-up 
table, derived tor zerocrossings versus SNR as detailed in section 5.2 
above, was then used to determine the SNR. This was output as a voltage 
to a chart recorder. The voltage drive to the 'S'-meter of the receiver 
was also recorded as an indication total received signal power.
If the noise level is constant and there is no interference, the 
'S'-meter reading recorded is roughly proportional to the signal 
strength. These are the conditions that were present on one of our al­
located frequencies (5.75MHz) on 14-7-87. The chart recording is shown in 
Figure 5.5. It can be seen that from 13:48 to 13:56 of the test, the sig­
nal strength was very high and for most of the time the analyser was giv­
ing its maximum output of 15 dB. At some points however, the signal 
strength drops below S2 or S3 and this is detected as a more noisy signal 
by the r t c e  system. After 14:00, the signal fades out completely and this 
can be seen on both traces.
A further test was done using 'Radio 1* as a source. This is shown 
in Figure 5.6 and shows that for this "noise" data, the zerocrossing fig­
ure is very variable, as expected.
Several hours of similar tests have also been done using the re­
ceiver on LSB at 5.001MHz to give a 1kHz beat from the 5MHz standard fre­
quency transmissions. These signals are transmitted from, it is believed, 
Rugby, England and Neuchatel, Switzerland (Giles & Jessop 1977 
pp135-137], alternating at 5 minute intervals and so produce a range of 
different fading and non-fading conditions. The system was set up to give 
a voltage output proportional to the number of zerocrossings in each 
block.
These tests produced amplitude traces of typical Rayleigh fading 
signals, along with a trace proportional to the number of zerocrossings 
detected. Once again, the SNR could be tracked by observation of the 
zerocrossing count. The results are shown in Figure 5.7a and b. The fol­
lowing effects can be seen:-
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Time Effect
11:44-11:45 Fast fading on S-aator signal
11:45-11 :50 Fading betwaan S4-6, detected in detail by the zaro-
crossing count
11:51, 11:53-11:50 Deep fades detected by the zerocrossing count
11:56-11:57 Bursts of high SNR detected by the zerocrossing count
11:59-12:00 Slow fade detected by zerocrossings
These results clearly show that the zerocrossing detector can 
analyse the channel very well between signal strengths of S2-4 but for 
signals above this level an almost constant level of zerocrossings is 
found. In an attempt to counteract this problem of limited dynamic range, 
the length of the blocks used to count the zerocrossings over was 
increased from 3000 samples (0.3s) to 10,000 samples (1s). The results 
from this are shown in Figure 5.6. It can be seen that they are similar 
to the results in Figure 5.7 except that the range of S-meter readings 
over which the analyser works has changed to some extent. Resolution has 
not been improved very much due to the fact that we now need to scale the 
output by a factor of 4 to keep within the range of our D-to-A convertor.
In fast fades, the system cannot respond fast enough to keep up with 
the signal strength. It is clear that the block size should be decreased 
to, perhaps, 100-1000 samples and then some sort of filtering applied be­
fore passing the output out to the recorder. The problem with this is 
that the filter would possibly need to adapt to the rate of the fading.
5.4 MFSK demodulation using HOX
Using the procedure detailed in section 3.3.1, some tests have been 
done on MFSK demodulation using HOX (Shaw, Honary & Darnell 1989]. These 
tests have been done on a mainframe cosqxiter, using the HF channel 
simulator described in section 2.4 and Appendix I. Results have been
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plotted in terms of the bit error probability, P», versus Eb/N0 and these 
are shown in Figure 5.9. The theoretical result for a noncoherent matched 
filter demodulator working on the same signal have been shown for com­
parison.
Since the system described has the characteristics that when an er­
ror is made, it tends to demodulate an adjacent symbol, the Pto values 
shown are somewhat pessimistic. By this we mean that the error rate im­
provement that could be achieved with a suitable coding system will be 
higher, for a given P„, than that of a system where the errors are not 
correlated with the symbol transmitted. The degree of gain may be calcu­
lated by investigation of the mutual information in the signal. A simple 
scheme that has been applied to reduce Pto has been simply to use Gray 
coding [Stremler 1982 pp555] in the binary to octal mapping. This reduces 
P», somewhat for a given symbol error rate since only a single bit error 
is made when an adjacent symbol is demodulated in error, instead of an 
average of 1.5 bits in error. The results are also shown in Figure 5.9 
for comparison.
Zt can be seen that this system is many dB worse than the theoreti­
cal performance for noncoherent matched filter detection; the reasons for 
this are discussed in section 3.3.1. There are two basic reasons. The 
first is that there are very few samples of the waveform in each symbol, 
in the order of 25 (see the example in section 4.5 for more details of 
this). This results in the standard deviation of the zerocrossing count 
being large compared to the number of crossings being counted. Subse­
quently the amount of information that can be gained from the counts is 
low. Secondly, the difference in the number of zerocrossings in adjacent 
symbols of an orthogonal MFSK system is only 2 due to the fact that there 
need only be 1 cycle difference in their waveforms [Ralphs 1985 pp20). 
This means that any deviation from the theoretical value can cause an er­
ror. The system could gain, however, in some implementations since it 
only requires simply implemented functions for its operation.
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5.5 RTCE using HOX
An example of the ayatem described in section 3.3.2 haa been imple­
mented in aoftware. It employed an 8-tone MFSK demodulator of the fora 
deacribed in aection 4.7 to perform the demodulation and aynchroniaation 
functions necessary. The results from two, 40 second sections of the 
simulation are shown in Figures 5.10a-b. Xn these Figures, the data has 
been taken in blocks of 30 symbols and the number of errors counted. We 
have also averaged the estimated SNR, found by the technique described in 
section 3.3.2, over the 30 symbols and displayed the results in dB. Two 
different channels have been simulated. The first is a single fading sky- 
wave with a fade rate of 0.1Hz and OdB mean SNR. The results from this 
are shown in Figure 5.10a. Figure 5.10b shows a similar set of results 
but in this case there is a second independent skywave with the same 
characteristics as the first. There is a differential time delay of 1ms.
5.6 Channel evaluation using D*() series data
5.6.1_____ Results from simulated systems
As noted in section 4.7, the values of D*(n) derived in the MFSK de­
modulator synchronisation procedure are, at the symbol transition point, 
a straight forward function of Es/No. This fact has been exploited as a 
means of RTCE by taking the average value of the D*(n) values at the de­
tected symbol transition point, averaged over several symbols in order to 
reduce the variance of the result. This gives a reliable estimate of the 
SNR in the AWGN channel and also on slowly fading channels. Xn this in­
stance, by slow we mean channels that are reasonably constant over the 
period taken to make the assessment.
The example presented here is that of an 8-tone MFSK system, operat­
ing firstly over a single skywave channel with OdB mean SNR and a 
0.1Hz rms fade rate and secondly over 2 skywave paths with 1ms path delay
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F i g u r e  5 . 1 0 a .  E r r o r  r a t e s  a n d  H O X  
c h a n n e l  e v a l u a t i o n .  1 s k y w a v e ,  
O d B  m e a n  S N R .  0 . 1 H z  f a d e  r a t e .
F i g u r e  5 . 1 0 b .  E r r o r  r a t e s  St H O X  S N R  
c h a n n e l  e v a l u a t i o n  r e s u l t s .  2  s k y w a v e s  
O d B  m e a n  S N R ,  0 . 1  H z  f a d e  r a t e ,  1 m s  D T D .
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and otherwise similar conditions. Results can be seen in Figures 5.11a 
and b, where the results of the HOX channel evaluation procedure detailed 
in section 3.3.2 are repeated. The demodulator used here was the same one 
used to synchronise the HOX RTCE system. The results have been taken over 
30 symbols since this is a convenient compromise between the symbol pe­
riod and the fade period. It can be seen that there is close correlation 
between the error rates and the channel evaluation results.
5.6.2_____ Results from practical system
Using a similar system to that described in the section above, some 
practical tests have been made on the D'() method of demodulation, 
synchronisation and RTCE. The modem used was the 4-tone MFSK modem de­
tailed in Table 4.4. The results from these tests can be seen in Fig­
ures 5.12a-b where the average D*() values and error rates are shown for 
blocks of 30 symbols which is equivalent to 81.6ms. During some periods, 
the error rates can be seen to be very bad and this is due to loss of 
synchronisation in the demodulator which results in roughly 75% errors.
All of the results shown have been taken from tests made on an HF 
link from Hull University to Warwick University, a distance of around 170 
kilometres (106 miles) at a bearing of 242*. The data has been taken un­
der night-time and daytime conditions on a frequency of 5.75MHz. The data 
transmitted was a pseudorandom (pn) sequence of 63 symbols over the 
Galois field GF(4) [MacWilliams ft Sloane 1976]. Times referred to are in 
Greenwich mean tine (GMT) and the HF conditions were generally thought to 
be favourable, a large peak in the sunspot number being due in late 1989.
Figure 5.12a is taken from a test starting at 15:27 on 14-2-89. The 
channel is obviously fading with a period of around 175 blocks or 14.3s 
(175 blocks . 30 symbols/block . 17 samples/symbol . 160us/sample).
Around block number 610, the signal can be seen to rise to a good SNR and 
then fall again in a period of around 14 blocks or 1.1s. This is accompa-
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ni«d by a period of no errors and ia thought to ba dua to a diffarant 
mode of propagation fading in and out. Throughout thia run, thara are pe- 
rioda where the error rata ia cataatrophically bad and thia ia dua to 
aynchroniaation errora. It ia thought that thia could be due to the fact 
that the tonea were being received 17H* low from where they ahould have 
bean (4.6% of the tone spacing) dua to receiver mia-tuning which waa only 
diacovered after the event.
Tigure 5.12b ia taken from a test done at 18:50 on the 16-3-89. It 
can be seen in this case that the modem was synchronised much better al­
though there are periods where the synchronisation may be presumed to be 
lost. The channel can be seen to be fading in a typical sort of manner, 
with a fade periods of around 450 blocks (37s) at the beginning of the 
run and 140 blocks (11s) from the middle onwards. During the first half 
of this test, the signal is seen to have deep fades at 70 and 500 blocks, 
and to be fading in a more minor way in between.
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C h .p t»r  6. Conclusion « «nd fu r th «r  »o rh
6.1 Conclusion«
6.1.1 ___Zwocroiiing RTCE.
In chapter 2 it was shown that tha method of counting zerocrossings 
is a viable method of channel evaluation for use both in the AWGN channel 
and the Rayleigh fading channel, with the rider given in section 5.1.1. 
The analysis of the method has been approached from both theoretical and 
simulation points of view and some insight has been gained into the prob­
lems and advantages of applying the method to the HF channel.
The RTCE adaptive ARQ system detailed in section 5.1 was shown to 
have a distinct advantage over both constant rate coding systems and con­
ventional ARQ systems. This was made possible by use of an independent 
channel evaluation method, the gain in throughput being attributable to 
the ability to use the 'no coding' condition when the channel is very 
good. It is noted that similar gains could be made by use of other in­
dependent channel evaluation systems.
The channel simulation method detailed in section 2.4 and appendix I 
ia believed to be a useful contribution to the software tools available 
to the researcher working in the field of HF communications. It also pro­
vides some insight into the form of the baseband signal that can be ex­
pected to arrive over an HF channel.
6.1.2 __ Higher order crossings.
The uses of higher order crossings for channel evaluation and de­
modulation of MFSK signals has been investigated in chapter 3 from both 
theoretical and applications viewpoints. From the results given in sec­
tion 5.4 and shown in Figure 5.9, it is clear that demodulation of MFSK 
signals by higher order crossing counting is possible, but very in-
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efficient. The reasons for this are expounded in section 3.3.1. From sec­
tion S .5 and Figure 5.10 it is clear that the use of HOX for RTCE is a 
very real possibility, although the need for a separate demodulator may 
make the technique obsolete before it is used.
6.1.3 MFSK.
MFSK has been investigated as a candidate for reliable communica­
tions over HF radio channels. Some previously held assumptions on the 
spectral characteristics have been dispelled leading to calculation of 
the best number of tones to use for different channel conditions. Effi­
ciency of the format at various SNRs has been shown, leading to some sug­
gestions on improving the basic modulation method which are outlined in 
section 6.4 below.
The implementation of MFSK modulators and demodulators on DSPs has 
been considered and efficient algorithms produced for both. As part of 
the demodulator design, a new method of synchronisation has been devel­
oped which depends for its operation on the availability of DSP technol­
ogy at the communications system receiver. It illustrates how the DSP ar­
chitecture at the receiver can be used in a manner that is uniquely 
digital, rather than simply simulating classical analogue processing pro­
cedures .
The synchronisation procedure developed has the major practical ad­
vantage of requiring no specific synchronisation overheads in the form of 
preambles, sub-modulation, periodically inserted timing signals or extra 
bandwidth. It also has the advantages of being able to cope with varia­
tions in the absolute transit time of the signal, not requiring highly 
stable timing clocks and of being able to regain synchronisation after 
periods of synchronisation loss.
In addition to providing synchronisation, the demodulation algorithm 
developed in chapter 4 also provides real-time channel information. It
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has been shown that this may ba used to provide an indiction of channel 
error rates in both siaulsted and live situations.
It is hoped that the work performed here could lead to a resurgence 
of interest in M rSK  as a signalling format on the HF channel.
6.2 Further work
The following sections of work contain ideas that have come about 
during the course of this research. There is only passing connection be­
tween some of these ideas whilst others are inextricably linked. They 
have not been developed by the author although since they were first put 
on paper, some of them have been developed and improved by other members 
of the Hull-Warwick research group. In these cases, reference has been 
made to the work completed and in progress. The ideas are presented here 
as possible further areas of research for the future, without any claim 
as to thair individual merit.
6.3 Technological improvements applied to digital communications.
Shannons capacity theorem gives us a theoretical value for the error 
free capacity of a channel, given that the time taken to evaluate the 
data is infinita. In most circumstances however, this is of little prac­
tical use as any practical demodulation/decoding scheme must give a re­
sult in a finite period of time and can be expected to give a non-zero 
probability of error.
The modem designer has the job of achieving a certain performance 
from the system that is being designed. In doing this, the theoretical 
channel capacity must be kept in mind but, probably more importantly, 
certain practical restrictions must also be satisfied. These restrictions 
may be on bandwidth, acceptable error rate, permissible error distribu­
tion, decoding delay, transmitter power and so on. The list may be virtu­
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ally endless. The designer may find that the channel conditions are not 
all that is desired and so the question is posed, 'How can modern techno­
logical improvements help in achieving the aims of the modem designer?'.
6.3.1_____ Quantisation and DSP Usage.
As has already been mentioned, a major impetus of the work in this 
thesis has been the availability of cheap and plentiful signal processing 
power in the form of general purpose DSP integrated circuitry. In order 
to make use of this circuitry, an analogue signal coming over a channel 
must first be bandlimited (to prevent aliasing), sampled and digitized 
(by means of an A-to-D convertor) before any information can be ex­
tracted. The sampled signal must then be processed by the DSP in real 
time in order to recover the transmitted data. There are a number of pa­
rameters involved in this process which influence the possible throughput 
and reliability of the data delivered to the final user. These may be di­
vided between factors within the control of the designer and factors be­
yond his/her control. They include:-
i) The number of quantization steps in the A-to-D convertor.
ii) The degree of 'clipping' at the A-to-D input.
iii) The observation time, or time delay, of the processing.
iv) The signal to noise ratio.
v) The required or acceptable throughput.
vi) The required or acceptable probability of error.
vii) The allowable bandwidth of the signal.
If theoretical relationships can be found between the parameters 
listed above, then they would be very useful in optimizing a communica­
tions system with regard to the practical constraints imposed on the de­
signer. An example of this would be that of a fixed bandwidth AWGN chan­
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nel, an A-to-D convertor of fixed resolution, a fixed amount of 
processing power limiting the observation time and a required maximum 
mean probability of error; it is required to calculate the maximum data 
rate through a system that would be possible for a given signal to noise 
ratio. This would enable both the system design to be as near to optimum 
as possible and the evaluation of how far from optimum any particular 
system may be.
The type of relationships mentioned above could also enable the ac­
curate calculation of where extra effort in the design and costing proce­
dure would offer improvements in performance. This involves estimating 
the relative 'cost' of each of the factors involved. An example of this 
would be to find if getting a higher resolution A-to-D convertor would be 
more cost effective than boosting the speed of the DSP in a given envi­
ronment .
6.3.2_____ Improved Signal Formats
Current design techniques for new signalling formats seem to rely on 
modifying known techniques to provide some specific advantage. For ex­
ample, the bandwidth requirements of binary and M-ary FSK/PSK systems 
have been reduced by using MSK [Stremler 1982 pp596] style modulation 
schemes [de Buda 1972, Amoroso 1976, Eaves & Wheatley 1979, Amoroso 1979, 
Aulin A Sundberg 1981a-b, Hambley & Tanaka 1984, Sundberg 1986, Padovani 
t Wolf 1986 etc.]. In these schemes the information from each bit is 
spread over several channel symbols and the phase changes are smoothed 
out to reduce the magnitude of spectral sidelobes.
It is assumed that at least part of the reason for basing these new 
modulation methods on older conventional binary types of modulation 
schemes is both conceptual and the difficulty of constructing hardware 
for a modulator giving anything but a sinusoidal - derived waveform. With 
DSP technology, most of the constraints of actually generating signals
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one* they have bean designed have been overcome, with the result that we 
are free to design signals to convey information in an optimum way, in 
whatever way we choose to define 'optimum'. Signals generated by calcula­
tion and generation in a DSP in this way are band limited due to the sam­
pling theorem and should be filtered accordingly. However, their detailed 
spectrum could be manipulated within the Nyquist constraint to match the 
available signalling spectrum. It is thought that signals could be 
adapted to have the appropriate spectrum for a channel with, for example, 
frequency selective fades or narrow band interference.
Additionally, signals may be designed specifically for the decoding 
method that it is intended to use, which should in turn be a maximum 
likelihood (Viterbi) decoder [Viterbi 1971].
6.4 Advantages, disadvantages and possible improvements to MFSK.
As has been mentioned in chapter 4, MrSK has particular advantages 
for use over HF radio, compared to binary modulation schemes, due to its 
long symbol period. This gives it relative immunity to intersymbol inter­
ference. It does however suffer from a very low data rate, compared to 
that theoretically possible, at high signal to noise ratios. It would 
therefore seems advantageous to investigate the basic modulation scheme 
further with the idea of preserving the symbol period but allowing for 
adaptation of the data rate to suit channel SNR conditions. Several ideas 
for doing this are presented below.
The PSD of MFSK, particularly when M becomes large, is already quite 
good in terms of sidelobe reduction with respect to main lobe width (see 
section 4.3), although it is thought that improvements could also be made 
in this area. These are dealt with when considering possible coding 
schemes applicable for MFSK modulation.
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6 - 4-1 in c rM u d  in-band m onitoring o f  HTSK
As described in chapter 4, when dealing with MFSK we are concerned 
with M orthogonal signals. The way in which these signals are realised in 
practice is to use M tones that are orthogonal over a symbol period Ts. 
In theory we are using a system with 2.M dimensions, that is the real and 
imaginary parts of the M tones. In practice however we have to regenerate 
the M tones at the receiver in order to get the original signals back. 
This poses problems due to drift in the oscillators at both the transmit­
ter and receiver sides and the phase coherence of the channel. As a re­
sult, normally the phase of each tone is presumed to carry no information 
and the magnitude of the signal at each frequency only is considered. 
This is what has been done in the demodulator detailed in chapter 4 and 
has previously been implemented in hardware [Ralphs 1985 chapter 9].
It is proposed that a system could be developed to track both the 
frequency and phase of each of the signalling frequencies. The informa­
tion content of the signal could still be contained in the real component 
of each tone while the combination of real and imaginary components could 
be used to monitor the phase of the individual tones. This would enable 
the channel to be assessed in terms of sub-channel absolute signal and 
noise levels, phase stability and frequency shifts such as Doppler 
shifts. If the system were to be adaptive, and conditions suitable, the 
extra dimensions that become available could be used for the transmission 
of data.
How then may such a system be implemented? Since there are M tones 
then, on average, each tone will only be transmitted every 1/M symbols 
and hence if phase locked loops (PLL) were to be used to track the indi­
vidual tone frequencies, they would require a narrow bandwidth and high 
stability compared to a normal binary system such as PSK or FSK. This is 
of course relatively easy to arrange on a DSP. The overall system would 
require a modified PLL arrangement that had one PLL per tone to track in­
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dividual ton* drifts and a master control to track changes common to all 
the tones, such as those due to RF carrier drift.
6.4.2 PSD control for MFSK.
Considering the current MFSK system and looking at the M-dimensional 
vector representing the signal being transmitted, we see that the M sym­
bols are represented by the vectors with one ' 1' and M-1 '0's. The col­
lection of these points is known as the constellation diagram. In between 
the symbol transitions, the vector traces out a locus in M-dimensional 
space from one of the constellation points to another. The course of the 
vector is dictated by the way in which the signal is constructed. In the 
case of MFSK it is the vector equivalent of switching from one tone to 
another at the symbol transition time. The PSD of the signal may be var­
ied by switching between the tones in a different manner [Anderson & Salz 
1965], in a similar way to the MSK type methods mentioned in section
6.1.2 above; in particular, the spectral lines may be abolished by alter­
ing the modulation index.
6.4.3 __ Coding for MFSK.
An idea for upgrading of the MFSK signalling format in terms of the 
data throughput comes from some work where the optimum input pdfs', or 
constellation points, have been calculated for certain forms of 
signalling. This work has been done for the continuous, scalar channel 
[Smith 1971], the sampled arid quantized scalar channel [Honary, Ali & 
Darnell 1989] and the 2 dimensional continuous channel [Einarsson 1979]. 
It is not known whether the work has been done for larger numbers of di­
mensions although it obviously could be. In the absence of these results, 
it seems safe to assume that the basic feature of the previous results, 
that of the optimum constellation points not having equal probabilities
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of occurrence, will carry ovar to higher numbers of dimensions. This 
■ains that currently we could find the optimum constellation points to 
use for our upgraded signalling format but unfortunately, as far as the 
author is aware, a coding scheme that can stake full use of the uneven 
probabilities is not available. This is obviously an area in the develop­
ment of codes that requires considerable research: the design of ’good' 
codes with specified rates a n d  optimum symbol probabilities.
6.4.4_____ Conclusions on upgrading MTSK.
In conclusion then, w e  can say that MFSK modulation could be up­
graded by use of a well chosen set of constellation points and a comple­
mentary coding scheme. In addition, the locus traced out between the con­
stellation points may be chosen for the most desirable timing recovery 
and/or bandwidth control characteristics. As mentioned in section 6.3 
above, these opportunities ha v e  been made available by the proliferation 
of DSP equipment, relieving us of the natural constraints of 'old 
fashioned' analogue hardware.
6. S Synchronisation systems -
Zn section 4.6, a synchronisation system termed modulation derived 
synchronisation (MDS) was described. Zn this system, the relative timing 
of a received signal was assumed to be unknown and so the demodulation 
was performed at all of the possible timing offsets, ie once for every 
sample. A decision is then ma d e  as to which offset is most likely to be 
correct, based on the M dimensional vector positions at the various
An extension of this technique has been made [Honary & Zolghadr 
1989] whereby the tiae period over which the parallel operations are per­
formed, before the tiaing decision is made, is extended. This is made
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possible by applying convolutional coding to tha data before transais- 
aion. Matched filtar detection is than iaplaaantad at tha receiver in tha 
sama way as in tha MDS systaa described previously.
Zn order to understand how this new method works, assume there are N 
samples per symbol, 'n' is an arbitrary tiaing instant and 'a' refers to 
one of the M possible received tones. The Batched filter outputs Z*(n,a) 
are assigned as aetrics on the appropriate branches of the first trellis 
of s Viterbi decoder. Outputs X*(n*N,a) are assigned to the second trel­
lis, Xa(n«2*N,a) to the third and so on for one coaplete decoding tree. 
The procedure is repeated with the values X*(n«1,a), X'(n«1*N,a), 
X*(n*1*2*N,a), etc. on a second, tine delayed, Viterbi decoding tree and 
so on for the N possible time slots. Maximua likelihood decoding is then 
performed on each separate decoder. The decoder with the largest total 
path metric is found and the appropriate data is output to the user, tia­
ing information having been recovered. This procedure has been termed 
code assisted bit synchronisation (CABS).
A potential problea with this method is that the relative tiaing be­
tween each saaple of the received signal is assumed to be fixed. It is 
therefore proposed that the fora of the Viterbi decoder used in the CABS 
system could be a modified to allow for effects of the transmission me­
dium and reception equipment that may be interpreted as tiaing varia­
tions. The bssic idea is to make more paths available through the decod­
ing trellises and then search for the most likely one as before. More 
paths may be made available by adding extra connections between the nodes 
of the trellises corresponding to different time shifts. These would have 
'penalties' attached to them which must relate to the effects that are 
being compensate for.
The type of effect that could be overcome using this procedure would 
be varying group delays between different symbol transitions (Ralphs 1985 
pp121], caused by filtering in the receiver stage. Compensation could be 
achieved by allowing the symbol periods to vary slightly from their
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nominal values. To make this variation possible, extra branches may be 
added to the decoding trees, connecting the nodes of the tree froe one 
timing offset to corresponding nodes on the immediately preceding and 
succeeding trees. For these extra branches a negative weight would be as­
signed, its value being dependent on the allowable symbol period varia­
tions. Decoding would follow its normal form, except for the addition of 
an extra stage between each trellis where a correction step may or may 
not be taken.
A second method of improving the CABS system would be to implement 
equalisation, or diversity confining, of multipath signals. This could be 
effected by allowing the branch metrics to be some linear combination of 
I*(n,m) values normally assigned. The combination required would not be 
known in advance since it represents the impulse response of the channel 
which is of course unknown. However, the impulse response changes reason­
ably slowly on the HF channel so the optimum combination would only 
change slowly, reducing the amount of processing required.
6.6 Symbol Period Adaption.
Coding systems, in general, have a fixed 'power' or correction capa­
bility which should not be exceeded for the code to be effective. Also, 
if the code is not to represent an inefficiency, the system should be ar­
ranged such that all of its 'power' is used. This 'power' may be ex­
pressed in tarsi of a maximum permissible error rate at the input to the 
decoder which may in turn be related to a particular signal to noise ra­
tio at the input to a demodulator driving it. The 'best' SNR for any par­
ticular demodulator/decoder combination is therefore a function both the 
code power and the demodulator characteristics.
The output error rate of a demodulator is generally a function of 
E./N., the syxtool energy to noise energy ratio, or equivalently E»/N., 
the bit energy to noise energy ratio. Since N„ is a function of the noise
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power and the bandwidth of the demodulator only, it is constant for all 
symbol periods. E., or Ete, is function of both the signal power and the 
symbol period and so increases as the symbol period is increased. This 
means that if the period of the symbols being transmitted over a channel 
could be varied as a function of the noise power, only one coding scheme 
would be necessary; this could have great complexity advantages in terms 
of hardware and/or software. This scheme is to be compared to the systems 
generally put forward to adapt a system to the channel conditions 
[Darnell 1983, Darnell, Honary & Shaw 1987], such as the one in 
section 5.1, to vary the code rate depending on the SNR.
We can write the relevant equations for this scheme as
E. - S.Ts 
No - N/B
E./No ■ S.Ts.B/N
where
E. is the symbol energy 
S is the signal power 
Ts is the symbol period 
No is the noise energy 
N is the noise power 
B is the system bandwidth
therefore for fixed Es/N0 , B, N and S, we have
TS - K/N
where K is some system dependent constant.
One of the problems with varying the symbol length in a system is 
that of keeping the PSD characteristics of the system constant. For ex­
ample, if the symbol period were allowed to vary in an MFSK system such
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as thoaa previously described, firstly the tones say no longer be or­
thogonal and secondly, if the symbols got longer, there would be 'dips' 
in the spectrua in between the tone frequencies, in a siailar way to wide 
band FSK [Anderson A Sals 1965]. This probles does not seem insuperable 
however and may be tackled by suitable symbol design.
6.7 Further uses of RTCE information for channel simulation
It is thought that the data that may be obtained from channel evalu­
ation systems, such as those described in this thesis, may in future be 
uaeful for channel simulation. This would enable more realistic channels 
to be simulated than the currently available CCZR [1974] recommended 
channels. As has been seen in section 5.6.2, changes in fade rate may be 
detected, along with unusual modes fading in and out, a feature not 
available on the CCZR model [Matterson A Coon 1969c].
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Symbols and abbreviations
AM Amplitude modulation
ARQ Automatic repeat request
ASK Amplitude shift keying
A-tO-D Analogue to digital convertor
ATU Aerial tuning unit
AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise
AZCPS Average zerocrossing per second
BER Bit error rate
bit Binary digit
bps Bits per second
BPSK
B
Binary phase shift keying 
Bandwidth
C(x) Capacity as a function of x
CABS Code assisted bit synchronisation
CCIR Comité Consultatif International des Radiocommunications
cdf Cumulative distribution function
CPSD Cumulative power spectrum density
D-to-A Digital to analogue convertor
D* (n) Detection confidence at time n
dB Decibel
DF Frequency spacing of MFSK tones
DSP Digital signal processor
6t Small time increment
DT 1/fs, the period between samples
DTD
E„
Differential time delay 
Bit energy
E„/N0
eg
Bit energy/noise energy ratio 
for example
ES Symbol energy
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Critical frequency
rec Forward error correction
fm Frequency modulation
Fmax Maximum frequency of PSD
f--- Root-mean-square fading frequency
fa Sampling frequency
rsK Frequency shift keying
G Number of tone intervals beyond upper and lower tones of MFSK 
system to give bandwidth containing 99% of power
H User information rate in bps/Hz
He Channel information rate in bps/Hz
Hr High frequency (2-30tiHz)
HOX Higher order crossings
Hr Hertz, frequency in cycles per second
I*(n,»> Squared matched filter output for tone m at sample time n
ie That is
IF Intermediate frequency
H R Infinite impulse response
ZSI Intersymbol interference
ITU International telegraph union
LB Lower 3dB point
LHS Left hand side
LSB Lower sideband
M Number of symbols in an MFSK system
MDS Modulation derived synchronisation
MTSK
ms
Multi-Frequency shift keying 
millisecond
MSK Minimum shift keying
Mur Maximum usable frequency
m,n integer variables
N Noise power, number of samples per symbol
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NAK
N.
Non-acknowledgement 
Noise energy in watts/Hz
OWF Optimum working frequency
OOK On-off keying
P* Probability of bit error
PC Personal computer
Pdf probability density function
P. Probability of error
PLL Phase locked loop
PRK Phase reversal keying
PSD Power spectral density
PSK Phase shift keying
Pz Probability of a zerocrossing
Pz* Probability of a positive going zerocrossing
Pz- Probability of a negative going zerocrossing
R Code rate
RF Radio frequency
RHS Right hand side
rms Root mean square
RS Reed-Solomon
RTCE
rv
Real time channel evaluation 
Random variable
Rx
s
sd
Receiver
Second
standard deviation
S-meter Signal strength meter
sinc(x) sin(x)/x
SNR Signal to noise power ratio
SSB Single sideband
Te Element period
TS Symbol period
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Transmitter
UB Upper 3dB point
USB Upper sideband
w Radian frequency
Wo Centre radian frequency
zc zerocrossing
6 Phase angle
{x) Smallest integer greater than or equal to
S Correlation coefficient
a Normalised frequency
Tx
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Appendix A
Probability of Zero Crossings for a Sinusoid with Additive 
Causitan Net»» - Look-up T«bl. >ppro«ch.
The probability of a zerocrossing, averaged over a long period has 
been shown in chapter 2 to be given by
|t«2 .n/wErfc{sin(w.t)/o} .Erf {sin(w. (t-6t) )/o] .dt (2.10)0
This formula has been converted into a summation and programmed on a 
computer using a look up table for Erfc{x). Values of SNR dB have been 
taken over a large range and a calculated from them. The values in the 
look-up table were previously calculated by numerical integration up to 
Erfc(3.0), and beyond that range by using an approximate formula 
[Stremler 1982 pp675].
The problem with this method is in assessing the errors in the cal­
culations due to the finite step sizes taken for the integrations. The 
method is at best crude and time consuming but is quite useable if a 
single table of data is required. The results compare very favourably 
with simulated results and were used in the first part of this study.
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(•4)
■in*— ’ (x)- 1 . |2n-1I.sin(2.n-2.k-1)x (B5)
I k I
where
I 2a*1!■ (2a*1) 1 (B6)
| k  | ( 2 a *  1 - k ) !  k !
and putting 2a* 1 for 2n-1 we get
■in*--’x-_1_. E(-1 )•*•». |2a*1 I .sin(2.a*1-2.k)x (B7)
2—  - °  k
so (B 4 ) becomes
p- “  1 1
2 2.n,.o*
M r E E (-1)"2»‘— '"> .o*‘— "> .mini (2m* 1) (2n* 1)
| 2m*1 I . |2n*1 I . j sin(2m*1-2k)6.sin(2n*1-2l) (6 *w)d8 (B8 )
The integral here is in the form
I - sin(A.e) .sin(B(w*6 )) . d e  A,B integer *1. (B9)
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Expanding sin(B(w*e)) and multiplying out wa gat
I-cos(B.w). n(A.9) .ain(B.e) .de ♦ ain(B.w). n(A.B) .cos(A.B) .de (BIO)
Clearly, tha second integral goes to zero. Expanding the term under the 
first integral we gat
and hence the integral in (B8 ) is non-zero only when A*B i.e. when 
2m*1-2k*2n*1-2l, m-k-n-1. This means that we can eliminate one of the
summations and we choose to eliminate 1. This gives k*m-n*l and when 1*0, 
k**-n; when l*n, k=m; and so we get new limits for k. Also k*0 and so 
m-nzO and hence we get a new upper limit for n of n=m. Putting all of 
this into (BB) we get
P- * 1-__1_ E E E (-1 )***"(2m)! (2n) lcos(2n*1-2(k-m+n) )w
2 2o*lt r*“° nlnl i
<B11a)
(Bilb)
■ 0 since (A-B) and (A*B) both integer <>0 (B11c)
= II. cos (B. w) A*B (B11d)
8— "oa— a" mi ! (2m+1 -k) ! ( 1 -k*m*n) Ik! (k-m*n) !
(B12)
and putting l*k-m«n to simplify the k summation gives
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< B13)
P- - 1-__ 1 E E C _________( - 1  )— "(2aH (2n)lcos(1-2l*2n)w
2 2o*n — 0 "*° •*— '—  e— "o*— ■" m!n! (m+n-l*1 )I(1-l + 2n) I (l*m-n) 111
This formula should now be a convergent expansion for equation (B1). 
The expansion for the error function used is valid for all x but requires 
a sufficient number of terms to be calculated to give an accurate result. 
This number is approximately equal to 3.|x*| [Dingle 1973 pplj. In (B1) 
it can be seen that within the range of integration, the maximum value of 
x will be 1/(*/2.o). The signal to noise ratio in dB is given by
SNR dB * 10.log(0.S/o1) (B14)
since the signal power is 1/2 and therefore we get the number of terms 
required as approximately
3*10< where SNR is in dB. (B15)
We cannot easily calculate on our computer terms which involve fac­
torials above 30. This leads us to discover that the maximum value of 'm' 
in (B13) above is 14 which gives a signal to noise ratio of approximately 
7dB. Even at this signal to noise ratio, however, it has proved very dif­
ficult to calculate the points reliably and a termination point of -1 OdB 
seems to be the best that can be achieved.
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Appendix C
Probability of Zt o  Crossings for a Sinusoid with Addltlv Causalan Noise 
-Rational Approximation and Gausaian Integration Approach
We can put ©=w.t, d©*w.dt to make thia integral more reasonable and we 
get
This integral cannot be solved in a closed form and so a numerical 
solution has been found, valid for a wide range of the parameters w and 
o. To do this, an easily calculated expression for Erfc(x) and Erf(x) has 
been used. It is the rational approximation [Abramowitz & Stegun 1980 
7.1.26 pp299]
erf(x)»1-(a,t+aat**ast**a«t**a,t“).exp(-xa )*e(x) (C2)
and also Erfc(x)«1/2(1-erf(x/-/2). Erf(x)-1/2(Uerf(x/-/2) [Stremler 1982 
pp676]. In order to do the 0 integration, a Gaussian-type numerical
From the previous work we know
P.«w/n. Erfc(sin(0)/o).Erf(sin(6*w)/o).d© (C1)
0
t-1/(Dp.x)
|c(x)|s1.5x10-T for all x
p«=0.32759 a,*0.254829592 a>— 0.284496736
a,-1.421413741 a«— 1.453152027 a.-1.061405429
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method has been chosen and this has the general form [Abramowitz & Stegun 
1980 PP087-8]
*> and w, are found from the roots of Legendre polynomials [Davis & 
Rabinowitz 1975 pp27-28] and are tabulated to 21 decimal places 
[Abramowitz & Stegun 1980 pp887-8]. The order of integration, n, must be 
chosen and is related to the order of the polynomial expansion of f(y), 
should one exist. We do not have such an expansion but is was felt that 
the order should be quite low. 16*” order was chosen and found to work 
well up to a signal to noise ratio of 10dB. The expression for the error 
in the integration, R„, has not been calculated, due to the difficulty in 
finding the 32™* derivative of our function.
where
*- - (b-a) * " * 1. (nt)*.2*' 
(2n* 1 ).[(2n)!]»
J..f*"(E) a<E<b (C4)
gives the error in calculation and
y1= (b-a),xi * (b*a). 
2 2
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Appendix D
Probability of Zero Crossings for a Sinusoid with Additive Gaussian Noise 
-Fourier Transform Approach
The average probability of a zerocrossing has been shown to be given 
by
It*2.n/wErfc(sin(w.t)/o).Erf{sin(w.(t-6t))/o).dt (2.10)0
Putting e*w.t, de=w.dt, Erfc(x)»1/2(1 -erf(x/V2)), Erf(x)»1/2(1*erf(x/V2)) 
[Stremler 1982 pp676) and altering the limits of integration we get
Pz»1/<4 •"(
n
(1*erf (sine/(V2.o))) (1-erf (sin(6*w)/(-/2 .o))).de
It is easy to see that, since erf (sine/V(2.o)) is an odd periodic func­
tion of e with period 2n, when the product is expanded two of the terms 
will vanish on integration leaving the expression
f«
Pz* 1/2 - 1/(4.n) erf(sine/(V2.o)).erf(sin(e*w)/(V2.o)).de (D1)
Now assume that erf(K.sine) is expanded in a Fourier series
where
erf(K.sine) « E a„(K> .sin(n.e) 
n »1
t ' “ 'a„ * 1/n erf (K.sine) .sin(n.e) .de
(D2)
(D3)
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Introducing (D2 ) into (0 1) yields
P- ■ I  - J _  E E  a.(1/(V2.o)).an (1/(</2.o)).[ sin(m.e).sin(n0 ).de 
2 4.n œ«1 n»1
■ i - _1_ E a _ ( l/(</2.o) ) .an ( l/ (V 2 .o )  ) . c o s (n .w )-c o s (n (w -2 0 )) .de
2 8.n m,n=1
■ 1 - 1 E a„(1/(V2.n)).cos(m.w)
2 4 m-1
It now remains to determine the coefficients. It readily shown from 
(D3) that a„*0 for all even values of n. Thus it is left to evaluate
a„r.i(K) x 1/n erf(K.sine.sin((2r+1).8 ).de
Integrating once by parts
n . a „ o  (K)«erf (K.sine) ■f-coeCC2r e i ) • ) ]  
L 2re1 J
Í"d(erf(K.sine).cos((2r*1)6 ).d9
J-n ( 2r+1) .de
Since erf(0)»0 the first term on the RHS vanishes, further
d_ erf(K.sinB) 2 .exp(-(K.sine)*).K.cose
therefore
r+1)Vn J-
exp(-K*.sin’e).cos0 .cos((2re1).0).dO
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Hr ( K ) (D6)- K.«xp(-K,/2). Hr.,(K) ♦ 
(2r*1 )■/« *•
where
f*
HW {K) rn I ,ixp(K*.c o s (2 .0 )/ 2 ). c o s (2.r .8) .de
Expanding the exponential term [Gray 1931J
exp(Ka.cos(2.0)/2) - Io(K*/2) ♦ 2.E In(K*/2).cos(2.n.0) 
n-1
and so
H ,(K )- Io (K */ 2 ).  c o s (2 . r . 0 ) . d0 ♦ 2.E In (K , / 2 ). c o s (2 .n .0 ) .c o s (2 .r .0 ) .d 0
J-n n«1 J -it
and clearly here the first integral is zero unless r*0, when its value is 
2n. Also, the integral in the summation is zero unless n»r, when its 
value is n. Thus
H«.(K) - 2.n.z,(Ka/2) for all r (D7 )
whence from (D6)
a»,.,(K) - 2.K.exp(-K*/2). { I».,(K*/2) ♦ I«.(K*/2) } (D8)
(2 r * 1 ) .Vn
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Combining these results together we get
Pz ■ 1
2 (1/(4.o'))*Xv(1/(4.o')))* 
(D9)
This has proved to be an easy method of calculating solutions to 
equation (3.5). The integer order modified Bessel functions are rapidly 
calculated from convergent series [Dingle 1973] and the summation in (D9) 
is rapidly convergent itself.
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Appendix E
Probability of Zero Crossings for a Sinusoid with Additiv Gaussian Noiaa 
- The Non-Sampled Casa Considered by Rica.
Rice 11946] considers the current
X * Q.cos(qt) ♦ I„
where
Q * amplitude constant
q * radian frequency constant
t I« time
■ random noise current
and obtains the formula (equation 2.8 of [Rice 1946])
2 .N(0 ) » Mo.[exp(-a).X«(B) ♦ b*.Ie(B/a,a)/(2.a)] (E1)
where
2.N(0) >■ expected number of zeros per second
Mo « 
V0 *
' V(-v ."/v .)/ii 
: mean square noise current 
■ o*
-V0" > 
W(f) -
■ 4.it*. w(f).f'.df
Jo
• power spectrum of I„
a =■ (a* ♦ b*)/4
8 * 
a ■
(a* - b* )/4 
Q/V(v.)
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b - Q.q//(-v.") - 2.a.f,/N. 
fm ■ q/2.n frequency in Hz
X.(x) » Bessel function of order zero and imaginary argument
- E (x/2) /sis! [Dingle 1973] 
s-0
[«Xe(k,x) s exp(-u).Xo(k.u).du
Jo
- E (k/2)a".(2.n)!.A„/(n!.n!) 
n«0
K% ■ 1 - II ♦ x ♦ x*/2l ...♦ xa"/(2.n)!].exp(-x)
ie A0 = 1 - exp(-x)
A, ■ 1 - [1 ♦ x ♦ x*/2].exp(-x) and so on.
This is derived from the integral for Ie(k,x), substituting in the 
power series for I0 (k.u), changing the order of summation and integration 
and then repeatedly integrating by parts.
Equation (E1) can be evaluated by use of the power series represen­
tations of Xo(x) and Ie(k,x) and when calculated, requires some 
re-scaling in order to be comparable with our previous results. This 
re-scaling is due to the fact that Rice calculates the average number of 
zerocrossings per second and we calculate the average number of zero- 
crossings per intersample space.
This formula has the advantage over (2.10) and its solutions in that 
the power spectral density of the noise can be specified to any arbitrary 
shape.
In order to compare Rices work with our own, the spectrum is assumed 
to be flat in the range 0 -> 1/(2 .6t) and so w(f) becomes
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w(f) - N. 0 < f < 1/(2.6t)
* 0 elsewhere
where
N0 * power per Hz of the noise
fit * tine between samples in the sampled case.
The total noise power is given by
v0 * N„ . bandwidth
«  No /( 2 . f i t ) .
Now -Vo” becomes
f i / ( 2 . e t )
-v*" * 4.n*.| N0 .f*.df
Jo
- (4.Ka.IU/3).(f*U 
* 4.n,.No/(3.2*.6ta)«  n * . N . / ( 6 . 6 t * ) .
And so we obtain No
Mo ■ V(-v,"/v.)/n 
- V(1/3.6t'}
•  V(1/3)/6t
He now need to calculate a, b, a and fi. We obtain a and b directly 
a - Q/V(v.)
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b ■ Q.q/V(-v.”)
- Q.q.V{6.0t*/<N..n,)>
- Q.q.>/(6.6t*/N„) /n
and hence a and fi
a ■ (a* ♦ b*)/4
- Q*.6t.[1 ♦ q ,.3.6t*/n,]/(2.N.)
B « (a* ♦ b*)/4
- Q*.6t.[1 - q*.3.6t*/n*]/(2.N.).
Now we can calculate the expected number of zerocrossings per second 
with respect to E„/N0 by use of th.» formula (El) given by Rice and the 
series expansions of X.(x) and Xe(k,x).
The calculations have been made to 5 decimal places and plotted in 
Figure 2.2. Also displayed there is the results of the calculations done 
by the method of appendix A. It is clear that at the low signal end, ie 
the waveform is nearly all noise, the curves, whilst being the same 
shape, are of different magnitudes.
In the case of the all noise waveform, sampled at the Nyquist rate, 
we would expect the number of zerocrossings per second to be equal to the 
highest frequency. The reason being that each sample is independent and 
so has equal probability of being above or below the zero line. Therefore 
the probability of two successive samples being on opposite sides of the 
zero line is an half and, since we have two samples per cycle of the 
highest frequency present, the average number of zerocrossings per second 
is equal to that frequency.
Why then does Rice's formula predict a higher figure? In order to 
answer this question we look at some earlier work of his on the statis­
tics of random noise [Rice 1945] in which he derives a formula for the
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expected number of zeros per second of a random noise current. For the 
case that we are looking at of a flat noise power spectrum density in a 
band covering 0 to f Hz he gets
expected number of zeros per second ■ 2.f/V3 
- 1.155 f
and the formula we investigated previously gives the same answer as Q->0. 
The reason for this difference is that the system we are using to count 
the number of zerocrossings both in the simulations and in the methods of 
appendices A to D is not the same as that being considered in Rice's 
analysis of the continuous case.
Nyquist' s sampling theorem says that we should have enough informa­
tion from the samples to reconstruct exactly the original signal that we 
have sampled, but does not guarantee that the samples will always enable 
us to detect zerocrossings in the way in which we are trying to do. The 
'missing' 15% of the zerocrossings must be due to situations such as that 
shown in Figure 2.3. It is very unlikely to get extra zerocrossings when 
the signal has changed sign because this would require two turning points 
of the signal between the samples and this is rare, if not impossible, 
due to bandwidth considerations. The occurrences of 'extra' zerocrossings 
must therefore happen mostly in pairs and so occurrences need only happen 
(V<4/3)—1 )*100/2 ■ 7.7% of the time to cause the factor that we have 
found. This is surely the mechanism by which this factor is occurring but 
we have not been able to derive a mathematical expression for it.
We can get a bound for this probability by noting that, for the pure 
noise case, each sample has a 50% chance of being above or below the zero 
line and so there is a 50% chance of two successive samples being the 
same side of the zero line. Similarly, there is a 50% chance of the slope 
of the signal at each sample time being in the correct direction and so 
we get a bounding probability of 1/8 or 12.5%.
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So, we need to look et the universe of signals that could possibly 
occur between the samples to cause an extra pair of crossings. The pos­
sible forms are shown in Figure E.1 and are symmetrical. The magnitudes 
of the samples are Gaussianly distributed, and the slopes have a sym­
metrical distribution on -n -> ♦«.
Xn order to reconstruct a bandlimited analogue signal from the 
samples, we can represent each sample x(n.6t) by a bandlimited function, 
y(t), having the same value at each sample time as the sample being con­
sidered ie for sample M
y(t) « x(M.6t) at t ■ M.6t■ 0  a t t » n . f i t n < > M
and for this we use the well known [Cappellini 1979] 'sine' function 
given by
ain( w,.t/2 ) . sine( w..t/2 )
w.. t/2
w. « 2.n.f. « 2.n/6t 
f. * sampling frequency 
t > time
Figure E. 1 . Possible forms of signal between samples that could cause 
zerocrossings to go undetected.
slope -ve
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and ao we can usa, for tha sample at time M.6t
y(t) ■ x(M.6t).sinc( (t-M.6t).n/6t)
where y(t) is our bandlimited analogue function. Our total analogue sig­
nal wf(t) therefore becomes
wf(t) ■ E sinc((t-n.6t).n/6t).x(n.6t) 
n*-»
which has solutions f t -  n.6t of x(n.6t) and is bandlimited to 1/(2.6t) 
as required. A waveform reconstructed in this manner using 21 random 
samples is shown in Figure 2.3. The 'extra' zerocrossings can also be 
seen in the 3rd interval.
We now wish to find a description of the waveform between M.6t and 
(M*1).6t which is dependant upon x(M.6t) and x( (M*1 ) .6t). Without loss of 
generality, we set M ■ 0 and find
-1
wf(t) ■ E sine((t-n.6t) .n/6t).x(n.6t) ♦ sine(n .t/6t).x(0) 
n*—
♦ sine(( t-6t).n/6t).x (6t) ♦ E sinc((t-n.6t).n/6t).x(n.6t) 
n>2
Now, all x(n.6t)'s are independent Gaussian distributed random variables 
(rvs) with variance var[x(n.6t)] ■ v„. We therefore form the purely ran­
dom component of wf(t) between n.ôt and (n*1).6t as
-1
noise(t) * E sinc( (t-n.6t) .n/6t) .x(n.6t) 
n«-—
♦ E sinc((t-n.6t).n/6t).x(n.6t) 
n*2
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and work out it's variane*
var(nois*(t)] • var[ £ ♦ E ]
■ vari £ ] ♦ vari £ ]
■ E var £ ] ♦ E var [ ]
» v..{ £ (sinc((t-n.6t).n/6t))• 
n«-»
♦ E (sine((t-n. 6t ).n/6t))* ). 
n*2
where v„ is an rv.
So, wf(t) between t- M.6t and (M*1).6t is described by the sum of 
three Gaussianly distributed random variables (rv's), each multiplied by 
a time dependant function.
It is not known by the author how to take the analysis any further 
at this point since the equation for the waveform now has three independ­
ent rvs in it along with some quite intractable equations. Clearly in or­
der to solve these equations, the thing to do is to integrate over all 
possible waveforms in this set and find the proportion that exhibit the 
characteristic under consideration. This has not been carried out al­
though it is expected that the result would agree with Rice [1946].
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Generation of Gaussian Distributed Noi««
A p p en d ix  r .
In order to generate noise with a Gaussian distribution on a com­
puter, we can make use of commonly available routines that generate ran­
dom numbers with a flat distribution on (0,1). The way in which we can do 
this is as follows.
Consider two independent Gaussianly distributed random variables 
(rv's), x and y, and consider them to correspond to two-dimensional rec­
tangular co-ordinates. Working out their distribution in terms of polar 
co-ordinates r ,0  we put
Now, consider the elemental area on the xy plane, dx.dy, and the volume 
underneath it. Writing the probability distribution function (pdf) as 
f(x,y) we get
x * r.cose (F1a)
y « r.sine (F1b>
f(x,y).dx.dy ■ f(r,6).dr.de
and from the independence and Gaussian statistics of x and y
f(x,y) = exp(- (x**y*)/(2.o1)) « exp(-r‘/(2.o*)) 
2.11.0* 2.11.0*.rt o ’ . it o '
(F2)
where
o* variance of x and y
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Transforming tha differential area we hava
dx.dy ■ r.dr.de
and so from (F2) we get
f(r,ej.dr.de ■ r.exp(-r*/(2.o*)).dr.de 
2.it.a*
and
f(r,»> - r.expC-rVtj.o1))
2.11.0*
and clearly, thia is independent of e .  In other words, e  
tributed on 0 -> 2.n . We can therefore integrate ou
variable
[2*
f(r) - f(r ,6).de
JO
■ r.exp(-r*/(2.o*))/o*
<F 3)
is flatly dis- 
the angular
<F4)
This expression (F4) now gives us the pdf of r. It is the wall known 
Rayleigh amplitude distribution [Schwartz 1980 pp379). We can work out 
the cumulative distribution by integrating the pdf from 0 to R thus
IR
-exp(r*/(2.o*)
0
■ 1 - exp(-R1/(2.o*)) (F5)
This is a proper cdf since at R > 0 it has value 0 and as R -> •  it goes 
to 1 . Hence the pdf is a proper one also. If we take a randomly distrib­
uted point on (0,1), say B, and let it represent a value of the cdf, we 
can solve (F5) in terms of R. R will then have a Rayleigh amplitude dis­
tribution. If we also generate a random phase using a rv on (0,1), say A, 
we can use (F1a) or (F1b) to give a Gaussianly distributed rv. Thus we 
put
Since B is evenly distributed on (0,1), so is 1-B. Thus we have a formula 
to give numbers with a Gaussian distribution from two flat distributed 
ones. By use of (F1b) we can also get a second, independent rv.
This method of generating noise with a Gaussian distribution has 
been used extensively in the tests in this thesis.
B - 1-exp(-r*/(2.o'))
l n ( 1-B ) -  - r , / (2 .o * )
and therefore
r ■ V(-2.o’.ln( 1 -B))
- o.V(-2.1n(1-B))
and, using (F1a)
x > r.cose
■ o.*/(-2.1n( 1-B)) .cos(2.n.A)
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Higher Order Crossing« - Theoretical Study
Appendix G.
A general formula for the number of zerocrossings of any order can 
be found in terms of the parameters a, the standard deviation of the 
noise, w, the frequency component present and fl, the correlation co­
efficient. The general notation D(o,w,B) has been used here for this 
value, noting that a now refers to the standard deviation of the noise in 
the series under consideration. The probability of a zerocrossing in 
g(n), the general series, is found by using the bivariate normal distri­
bution to give the probability that the first sample is positive and the 
second negative and then integrating this expression over all possible 
phases of g (n ), thus
D(o,w,6) -
8«n - A.sin(w.(n-1)♦©)
______ 1 exp{-(x*-2.B.x.y*y*)/(2.o*(1-Ba))}.dx.dy.d8
2(it.o) Vll-B*) J J —
8«-n A.sin(w.n*8)
or, setting n*0, we can write
In order to solve this equation, it is noted that, due to periodic­
ity with 8, D(o,w,fi) is the 'dc' value of the function
n • A .sin(d-w)
(C1)
-It A.sin(e)
A.sin(e-w)
(G2)
A.sin(8) —
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By making tha substitution* u-x/(V2.o) and v»y/(V2.o) w* can writ* 
this as
F(o,w, 6:6) - 2 exp -(u*-2Buv*v»)| .du.dv (C3)n.va-B') J J i ( i - a 1 ) J
B - D.sin(6), C ■ D.sin(B-w), D ■ A/(V2.o)
This formula is in alaost the same form as [Erdilyi, Magnus, 
Oberhettinger and Triconi 19XX, egn.22., Mehlers formula]
z (w/2)".Hw (u) .HnCv) » *xp|2uvw - (u,*v*).w*l/V(1-w1) (G4)
n*0 n! L (1-w*) J
where H„(x) are the Hermit* polynomials. Here we let w»fl and put (G4) in 
the same form as the exponential in (G3)
p H u ^ 2 B u v V  
L (1-B*)
I ■ V( 1 -B* ) .exp(- (u*»v* )) .£ (B/2)".HTt(u).Hw.(v) (G5)
Hence (G3) and (G5) give
- C
. | exp(-u*)-H„(u).du | iF(o,w,fl:0) > 2 E (fl/2) " *  .  .  exp(-v*) .H„(v) .dv (G6) 
n n*0 n!
Now [Abramowitz A Stegun 1965 22.13.15]
IoK,(t) .exp(-t*> .dt « Hm-i (0) - exp(-x') .H«-, (x) n>0 (G7a)
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and
I
Ha(t).exp(-ta).dt ■ axp(-t*).dt - </n.erf(x)/2 (G7b)
0 Jo
hence, noting that and separating the n»0 tern from (G6)
and readjusting the indices
F(o,w,B:0) « [1-erf(B)][1-erf(C)]
2
- 2  E ( B / 2 ) " ~ ' . t e x p ( ( - B * ) .H „ (B )1 . [ e x p ( ( - C * l . H , ( C l !  (G8)
n n*0 (n-1)!
Fourier series for erf(D.sin(8):
Noting that erf (D.sin(6)) is an odd function of 0 and that 
sin(n-e) ■ sin(6), erf(D.sin(0)) can be expressed as a Fourier series
erf(D.sin(0)) - E p,(D).sin((2.r-1).0) 
r»0
The 'dc' component of the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of (G8) 
is therefore
1- dc{ erf(B).erf1 £ L ±
■ [1-dc{ E E p«-(D) .p. (D).sin( (2.r*1) .0) .sin( (2.S-1). (0-w) ]/2 
r«0 s«0
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(C 10)■ M  - E Pr1(D).cos((2.r*1).w)/2]/2 
r»0
Previous calculation (Appendix D) has shown that
P~(D) I»*i (D*/2) ♦ I«-(D’/2)
and therefore
P«-*(D> ■ <-D* ■ exp(-D*). (D*/2) ♦ X,(Da/2)]a (G11)
(2.r+1)*.n
Where I„(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Putting 
(G11) in (G10) gives
■ 1 - P*-HP(-D') = [X,.,(D*/2) ♦ Ig(P*/2)l* . cos( (2.r*1).w) <G12)
2 n r*0 (2.r*1) *
The dc component of the first term on the RHS of (G8) is now known and it 
remains to evaluate the dc term of the series.
Fourier series for exp(-D‘.sin1 (6)) .H,,(D.8in(8)):
In order to evaluate the series in (G8), consider the function
Gi»(k ) ■ exp( -x*) .H„(x)
Now the Hermite polynomials have the recurrence relationship 
A Stegun 1965 22.7]
«■»»I (s) - 2.x.H„(x) ♦ 2.n.H»_, (x) -0 n a 1
(C13)
[Abramowitz
(G14)
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hence, from (19) and (20)
Gn.iCx) - 2.x .G„(x ) ♦ 2.n.Gn.'(x) -0 n t 1 (G15)
Further, H„(x) and hanca G„(x) is an odd function of x if n is odd and an 
even function of x if n is even. Therefore G„(D.sin(8)) is an odd peri­
odic function of 6 in the range I-n.n] if n is odd and an even periodic 
function of 8 in the range l-n,n) if n is even. Thus if n is odd * 2.r*1, 
r t 0
G„(D.sin(8)) - Cl.,.,(D.sin(6)) - E qr...sin((2.s* 1).6) r i 0 (G16a)
s-0
and similarly if n is even * 2.r r t 0
Gn(D.sin(6)) ■ Ga.r (D.sin(0)) ■ E pr ...cos(2.s .9) r * 0 (G16b)
s-0
Thus if n - 2.r*1
Gn (0.sin(9)).Gn (D .sin(6*w)) -
E E g>-. si • . .a - sin( (2 .s 1 ♦ 1) .8) . sin( (2. s2* 1 ) . (9*w))
s1=0 s2-0
- 1/2 E E qr ..i.qr ..a .[cos{ 2.(s2-s1).8 - (2.s2*1).w } 
s1-0 s2=0
- cos { 2 .(s2* s U 1 ) . 0  ♦ (2,s2*1) .w ) ] 
and the dc terms in this only occur in the first cos term when s1-s2
dc « 1/2 E qr ..‘.cos((2.s+1).w) n - 2.re1, r * 0 (G17a)
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If n ■ 2.r, by a similar process
dc ■ 1/2 S (1‘6r.o).Pr..’.cos(2.s.w) n -2.r, r * 0 
s»0
where fir.o is the Kronecker delta function and is 1 when r- 
wise.
Thus fro« (G12) and (G17) the dc value of (G8), ie D(o 
found. It remains now to determine the p«.,« and qr.a .
Tourier series for G„(x):
Co(x).
Since it is known that H0(x) ■ 1,then Ge(x) » exp(-x*) 
have x ■ D.sin(G) and «re know (Gray 1931 pp36]
exp(-D*.sin* (9)) « exp(-D*/2).exp( Da.cos(2.6)/2 >
- exp(-D*/2). ( Io(D'/2) ♦ 2.E I,(D*/2).cos(2.r.0) } 
r*1
and this gives us the rourier series for Go(D.sin(e>) and fn 
Po.o - **p(-D*/2).I0(D*/2)
Po.. * 2.exp(-D*/2).I.(D*/2) s * 1
(G17b)
1, 0 other-
,w,fl) can be
and here we
(G 18)
on (G16b)
(G19a) 
(G19b)
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G,(x):
It is also known that H,(x) ■ 2.x and hence, using (CIS)
G,(D.Bin(e)) -
2.D.sin(0).exp(-D*/2).(Ze (Da/2) ♦ 2.E Ir (D*/2).cos(2.r .0)) 
r-1
which, after expanding the brackets, using a trigonometrical identity and 
collecting terms under the summation becomes
Gi(D.sin(6)) - 2.D.exp(-D*/2 X.(Da/2) - I..,(D*/2) Lsin( (2.r*1) .0)
Thus using (G18a)
go.m - 2.D.exp(-D*/2). [ X.(D*/2) - I..,(D’/2) ] s a 0 (G20)
G,(x):
It is also known that Ha(x) « (4.x*-2) and hence 
G2(D.sin(6)) ■ exp(D*/2).(4.D*.sin*(6)-2).{ Xo(D>/2)
multiplying out the brackets and applying similar procedures as before.
♦ 2.L I«.(D*/2) .cos ( 2.r.6) ) 
r»1
G2(D.sin(8)) - £ p 1,s .cos(2.s .6) 
s-0
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2.exp(-D*/2).{ (D*-1).I0(D*/2) - D,.I,(D,/2)
♦ E cos ( 2. r . 6 ) * I 2. (D*-1 ) . I«-(D*/2) - D*(X,-, <D*/2) ♦ Ir.,(D'/2)) ] ) 
r-1
giving
p,.o « 2.exp(-D*/2).{ <D* — 1).I0 (D*/2) - D,.X,(D*/2) } (G21)
p,.. « 2 .exp(-D’/2).{ 2.(D*-1).Xr (D*/2)
- D*.(X._,(D*/2) ♦ I..,(D*/2)) } st 1 (G22)
G»(x):
Xn order to find the rest of the pw.m and w e  can use the recur­
rence relationships (G15) and expansions (G16) for Gn (x).
G"(x). n even:
Consider the cases when n is even (n - 2.r) and a 2 (r t 1), from
(615)
G«.,(D.sin(6)) > 2 .D.sin(0).G„(D.sin(0)) - 2 .n.G„.,(D.sin(6) ) 
Cx.r.i (D.sin(9) ) - 2.D.sin (6) . Ga . «- ( D . sin ( 8 ) ) - 4 . r . G , D .  sin(6) )
* 2.D.sin(6).E Pr.a .cos(2.s .8) - 4.r.E q_— , ,..sin( (2.S+1 ) .8)
s=0 s*0
* D.E pr .a.Sin( (2.s*1 ) .0) - D.E p„...Sin( (2.S-1 ) .0)
s*0 s=0
- 4.r.E qr _ i .«.sin( (2.S+1 ) .6) 
s>0
Separating out the first term of the second sum and readjusting the indi- 
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c e s  we g e t
* D.E Pa...Bin((2.8*1) .8) - D.E p,.«., .8in( (2.8*1) .8) 
s*0 s*0
- 4.r.E q,-,...8in((2.8*1).8) ♦ D.p«..o.Bin(8) 
s-0
- E {D . (pr ,m - p-,..i) - 4.r.q«._,..) . sin( (2.8*1) .8)
8-0
♦ D . p « . . o . s i n ( 0 )
expanding the left hand side (LHS) using (22a) and equating terms
(D.8in(8)) - E q,...sin((2 .s*1).8)
8 -0
q,,o - D . (2.pr,o - p,.*) - 4.r.q«._,.0 r a 1 (G23)
q^.- - D.(p,.. - p«-.— .,) - 4.r.q«._, ,m r  * 1, s t 1 (G24)
n odd:
Now the case for n odd (n * 2.r ♦ 1) and a 3 (r a 1) must be 
considered.
Gn.i(D.sin(8)) - 2.D.sin(8).Gn(D.sin(8)) - 2.n.G„_,(D.8in(8)) 
G««».,,(D.Bin(8)) - 2.D.sin(e).Ga.,.i(D.Bin(8)) - 2(2.r*1).Ga.,(D.Bin(8))
- 2.D.sin(8).E qr . a . Bin ((2. s* 1). 8) - 2(2.r*-1).E p«....cos(2.s.8) 
8 -0 s-0
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■ D.E q«-,.. cos <2.8.6) 
s*0
D.E q«-. ■ . cos ( 2 (s* 1 ) . 8) 
8*0
* D.E qr.».cos(2.8.6) 
8*0
- 2(2r*1).E pv.a .cos(2.s.6) 
8*0
. C O S ( 2 . 8 . 6 )
- 2(2r+1).E pr,s.cos(2.s.6) 
8-0
■ E cos (2. s . 6). { D. (qr, ■ - q«.,.-,) - 2(2r*1 ) .p«.._ ) 
s-1
♦ D.q^.o - 2(2r*1 ) .p«.. o
expanding the LHS using (G16b) and equating terms
Ga . , (D.sin(6)) - E p«..,...cos(2.8.6) 
s-0
P— i.o ■ D.q«-.o - 2(2r*1) .p«.,0 r k 1 (G25)
P«i.- * D. (q«-. ■ - qr..-i) - 2(2r*1).p,.. r i 1, s t 1 (G26)
Equation (G8) can now be rewritten as D(o,w,6) by taking the dc 
parts of each ter» using equations (G12), (G17m) and (G17b). The summa­
tion over n must be split into the odd and even components. This gives
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D(o.w.B) - 1 - D'.BKPI-D*? E [IJ ,,(DV2) ♦ I»(P*/2)j*. CO«( (2.r*1) ,w) 
2 n r-0 (2.r*1)*
and the
- i- E (B/2 )*<'-•. £ q*»,».cos( (2.s«1).w) 
n L r»0 (2r+2)I s«0
♦ E (B/2)aw"  . | t p*«-, ..cos(2.s.w) ♦ p*,., 
r»0 (2r*1)! L s«0
P«-. » and qr .. can be determined by use of
Po.o * exp(-D*/2).I0(D*/2)
Po.m - 2.exp(-D*/2).xs (D*/2) s i 1
q0#. ■ 2.D.exp(-D*/2).[ Z.(D*/2) - Z..,(D*/2) J s
p,.o - 2.exp(-D*/2). { (D*-1).Zo(D*/2) - D*.Z,(D*/2)
p,.. « 2 .exp( -D*/2). ( 2. (D*-1). I«.(D*/2)
-  D*. I S f i  <D*/2) ♦ Z ,. ,(D * / 2 ))  ) 8
q«-.o ■ D . (2.pr.0 - p,.,) - 4.r.q_._,,0 r i 1
q«-.. ■ D . (p«-,m  - p»...,) - 4.r.q,_,.. r i 1, s
Pr.i.o ■ D.q«-.0 - 2(2ri1).p,,e r t 1
P ~  i.- ■ D.(q,.. - q«-,._i) - 2 (2r + 1) .p_.,s r t 1, 8
•]]
* 0
)
ft 1
fc 0
(G27)
(G19a) 
(G19b) 
(G20) 
(G21)
(G22) 
(G23) 
(G24) 
(G25) 
(G26)
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Th««e formula muat be calculated in the correct order. That is
factor Units
Po.o (G19a)
Po.m all s t 0 (Cl 9b)
Qo.m all s a 0 (G20)
Pi .0 (G21)
Pi all s a 1 (G22)
Ii.o (G23)
Qi.e all s a 1 (G24)
Pa.o (G25)
Pa.- all s a 1 (G26)
<la.o (G23)
Qa.. all s t 1 (G24)
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Probability of a Higher Order Crossing - Numerical Approach
Appendix H
In chaptar 3 a general expression for the probability of a higher 
order crossing was found and it is repeated here for reference.
The method of solution that is presented here is to use standard NAG 
routines on a mainframe computer. This is done by first applying a change 
of variable in order to get the equation in a fora suitable for numerical 
integration. We put
which is a double integral of standard functions and can be calculated 
using 2 dimensional modified Gaussian integration. The Fortran program to 
do this is presented below since it is thought that it is of fairly gen­
eral application. The program is written in the form of a function that 
can be called from a main program. The parameters needed to call it are 
N, the order
FREQ, the frequency as a fraction of the sampling rate
n -  A.sin(S-w)
exp -(x*-2flxy»y*) .dx.dy.de (3.11)
L 2o * ( 1 - a * ) J
■n A .sin(8)
z =
which gives us
-n A.sin(0)
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SNR, the signal to noisa ratio in dB
and IFAIL, an indicator of whether tha prograa has managed to converge 
to the answer within the requested precision.
The function returns the probability of a zerocrossing occurring be­
tween two samples.
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ED(N, FREQ, SNR, ZFAZL)
DOUBLE PRECZSZON FREQ, SNR 
INTEGER N, ZFAZL
DOUBLE PRECZSZON W, A , SIGMA, BETA, ABSACC, ANS, THMZN, THMAX, PZ, DUN 
DOUBLE PRECISION YMAX, C, DENOM, ENEG, X02AEF, SUM, TACT, M, FREQ 1 
COMMON /PARMS/ W, A, SIGMA, BETA, YMAX, C, DENOM 
INTEGER NPTS,Q 
EXTERNAL PHI1,PHI2,F
IF(N.LT.O) THEN
FREQ1 * 1 . ODO-FREQ 
Q--N
ED«1 . ODO-ED ( Q, FREQ1 , SNR, ZFAIL)
RETURN
END IF
PI*4.0D0*DATAN (1.0D0)
ENEG=X02AEF (D UM)
W«PI*FREQ
A»(2.0D0*DSIN(W/2.0D0) )**N 
M«N
BETA« -M/(M+1)
SUM=0.0D0 
DO 99 I«0,N,1
SUM«SUM*(FACT(N)/(FACT(I)*rACT(N-I) ) )**2
99 CONTINUE
SIGMA-10.0D0** (SNR/10.0D0)
SIGMA-DSQRT ( 0.5D0/SIGMA)
SIGMA«SIGMA*DSQRT (SUM)
ABSACC-0.000001
THMIN--PI
THMAXsPI
YMAX-SQRT ( -ENEG*2.0D0) «SIGMA 
C-SQRT (2.0D0*PI) / (2.0D0*SIGMA*PI«*2)
DENOM = SIGMA*SQRT (1.0D0-BETA**2 )
IFAIL-1
CALL DO 1DAF(THMIN, THMAX, PH11 , PHI2, F, ABSACC, ANS, NPTS, IFAIL)
ED-ANS 
RETURN 
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PH11 (THETA)
DOUBLE PRECISION THETA, W, A, SIGMA, BETA, YMAX, C, DENOM 
COMMON /PARMS/ W, A, SIGMA, BETA, YMAX, C, DENOM 
PH11 -A*DSZN (THETA >
IF(PHI1 . GT.YMAX) PHI1-YMAX
RETURN
END
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PHI2 (THETA)
DOUBLE PRECISION THETA,W,A,SIGMA,BETA,YMAX,C,DENOM
COMMON /PARMS/ W, A, SIGMA,BETA,YMAX,C,DENOM
PHI2bYMAX
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F(Y,THETA)
DOUBLE PRECISION Y ,THETA,W,A,SIGMA,BETA,YMAX,C,DENOM,VI,S15ABF
COMMON /PARMS/ N, A, SIGMA, BETA, YMAX, C, DENOM
V1 - (A*DSIN ( THETA-W) -BETA*Y ) /DENOM
F*C*DEXP( - ( Y/SIGMA)**2*0.5D0 ) *S1 5ABF(V1 , I FAIL)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FACT(N)
DOUBLE PRECISION FACT 
INTEGER N 
IF(N.GT.1) THEN
FACT «N* FACT (N-1 )
ELSE
FACT-1 .0D0
END IF 
RETURN 
END
This program has been found to converge to an accuracy of 1 in 10* 
for SNRs up to 5dB. The results have been checked against results froa a 
simulation done over 10* samples and seem to be reliable. A further 
modification is required for convergence at higher SNRs.
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Appendix I
A Program in C to Simulate An MFSK Signal Arriving Over A Raylaiqh/Ricean 
reding Channel
I* THIS PROGRAMME SIMULATES A RAYLEIGH/RICEAN FADING CHANNEL. */
/* IT SIMULATES A GROUND WAVE AND UP TO 4 INDEPENDENT SKYWAVES. */
/* FOR EACH SKYWAVE CHANNEL YOU CAN SPECIFY THE TIME DELAY WITH */
/* RESPECT TO THE GROUND WAVE, ITS RELATIVE MEAN AMPLITUDE, A FIXED */ 
/* DOPPLER SHIFT AND THE MEAN FADE RATE. */
/* THIS PARTICULAR VERSION SIMULATES AN MFSK SIGNAL BEING RECEIVED. */ 
/* THE SECTIONS THAT NEED TO BE MODIFIED FOR DIFFERENT MODULATION */
/* SCHEMES HAVE BEEN MARKED. */
/********••************•*•****•****************•••••****•*••,••••••••»•/
/* Normal C include files */
/**********•****************........... .
»include <math.h> 
»include <stdio.h>
..............................................................................
/* Definitions for Rayleigh fading generator */
/*******•**••***•**•***•**•••***•••••**,*****«•**««*••***,•**•»«•••••„/
»define N 20 /* No. of elements in filter for Rayleigh fade */
»define MM 6.0 /* No. of standard deviations covered by filter */
/***••••******»*******•*•••»*.*•*•*».**.*,***•*****•**•**»**»*,*•»*»*„,
/* Definitions required for MFSK modulator */
»define M 8 /* No of MFSK tones */
»define G 4 /* Frequency guard space */
»define LB 700.0 /* Lower bandwidth edge */
»define UB 2600.0 /* Upper bandwidth edge */
»define BW (UB-LB) /* Available bandwidth */
»define DT 1.6e-4 /* sampling period */
/*****••*•••***•****••••••*••*•••*••***•**••••••*•••*•••*»•••••••••••••/
/* Start of main */
/•*•**•*•*****•**•••***•*••********••••*•*. 
/* Variables required by channel simulator
/ft**»*»******************»********«««««.««,
float pi * 4*atan(1.0); /* pi */
float twopi » 2.0*pi; /* 2*pi */
float noise(); /* noise subroutine */
float dBtoRO; /* converts dB to a magnitude ratio */
float t ■ 0.0; /• time */
float rxwf*0.0; /* value of received waveform at t */
float a; /* dummy */
»*/
*/
'*/
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r -  •
float mag*0.0; /• sum of filter constant magnitudes squared */
float sdoa; /* sd of additive Gaussian noise */
float gmdattan; /• groundwave fixed attenuation */
float skyt; /* time with delay */
float ns; /• I chan noise component */
float nc; /• Q chan noise component */
int skywave; /• index of skywave under consideration */
int nuskywave; /* total number of skywaves */
int data; /* transmitted data */
int dataS ■ 0; /* transmitted data at t - PTD of skywave*/
int dataL ■ 0; /* previous tx data */
int dataM ■ 0; /• one before that tx data */
int b,j; /• dummy */
int syms; /* no. of syms so far */
int totsyms; /* total no. of syms */
long dts=0; /* number of samples so far */
/*
/* The following arrays store the parameters for the various skywaves */ 1
/*
/*
Their arse may be changed if more skywaves are required */ 1
float df[4]; /* Doppler shifts in skywave components */
float ptd[ 4 ]; /* time delay in skywave wrt groundwave */
float attent 4]; /* fixed attenuation in skywave components */
float totatt[4); /• total attenuation ie atten[]*raleigh fade */
float phaze[4]; /* phase shift due to raleigh fading */
float dt[4]; /• I & Q chan noise filter shift rates */
float dtnc[4]; /• time of next change to filter outputs */
float filtconst[N*1 ] ; /* constants for FIR digital filter */
float randl[4](N*1;; /* FIR filter delay line, I channel */
float xandQ[4][N*1]; /* FIR filter delay line, Q channel */
int point[4]; /* pointers to start of filter arrays */
/*
/*
/*
These next variables are
***
used by the modulator */
float te; /* temporary time variable for symbol period*/
float freq[M]; /* symbol frequencies */
float divs; /* symbol spacing in frequency */
float lb; /* lower bandwidth cutoff point */
int samples; /* number of samples per symbol *7
/*
/*
/*
Work out tone frequencies for MFSK format modulator */ I
te«(M-1 . 0*G.0)/BW; /* te would be this */
te-te/DT; /* or this no of samples */
samples* ( int ) ( te* 1 0); /* a greater integer */
calc:
te« ( f loat ) ( samples ) *DT /* so te is this now */
divs*1.0/te; /* so divs becomes this */
lb«divs*( (int) <1.0* LB/divs)); /* recale new lb to even out No
of wfs per symbol */
if ( (lb*divs*(M-1.0*G.0) ) >UB) /* if signal does not fit in B W ___ */
samples**; /* make element a little longer... */
goto calc;
)
/• and try again */
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/a***********************............
/* Now calculate the ton* frequencies */
/••****•••*•••••••*•••*•.............
for(j»0; j<M;j**) /* we already know where to start */
{
fr*q[j]»divs*(j^G.0/2.0)*lb; /* and increment size */
>
/***••*•••••••*•••**••****.*•••••*•**•••*••••*•••••••*•***•»•••*••*••**/
/* Next section is general for channel simulator */.....................................................****..••*******•*•*.**/
/*••*•••*••***•*»**••**•*•*•••••*•••*••••••«**••*•••***•**••••••*•••***/
/* Read in parameters etc */
/* All signal and noise levels are in dB rel. to 0.5watt */
/******..................................
scanf ("%d",fctotsyms); /* total no. of symbols to be simulated */
scanf(”%f",Aa); /* groundwave attenuation in dB */
gmdatten ■ dBtoR(a); /* convert to v ratio */ 
scanf("%f",Aa); /* read noise level in dB */
sdoa * sqrt(0.5)*dBtoR(a); /* calc sd of noise samples */
scanf ( "%d”, inuskywave); /* read number of skywaves to sim */
for (skywave-0;skywave<nuskywave;skywave**)
I
scanf("%f",Aa); /* this skywave atten dB */
atten[skywave] ■ dBtoR(a); /* scale to power of tx signal */
scanf<"%f",Adf[skywave]); /* Doppler shift */
scanf("%f",&ptd[skywave]); /* time delay wrt ground wave */
scanf("%f",fca); /* fade rate =frms*sqrt(2.In2) */
/•*•••*•*•*••**•*•*•••••*•••••••*******•*•**•**•••*••****•*••••••••••*•/
/* for this eqn, see Ralphs, "An HF channel simulator using a new */ 
/* Rayleigh fading method" The Radio and Electronic engineer. Vol 46 */
/* NO 12 pp 579-587 Dec 1976 eqn 11. we calculate the noise filter */ 
/* shift rat* in the same way */
/**•*••*••••***•*»•****•*••*********••••****••••••*••*•••»*•*•••••••***/
d t [skywave]«sqrt(pi*log(2.0))*MM/(N.0*2.0*sqrt(2.0)*pi*a);
)
/eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaeeeeeeeeeeaeeaeeeeeeeeeeeee/
/* Init Gaussian PSD filters used for I and Q channel random walks */
/* FIR filter has N element delay line, covers MM sds and has */
/* Gaussian impulse response */
/eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeea/
for(b-0;b<N;b**)
<
filtconst[b]=exp(-0.5*pow( (((float)b-N.0/2.0)*MM/N.0) , 2.0));
/* Sum squared constants for normalisation */
/«•*•******••*••••*•••**•***•*••*****************•*••••*•*••**••**«•***/
mag**filtconst[b]*filtconst[b];
/******•**•***••»•••*•*•*•*»***»••*****»*•»»»»******••**•*•*•»»•******•/ 
/* Initialise delay line at the same time. Each element is a */
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/* Gaussianly distributed number and there are I and Q filters........................... */
for(skywave«0 ;skywave<nuskywave; skywave»♦)
{
randl[skywave][b] ■ noise(1.0); 
randQ[skywave) [b ] ■ n o i s e d .0 ) ;
)
)
...................... ................ •••**•••*•••••••••••*•••••••••••••/
/* Want unity power gain and so take root of sum of mags**2 and scale */........................*.............. ...................................../
mag=s q r t(mag);
for(b=0;b<N;b»»)
{
filtconst[b)/=mag;
)
/* Initialize filters by doing following:- ./ 
/* Set pointer to start of delay line array */ 
/* Set up time for next update ./ 
/* Shift data along by moving pointer ./ 
/* Input new random values to both channel filters */ 
.....................................................
for(skywave.0 ;skywave<nuskywave;skywave.♦ )
<
point[skywave]* 0 ;
dtnc[skywave]♦«dt[skywave];
point[skywave].(point[skywave]♦1)%N;
randl[skywave][point[skywave]]«noise (1.0);
randQ[skywave ][ point[skywave))«noise(1.0);
/* Now calculate first filter output by FTR procedure */
ns«0.0;
nc«0.0;
for(b«0;b<N;b+*)
I
ns**f iltconst[b]*randI[skywave) [ (point!skywave) +b)%N] ; 
nc**f iltconst[b)*randQ[skywave) [ (point!skywave).b)%N) ;
)
/* Calculate total attenuation as fixed atten times that due to fade */ 
/* Also phase of fading signal */
totatt [ skywave J «atten [ skywave ) *sqrt ( 0.5* ( ns*ns.nc*nc ) ) ; 
phaze[skywave)«atan2(ns,nc);
) /* next skywave */
/* The main body of the simulation starts here. */
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for(syms » 1 ; syms< « totsyms;syms**)
I
/* Loop for symbols */
/* Read data. This is in octal here since we have an 8-FSK system */..............................................
scanf("%d",idata);
do /* loop for samples of symbol */
(
...................................
/* For each skywave we must first check whether fading vector needs */
/* updating and if so do it. Then work out skywave mag and phase. */
/* Then work out the arrival time, see if there is intersymbol */
/* interference and work out waveform value */
for(skywave-0;skywave<nuskywave;skywave♦♦ )
{
/* Check if filter needs updating and if so, do it */................................................*****.*.*****..*.**.**..../
if(t >dtnc[skywave])
(
/* fixup update time */ 
dtnc[skywave]♦-dt[skywave];
/* shift data along delay line */ 
point[skywave]■(point[skywave]♦1 ) %N ;
/* ip new value to filter */
randl[skywavs][point[skywave]]=noise(1.0);
randQIskywave][point[skywave]]=noise(1.0);
ns*0.0; /* reset */
nc-0.0; /* reset */
/* calculate new op from filter */ 
for(b=0;b<N;b+*)
{
ns*-«filtconst[b]*
randl t skywave ) [ ( point [ skywave ) «-b ) %N ] ; 
nc*«filtconst[b]*
randQ [ skywave ] [ ( point [ skywave ] ♦b ) %N ] ;
)
/* Calculate total attenuation of skywave */
totatt [ skywave ) -atten [ skywave ] *sqrt ( 0.5* ( ns*ns*nc*nc ) ) ;
/* Calculate phase angle of vector */
phase[skywave]-atan2(ns,nc);
) f* end of updating procedure */
/* Now we check if the time delay is such that we are still receiving */
220
/* the last symbol or th® on® bafor® that, w® do this so that w® us® */
/* th® appropriate data for generating tha waveform. This is th® */
/* intersymbol interference simulator */
skyt » t-ptdlskywave]; 
if(skyt < (syms-1)*samples*DT)
{
if(skyt <(syms-2)*samples*DT)
(
dataS=dataM;
)
•Is®
dataS=dataL;
)
else
(
dataS=data;
/* Finally we can calculate the signal that is arriving from this */ 
/* skywave path. We add this to any received signals that we have */ 
/* already calculated. */
/* This is the modulator and so needs modifying if a different type */ 
/* is required */ 
/ft®®****®*®***********®*****®*®*®********®*®®®®®®®*®*******®®®®*«®®®***/
rxwf *«totatt[skywave)*
sin(twopi *(freq [dataS]+df[skywave])*skyt+phaze[skywave]); 
) /* loop back for next skywave */
/* Now we have done all of the skywaves and so we must do the */
/* groundwave component */
/.*.®*....****....*..*..*.**..®..***...*.*.*..®.*..*®.®.**®*...«.®...../
/* Again, this is the modulator and would require tailoring to */
/* particular needs. */
/****•••••*•••***•••*•***•**••****..••.••*••*****•••*****•***•.®**®®.®®/
rxwf *=gmdatten*sin (twopi*f req [data) *t);
/* And add the noise at the appropriate level */
/®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®>,*®®®®®®®®®,.®,®®„ ®®®®®®®®,®®,®®®®®,®®®®®®®®®®®®,/
rxwf+=noise(sdoa);
............................................................................ .
/* So now we have the received signal and can go ahead and output it *//•«•••••••••••••••••••a®®®®****®®®®®®*®*®*.
printf("%f\n",rxwf);
/«®..*..*.®...*.®®................*.®..*®.*®*........*......*...®..*®*./
/* Reset th® t i M  variable. It is based on an int to avoid rounding */
/* errors as we increment the counter millions of times in a */
/* reasonable sized simulation */
/.•e**.®®...®**®**®.*®®.........®*®®®®®*.....®®..**.****.******....*.../
221
dts*»; 
t ■ dtS*DT;
rxwf ■ 0.0;
) whil«( dtstsamples !■ 0 ); /• Loop for samples in symbol */
.................
/* That is tha end of a symbol and so the "previous symbol" stores */ 
/* are updated and we return to the top. *//................................................................. .
dataM ■ datai.; 
dataL ■ data;
} /* next symbol */
................................................eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee/
/* End of main. */....................
) /* end of main */
.................... *........... ..............................................
/* Gaussian noise generation. This is done via a Rayleigh distribution*/.............. .......................
float noise(sd) 
float sd; 
l
float temp; 
float hash;
float limit ■ 2147483647; 
float twopi * 8.0*atan(1.0);
temp « cos(twopi»random()/limit);
hash - sgrt(-2*log(random«)/limit))*temp;
hash * sd * hash;
return(hash);
)
/* Function to convert input power in dB to voltage ratios */
float dBtoR(a) 
float a;
{
return« exp(a/(20*log10(exp(1.0)))));
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